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Abstract
The dynamics of thin polymer films display many differences from the bulk dy-
namics. Different modes of motions in polymers are affected by confinement in
different ways. The enhancement in the dynamics of some modes of motion can
cause anomalies in the glass transition temperature (Tg) of thin films, while other
modes of motion such as diffusion can be substantially slowed down due to the
confinement effects.
In this thesis, different modes of dynamics are probed using different techniques.
The interface healing of two identical polymer surfaces is used as a probe of segmen-
tal motion in the direction normal to the plane of the films and it is shown that this
mode of motion is slowed down at temperatures above bulk glass transition, while
the glass transition itself is decreased indicating that the type of motion responsible
for the glass transition is enhanced. The glass transition measurements at different
cooling rates indicate that this enhancement only happens at temperatures close
to or below bulk glass transition temperature and it is not expected to be detected
at higher temperatures where the system is in the melt state. It is shown that the
sample preparation technique is not a factor in observing this enhanced dynamics,
while the existence of the free surface can be important in observed reductions in
the glass transition temperature.
The dynamics near the free surface is further studied using a novel nano-
deformation technique, and it is shown that the dynamics near the free surface
is in fact enhanced compared to the bulk dynamics and this enhancement is in-
creased as the temperature is decreased further below Tg. It is also shown that
this mode of relaxation is much different from the bulk modes of relaxations, and a
direct relationship between this enhanced motion and Tg reduction in thin films can
be established. The results presented in this thesis can lead to a possible universal
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The behavior of glassy materials in confined systems can be different from their
bulk behavior due to the effects induced by the boundaries of the system. Polymer
thin films have been used to study the effect of confinement on the dynamics of
glassy materials in a quest to understand the glass transition phenomena either
in general or in the specific case of polymeric materials. Since polymers are large
molecules with several different characteristic length scales, anomalies due to chain
confinement effects can also be observed in thin polymer films. To understand the
dynamics of polymer thin films, one needs to study different modes of motion and
understand the effect of confinement on each of these modes of motions, as each
can be affected by the confinement in a different way.
In this thesis, different methods are used to study and compare different modes
of dynamics, the results of which can help build a universal picture of dynamics
in thin films and can be potentially used as a base for more theoretical work in
explaining the dynamics of polymers in confinement. The structure of this thesis
is as follows. In the rest of chapter one a brief introduction is given about the
structure and dynamics of polymers followed by a general introduction of glass
transition phenomena and theories of the glass transition. In chapter two the effect
of confinement on the behavior of glassy polymers is discussed. In chapter three
sample preparation and experimental tools used in this thesis will be explained.
Chapter four provides a summary of the attached papers, along with concluding
1
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Figure 1.1: a)Polymerization of polystyrene and poly(methyl methacrylate).
b)Schematic picture of a polymer chain at different length scales.
remarks.
1.1 Introduction to polymers
1.1.1 The structure of polymers
Polymers are large molecules made of repeated elementary units called monomers
by a polymerization process. Figure 1.1(a) shows an example of polymerization of
polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) from styrene and methyl
methacrylate monomers, respectively. The degree of polymerization is the number
of monomers N in a polymer chain. The molecular weight of a polymer is usually
used as a measure of the polymer size. In the melt the number average molecular
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where M = N × Mmon is the molecular weight of the polymer and ρ(M)dM is
the fraction of molecules with mass in the range of M and M + dM . The weight






The ratio of these two values (Mw/MN) can be used as a measure of the width of
the distribution of polymer sizes and is known as polydispersity coefficient. If this
factor is equal to one, then the polymer is mono-disperse and all chains have the
same length. The deviation of this factor from one, shows how poly-disperse the
chains are.
Since polymers are large particles made of semi-independent units, they can
occupy a huge number of translational and rotational states in configurational space.
In the melt or solution, polymer chains have a chance to move from one state to the
other state following Boltzmann statistics. The shape of chains and the amount
of chain stretching depends on the interaction of the monomers with each other
and with the solvent molecules. Figure 1.1(b) shows different important length
scales of a polymer chain. Each two neighboring monomers are separated by a
distance a which is the monomer size and depends on the chemical structure of
the polymer. This is the shortest important length scale in the polymer dynamics.
In larger length scales the chain properties depend on the chemical structure of
the monomer, its size and the angle between two neighboring monomers, which
also depends on the chemical structure of the polymer. The persistence length
b is the length scale at which the monomers motion becomes uncorrelated. Two
monomers that are farther away from each other than this persistence length can
move independent of each other, so at length scales larger than this length scale,
the chain appears flexible. This size of persistence length depends on the chain
stiffness and will be discussed in more details later. REE the end to end distance
of the polymer, is the average distance between the two ends of the polymer chain,
and is a measure of the size that the polymer chain occupies in the space.













Figure 1.2: Schematic picture of a polymer chain.
Ideal chains
Imagine a situation in which each monomer can move freely without feeling the
existence of neighboring monomers. If ~ri is defined as the translation vector from
monomer i−1 to i with the size |~ri| = a, then the end to end vector is ~RN =
∑N
i=1 ~ri
for a chain of size N as schematically shown in figure 1.2. Since the monomers are
moving randomly, the position of the monomer number i is similar to the ith step
taken in a random walk. A one to one correspondence between the random walk
path and the configuration of the polymer in a time frame can be built. The shape
taken by the polymer chain is then similar to the Brownian motion path, and its






where 〈 〉 is the average over a large number of steps in the random walk or a large
number of monomers in the polymer chain respectively. The average mean square
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where N is the chain length and a is the monomer length. The radius of gyration












In a real chain, two neighboring monomers can not move independent of each
other, the chemical structure of the chain imposes an angle θ between them (schemat-
ically shown in figure 1.2) so ~ri.~rj = a
2 cos θij, For two monomers that are suffi-
ciently far from each other, the average value of this angle falls to zero:
lim
|i−j|→∞
〈cos θij〉 = 0 (1.6)









〈cos θij〉 = CNa2 (1.7)
where C is an scaling factor, which depend on the chain stiffness. The behavior of
the chain is thus similar to an ideal chain with an enlarged monomer size b =
√
Ca.
b is known as persistence length and is the length at which the monomers can move
without feeling the existence of each other. At length scales shorter than b the
chain appears more stiff and the angle between the monomers defines the position
of monomers in respect to each other. Depending on the stiffness of polymer chain
the size of b can be between one monomer length to several tens of monomer lengths.
Real Chains
The interaction of a monomer with its neighbors is not the only interaction that can
affect the chain structure. For example, in a good solvent the chains can be more
stretched because of the favorable interaction of monomers with solvent molecules
[1, 2]. Ideal chains are only found in melts and theta solvents. A theta solvent is
a solvent-temperature condition in which the excluded volume of other monomers
becomes zero and the monomers do not feel the existence of other particles in the
solvent. The excluded volume is defined as followed. If U(r) is the interaction














Figure 1.3: Schematic form of the potential U(r) (left) in a liquid and the function
exp[(−U(r)/kT )]− 1 (right). Reproduced from ref. [2]
potential between two monomers, then the probability of finding another monomer
at a distance r from a monomer is equal to exp(−U(r)/kT ) and the excluded volume
can be defined as
V = −
∫
[1− exp(−U(r)/kT )]d3r (1.8)
Figure 1.3 shows the schematic shape of U(r) and 1−exp(−U(r)/kT ). The excluded
volume V is the area under this second graph.
Based on the excluded volume, different solvent conditions can be defined as:
• Athermal Solvent:In the high temperature limit the excluded volume be-
comes independent of temperature and is equal to the size of the particles,
b2d for a monomer of persistence length b, and the smaller diameter d.In this
situation the only interaction in the system is the hard core repulsion of the
monomers.
• Good Solvent:In good solvents the favorable attraction between the monomer
and the solvent particle creates an excluded volume that is smaller than the
athermal value 0 < V < b2d.
• Theta Solvent:At some temperature θ the excluded volume becomes zero,
and the chain behavior becomes ideal motion.
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• Poor Solvent: At temperatures below θ, −b2d < V < 0 and the attraction
between the chain monomers, makes a more packed structure, which becomes
almost spherical shape in the case of non-solvents V = −b2d.
As mentioned before, in good solvents the interaction between the solvent par-
ticles and monomers can result in a more stretched shape. The Flory theory shows
that the behavior of the chain can be modeled as a self avoiding random walk rather
than the ideal random walk, so the chain size dependance to the chain length be-
comes
R ∼ N3/5 (1.9)
In general the Flory theory leads to a universal power-law dependance of the poly-
mer size to the number of monomer units
R ∼ N ν (1.10)
The quality of the solvent changes with the excluded volume V , but for any V > 0
the exponent ν remains unchanged. Compared to the ideal chain with ν = 1/2 the
chains occupies a larger space and has a smaller fractal dimension. More details
about the Flory theory can be found in references [1, 2].
1.1.2 The dynamics of polymer chains
Rouse model
The Rouse model is a model that describes the internal modes of motion of short
polymer chains or polymer monomers below the entanglement length scale and time
constant. In the Rouse model it is assumed that the polymer chains are made of
small massless beads connected to each other by massless springs with the same
spring constants.
The diffusion coefficient D of a particle moving in a liquid is proportional to its
mean square displacement after a time t
〈
[~r(t)− ~r(0)]2〉 = 6Dt (1.11)
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The friction coefficient ζ is defined as the coefficient relating the velocity of the
particle ~v to the frictional force ~f .
~f = ζ~v (1.12)






For a spherical particle ζ = 6πηR, where η is the viscosity and R is the radius of
the particle. Combining equations 1.11 and 1.13 the characteristic time τ required








In a Rouse chain the beads are connected with springs of length b. Each bead
is dragged in the melt or solution with a friction coefficient ζ, so the total friction
coefficient for a chain of size N is equal to, ζN = Nζ. The relaxation time for a








This relaxation time is known as the Rouse relaxation time. Combining with equa-
tion 1.10, one has
τR ≈ τ0N1+2ν (1.16)
where τ0 ≈ ζb2kT is the time scale of the motion of individual beads.
The Rouse model can be solved exactly and modes of harmonic motion of the
beads can be calculated. In the melt where the chains behave like ideal chains the












m2, 1 < m < N (1.18)




Figure 1.4: a)Schematic illustration of an entanglement tube. The red line indicates
the primary path of the chain. b)The decomposition of a tube as a result of reptative
motion of the primitive path. Modified from ref. [1]
The Rouse model can be used to calculate the stress relaxation in a system
made of Rouse chains and it can be shown that the shear stress relaxation modulus
has the following time dependance [1]1
G(t) ∼ t−1/2 (1.19)
and the viscosity of the system is equal to η ∼ N . This behavior has been confirmed
in experiments on polymers with short chains or measurements of short time relax-
ations in entangled systems. For example the experiment of Pearson et al. shows
the validity of Rouse model for short chain polyethylene [3]
Chain entanglement and reptation
Polymer chains with sufficient length in the melt or concentrated solution are in-
terpenetrated and the degree of this interpenetration increases with the molecular
weight. At high molecular weights the polymer molecules become so entangled that
1The definition of shear modulus is given in the following section where the macroscopic dy-
namics of polymers are discussed.
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the molecules can not move freely, and their motion as a whole becomes dependent
to the motion of surrounding chains. Doi and Edwards [4] proposed the reptation
model to explain the dynamics of entangled polymers. In this model it is assumed
that the motion of a chain is confined in tubes that are made by adjacent molecules.
Figure 1.4 (a) shows how the lateral constraints on the chain motion imposed by
surrounding chains produces an entanglement tube. The line along the tube center
of this entanglement tube is called the primitive path. The motion of the chain
is composed of fast relaxation of the monomers inside the tube which is driven by
Rouse mode relaxations and the time dependent evolution of the primitive path
which leads to disentangling of the chains and eventual diffusion of the chain. Fig-
ure 1.4(b) shows the reptative motion of the primary path. Both the actual chains
and the primitive paths represent random coils, and both have the same end to end
distance
R2 = Na2 = lprapr (1.20)
where lpr is the length of the primitive path and apr is a parameter which defines
the stiffness of the entanglement tube. The friction coefficient of the chain is equal









The time needed for the chain to diffuse over a length comparative to the length of





Combining equations 1.20 1.21 and 1.22 the time constant of reptation can be
obtained.
τd ∼ ζN3 ∼ M3 (1.23)
This result can be compared to the experimental results of creep measurements
in an entangled system. The reptation model predicts a relaxation time τd ∼ M ν
where ν = 3 while the experimental results show ν ≈ 3.2 − 3.6. Although this
agreement is not perfect, the simple scaling approach of the reptation model can
reasonably explain the characteristic behavior of entangled polymeric systems.








Figure 1.5: Schematic creep and recovery of a polymeric system under a constant
stress at time zero.
1.1.3 Macroscopic dynamics of polymers
If a small mechanical or electric field is applied to a polymeric system, the response
of the system which is a mechanical deformation or change in polarization respec-
tively, can be described by linear equations. In this section linear viscoelasticity
and linear dielectric response of polymers are discussed.
Linear viscoelasticity
In a simple creep experiment where a constant load is applied to the system the
response of the system is made of three components schematically shown in figure
1.5
• An elastic instantaneous response (blue line)
• A retarded anelastic deformation, which is a function of time (red dashed
curve)
• viscous flow (grey dotted curve)
Figure 1.5 shows the response of the system to a creep and the recovery of the
system after the load is removed. After removing the load, an instantaneous elastic
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recovery is followed by a slower time dependent recovery, but the viscous flow part








is the time dependent longitudinal strain, Lz is the initial length
of the sample and σ0zz is the constant tensile stress applied to the sample at t = 0.
A second type of mechanical experiment is the stress relaxation experiment where a
constant deformation is applied at time t = 0 and the stress relaxation is monitored.





The third method that can be used is the oscillatory creep experiment. Here a




The resulting strain varies with the same frequency but usually has a phase lag
ezz(t) = e
0
zz exp(−iφ) exp(iωt) (1.27)




= D′ − iD′′ (1.28)







= E ′ + iE ′′ (1.29)
Similar to tensile experiments, shear response experiments can also define the vis-
coelastic properties of polymeric materials. shear modulus and compliance in con-
stant stress or strain experiments, or in dynamic experiments can be defined as the
linear response constants in such experiments,
• Shear compliance J(t) = ezx(t)
σ0zx
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• time dependent shear modulus G(t) = σzx(t)
e0zx
• dynamics shear compliance J∗(ω) = e0zx
σ0zx
exp(−iφ)
• dynamics shear modulus G∗(ω) = σ0zx
e0zx
exp(iφ)
So far only the responses to a step function and an oscillatory force have been
discussed, in order to find the general response of a system, one needs to find the
primary response function, which is the response of the system to an infinitely short
pulse. Assume the general force function [1]
ψ(t) = ψ0δ(t) (1.30)
The primary response function µ(t) describes the time dependent displacement x(t)
caused by this short pulse force as [1]
x(t) = ψ0µ(t) (1.31)
An arbitrary force function can be divided into a sequence of short pulses. If the
force is small enough that the response of the system remains linear, then the
Boltzmann superposition principle implies that the response of the system can be
described as the sum over all responses [5]. The displacement of the system x(t) as





Single relaxation time process
The viscoelastic properties of materials reflect the underlying microscopic dynamics
of the system. The most simple case is when the system has a single relaxation
process, with a single relaxation time τ . For a creep experiment under a constant
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where τ is the relaxation time of the system, and ∆J = Jr − Ju is the difference
between the non-elastic and elastic part of the shear compliance of the system, and










Similarly if an oscillatory shear stress σzx(t) = σ
0
zxexp(iωt) is applied to the system,











1 + ω2τ 2
− i ∆Jωτ
1 + ω2τ 2
(1.36)
Once the single relaxation time behavior is established, one can use the fact that
the response of the system is linear to find the response of the system in the general
situation where the system has two or more relaxation processes.







Figure 1.6 shows the creep compliance of a polymer schematically. The response
of the system consists of three different behaviors. The short time response of the
system is a solid like compliance of the order of 10−9N/m2. A transition from the
glassy behavior to rubber behavior happens at longer times (or higher temperatures)
and the compliance gradually increases to about 10−5N/m2, this transition is called
the glass-rubber transition. For a certain time the creep value stays at the rubbery
plateau before eventually changing to the viscous flow regime where the compliance
increases linearly with time.
The glass-rubber transition also known as the α-relaxation process, is not a real
phase transition like the melting transition. This transition is of pure kinetic origin
and whether or not a system behaves like a glass or rubber only depends on the












terminal flow regime 
τ~N3.4 
Figure 1.6: Schematic shape of the complete creep curve of a polymer
time scale of the experiment. The α relaxation will be discussed in more detail in
the next section.
The existence and the width of the rubbery plateau, however depends on the
molecular weight of the polymer and is an indication of the existence of chain entan-
glement which starts at a critical molecular weight Mc, the critical molecular weight
of entanglement. The measurements at high temperatures(long times) indicate a






where η is the viscosity, which is related to the complete diffusion of the chains.
The viscosity of the polymer is molecular weight dependent
η ∼ M ν (1.39)
The exponent ν has different values below and above the critical molecular weight
Mc. Below Mc where the rubbery plateau doesn’t exist, ν = 1, as predicted by the
Rouse model. Above Mc a ν ∼ 3.2−3.6 is observed, which is an indication of chain
entanglement and reptative motion, which predicts a ν = 3.
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Dielectric relaxation
Dielectric relaxation of a polymer system can also be described by linear response
theory. When an electric field E is applied to a polymeric system, the polarization
induced by the electric field is given by
P = ε0(ε− 1)E (1.40)
where ε0 and ε are the permittivity of vacuum and the permittivity of the dielectric
substance respectively. The dielectric displacement vector D is equal to
D = ε0E + P = ε0εE (1.41)
If at time zero a constant electric field is applied to the system, the polarization
vector will have an instantaneous response followed by a slower time dependent
response
P (t) = Pu + Por(t) = ε0(εu − 1)E0 + ε0∆ε(t)E0 (1.42)
Respectively the response to an oscillating electric field E(t) = E0 exp(iωt)is
P (t) = P0 exp(−iφ) exp(iωt) (1.43)








Similar to mechanical response measurements, dielectric measurements can also
be used to define the characteristic relaxation times of the system, corresponding to
different dipole relaxations of the system. In polymeric system which have strong
susceptibility, dielectric measurements are ideal measurements to find different re-
laxation modes of the system such as α-relaxation. Dielectric measurements are
usually carried out in the oscillatory modes.
1.2 Introduction to the glass transition
The glass transition has been called “The deepest and most interesting unsolved
problem in solid state theory.” [6] Despite years of experimental and theoretical
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the specific volume as a function of tem-
perature for a liquid which can both crystallize or form a glass. Adapted from
ref. [8]
studies, the nature of the glass transition remains unknown and there is no universal
theory that can explain all aspects of this phenomena. In order to describe the glass
transition an ideal theory should be able to explain all aspects of experimental data.
On the other hand experiments should be developed to confirm different predictions
of this theory, and ideally a self consistent picture should emerge. In The current
theories, each grasp some aspects of the glass transition phenomena observed in the
experiments, but usually fall short of explaining the others. In this section, some
important aspects of the glass transition phenomena are discussed along with some
of the major theories of the glass transition.
1.2.1 Phenomenology
If a liquid is cooled down fast enough, the molecules won’t have enough time to
sample the configurational space and crystallization can be avoided. As the tem-
perature is decreased below the crystalization point, the motion of liquid molecules
becomes slower and eventually it will take a molecule a long time to diffuse a dis-
tance of the order of its size and the system appears to be frozen in the experimental
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time scale. This statically disordered frozen state of the system is called the glass.
Figure 1.7 shows the changes of the volume of a glass forming material as a func-
tion of temperature. A system that is cooled below its crystallization temperature
is called a supercooled liquid. As the material is supercooled, at some point the
system falls out of equilibrium and forms a glass. The glass transition is defined
by extrapolating the specific volume in the glassy state back to the specific volume
in the supercooled state. The point that these two lines coincide is defined as the
glass transition temperature Tg. If the liquid is cooled more slowly the particles
will have more time to rearrange and hence falling out of equilibrium happens at
a lower temperature and a lower Tg is obtained. As an example, glass 2 in figure
1.7 was formed with a slower cooling rate than glass 1, and thus has a lower Tg.
The transition from a liquid to a glass is not a real phase transition, it does not
include any discontinuities in the physical parameters and does not happen at a
constant temperature. The glass transition is often called a dynamical transition
rather than a thermodynamic transition because the only real difference between
the glass and liquid phase is the dynamical slow down in the glass compared to a
liquid. [7, 8]
The reason that the glass transition temperature depends on the cooling rate
of the system is that once the relaxation time of the system becomes larger than
the time scale of the measurement, a complete relaxation can not be seen in the
experiment and the system appears frozen. Measurement at different cooling rates,
are probes of different relaxation times. A cooling rate of 10K/min in a typical
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement is approximately a probe of a
relaxation time of 100 seconds and the cooling rate is inversely proportional to the
relaxation time [9]. So the glass transition temperature Tg of small molecule liquids
can also be defined as the temperature at which the relaxation time of the system
becomes larger than 100 seconds or similarly the shear viscosity of the supercooled
liquid becomes larger than 1012Pa.S.
As the temperature of the system is decreased towards Tg the viscosity in-
creases very rapidly. For some glasses such as silica the behavior of viscosity can
be described by Arrhenius relation η = A exp(E/kBT ), where A and E are con-
stants related to the material properties and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. These
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Figure 1.8: A schematic diagram of the temperature dependence of (a) the specific
heat, cp, and (b) the specific entropy, s, of a crystal, liquid, supercooled liquid, and
glass. Adapted from ref. [8]
glasses are called strong glasses. For most other glasses, the change in the viscosity
and relaxation time is more pronounced and the viscosity appears to be diverging
if the behavior is extrapolated to a temperature about 50 degrees below the glass
transition temperature. The behavior of the viscosity can usually be described by
an empirical relation called Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation [7, 8].
η = A exp[B/(T − T0)] (1.45)
Where A and B are material related constants and T0 is the temperature at which
the system dynamics appears to be diverging. The origin of this dramatic slowing
down of the dynamics and whether not it continues below Tg is one of the main
questions in the physics of glass transition. Glassy materials that exhibit VFT
behavior are called fragile glasses [10].
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The entropy crisis
Figure 1.8 shows the schematic behavior of the heat capacity and entropy of a
supercooled liquid. In an ideal crystal the configurational entropy is equal to zero
and as the temperature goes toward zero, the vibrational entropy also goes to zero.
The configurational entropy of a liquid can be defined by Boltzmann entropy
S(N, V, E) = kB ln Ω (1.46)
where Ω is the number of configurational states available for N particles with a
total energy of E at a constant volume of V . As the liquid is cooled towards
crystallization Ω becomes one and the configurational energy becomes zero. In
a liquid above the melting point the number of states available to the system is
always higher than one. In a supercooled liquid the difference between the entropy
of the liquid and that of the crystal decreases rapidly, so that at some non-zero
temperature it is expected to vanish. In reality the glass transition always intervenes
to avoid this entropy crisis. In figure 1.8 glass 2 is obtained using a slower cooling
rate, and thus its entropy becomes closer to the crystal entropy before it freezes.
It has been suggested by some theories that although the glass transition is a
dynamical transition and it is not a real phase transition, there probably exists
a real second order phase transition behind it which happens at the Kauzmann
temperature TK at which the system has a unique configuration. To reach this
point however, one needs to choose the limit of zero cooling rate. This means
that the entropy crises is practically always avoided. The Kauzmann temperature
is estimated to be about 50 degrees below Tg by the extrapolation of the slope
of the entropy in the liquid state into the slope in the crystalline state. Some
models suggest that this temperature is the same temperature as T0 in which the
dynamics of the system appear to diverge. Although many glass transition theories
are based on the existence of this phase transition, there is not enough experimental
evidence that directly confirms this fact and there are other theories that explain
glass transition phenomena without having to introduce this diverging point [11].
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Figure 1.9: Temperature dependence of the peak dielectric relaxation frequency of
chlorobenzene/cis-decalin. Adapted from ref. [7]
α and β relaxations
In a glass forming material well above its glass transition temperature the dielectric
relaxation time has an Arrhenius dependence to the temperature, and only one
relaxation peak is seen in the system. As the temperature is decreased, most
materials show two distinct relaxation processes [12]. The slow relaxation time is
called α-relaxation and is believed to be from collective motion of particles. This
relaxation time increases rapidly near Tg, such that for every 3-5 degrees decrease
in temperature the relaxation time increases approximately one decade. The fast
relaxation process which remains Arrhenius is called β-relaxation, and is believed
to be from local vibration of the molecules. The temperature at which the splitting
between the two relaxation functions happens is known as the α − β splitting
temperature Tαβ. Figure 1.9 shows an example of α−β splitting in a glass forming
material. It can be seen that at high temperatures there is a single relaxation
mechanism. In the moderately supercooled regime the peak splits into α (slow)
and β (fast) relaxations, of which α-processes exhibit non-Arrhenius temperature
dependence and diverges at T0.
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Nonlinear response functions
At temperatures below Tαβ, the response functions of the system, such as creep
compliance and dielectric relaxations deviate from a single exponential relaxation
to a behavior that can be roughly described by a stretched exponential function
known as Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) function.
φ(t) = exp
[−(t/τ)β] (1.47)
where β < 1. In this equation τ is the characteristic relaxation time(α relaxation),
the temperature dependence of which can usually be described by VFT equation.
For fragile glasses the β value is about 0.5 and generally systems that show more
deviation from Arrhenius relation also have lower β values and deviate more from
single relaxation behavior. There are some theories that suggest that there is
a coupling between the stretched exponential exponent β and the degree of the
deviation of the relaxation time from Arrhenius behavior [13].
The break down of symmetry
When the temperature of a liquid is decreased towards Tg, the symmetry between
translational and rotational diffusion or viscosity breaks down and the translational
diffusion is not proportional to the rotational diffusion or viscosity anymore [8]. At
high enough temperatures, both translational and rotational diffusions are pro-
portional to the inverse of viscosity. When the temperature is decreased below
about 1.2 × Tg, which is approximately the same temperature as Tαβ, the trans-
lational diffusion becomes faster and the Stokes-Einstein relation becomes invalid.
The symmetry between rotational diffusion and viscosity however remains unaf-
fected [14,15]. It is seen that as the temperature is lowered the difference between
the two diffusions becomes more enhanced. There seems to be a correlation be-
tween this break down of symmetry and the exponent of the stretched exponential
β. Systems with lower β values show more pronounced break down of this symme-
try and the difference between the translational and rotational diffusion becomes
larger.
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Cooperative motion and Dynamical heterogeneity
One of the important issues in understanding the glass transition phenomena is the
dramatic slow down of the dynamics. For example the viscosity of the liquid can
change by about 12 orders of magnitude as the temperature is decreased from about
1.2× Tg to Tg. This slowing down happens without any apparent phase transition,
or structural change in the liquid as the temperature approaches Tg from above.
For strong glass formers such as SiO2, the dynamics are Arrhenius, and a simple
activated process with a single activation energy can explain the slow dynamics.
In fragile glasses however the VFT slowing down is much more dramatic, and the
activation energy near the glass transition can be of the order of 500KJ/mol which
is higher than the strength of interaction of chemical bonds in organic liquids. This
activation energy is thus unlikely to be associated to the motion of one particle
in the field of fixed neighbors. Some theories such as the Adam-Gibbs theory [16]
explain the existence of this activation energy by introducing a relaxation process
based on the cooperative motion of neighboring molecules.
As the temperature is decreased towards Tg, the individual particles do not have
enough energy or volume available to rearrange separately. Figure 1.10(a) shows
three possible ways that the particles can rearrange. In all of these three situations
the average particle moves about 20% of its diameter. In each frame the original
position of the particle is shown with pale red and the final position is shown in
red. Individual particles can move to fill out the local voids that are produced by
the rearrangement of other particles (A), or they can collectively move as a small
group (B) or all particles can move together (C). Each of these motion requires
a correlation between the motion of different particles. It is expected that the
size of this cooperatively rearranging region (CRR) increases as the temperature
is decreased. This cooperatively rearranging region has not been directly observed
in experiments of glass formers, and experiments that provide an estimation of
the size of this region near Tg are based on some initial assumptions about the
existence and the shape of this region. Experiments on colloidal glass formers,
in which the concentration is changed instead of the temperature, show that this
cooperative motion exists in the suspension but only in subset of fast particles, and
the rearrangement in those glasses is more similar to case (C) in figure 1.10. This
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Figure 1.10: a) Different possibilities for the motion of particles near Tg. Adapted
from ref. [18]. b)Regions of different dynamics at two different times t1 and t2,
showing possible trajectories of individual molecules in such a heterogeneous envi-
ronment. Adapted from ref. [19]
motion however is not enough to explain the complex behavior seen in molecular
glass formers, and theories that only use cooperative motion, can not cover all other
aspects of the dynamics such as the break down of symmetry in these systems.
Measurements of colloidal glasses also show heterogeneity in the dynamics. Re-
gions that are only a few nanometers apart can have dynamics that are orders of
magnitude different in the time scale where the average particle has moved only
about 20% of its size [17]. Figure 1.10 (b) shows a schematic picture of the dy-
namical heterogeneity. The cooperatively rearranging clusters are usually located
in the fast relaxing regions. Some observed phenomena such as non exponential re-
laxation processes and the break down of the symmetry between translational and
rotational diffusion can be explained by the concept of dynamical heterogeneity.
One can explain the non exponential dynamics in two different ways, schematically
shown in figure 1.11. In this figure each graph represents the relaxation function
at a different location in the sample. One possibility is that all molecules in the
supercooled liquid are moving homogenously and the relaxation of each of them
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Figure 1.11: Schematic illustration of heterogeneous and homogeneous explanations
for a non-exponential relaxation function. Adapted from ref. [8].
is stretched due to cooperative motion of particles (right). In this case a lower
β value is associated to increased cooperativity. The other explanation could be
that the relaxation of individual particles remain exponential (left), but different
regions in the system have different relaxation times and the average relaxation
time over different domains produces the stretched shape of the relaxation func-
tion. Lower β in this scenario corresponds to the increased heterogeneity in the






In the heterogenous explanation G(τ) represents the spatial distribution of the re-
laxation times, while in the cooperativity view point this function doesn’t have any
direct physical meaning. Recent experiments support the heterogenous view point,
which is also backed by simulations [20, 21]. This view point can also explain the
break down of symmetry in between rotational and translational diffusion. Dynam-
ical heterogeneity is based on the assumption that domains that are only a couple of
nanometers apart can have relaxation times that differ from each other by orders of
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magnitude (figure 1.10 b). This can explain the existence of fast moving domains,
that translate through the liquid, and can enhance the translational diffusion by
orders of magnitudes, without having to move all liquid molecules around to do
so [14].
1.2.2 Theories of the glass transition
Any theory that deals with explaining the glass transition, should be able to explain
all different aspects of the complex behavior seen in glass formers. The existing
theories of glass transition often can explain some of the aspects depending on
the type of the theory, but fall short in explaining the others, or predicting the
new phenomena that emerge from the experiments everyday. The behavior of a
supercooled liquid near Tg is often described by VFT equation or a power law
equation such as [22]
τ = τ0[T − T0/T0]−B (1.49)
All these types of equations have a singularity at some temperature T0 which is
about 50 degrees below Tg. In reality, the relaxation time becomes so long that no
experiment can actually measure a relaxation time near that temperature. So the
question of whether or not an actual phase transition exists at that temperature
and whether the dynamics diverges as a result of this phase transition cannot be
directly answered in experiments.
There are three different classes of glass theories. The first class of theories
predict that a real phase transition exists below Tg and the dynamics are described
based on the fact that near this temperature the relaxation time diverges. The
second class of theories predict a transition at a temperature much above the glass
transition temperature, where the dynamics starts deviating from simple liquid
dynamics. As the temperature is decreased, the system passes close to a critical
point at a temperature close to Tαβ, and narrowly avoiding this critical point is
what causes dramatic slow down of the liquid dynamics. In the third class there is
no real phase transition, and the slow dynamics are of a purely kinetic origin. In
the rest of this chapter some of these models are briefly introduced.
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Free volume theory
Free volume theory is one of the first theories that could successfully explain some
aspects of glass formation such as dramatic slow down of the dynamics near the
glass transition [23, 24]. This theory is also attractive because it provides an intu-
itive picture of glass transition that can be really useful in understanding different
phenomena. The idea behind the theory is that molecular transport happens by
the motion of particles into the voids formed by redistribution of the free volume
of the system, that are larger than a critical size. The slowing down of the dynam-
ics is attributed to the reduction of this free volume. The average free volume per
molecule is equal to vf = V/N−v0, where v0 is the volume occupied by the molecule
itself and N and V are the number of particles in the system and the volume of
the system respectively. If the thermal expansion is assumed to be constant, then
the dependance of the average free volume to temperature can be described as
vf (T ) = α(T − T0) (1.50)
where T0 is the temperature at which the free volume becomes zero. The probability
density that a particle has an available free volume vf is assumed to be
ρ(vf ) = (1/vf ) exp(−vf/vf ) (1.51)
The rate of transport(the relaxation time of the system), is proportional to the
probability of finding a free volume which is larger than a critical value vc.
1/τ = ρ(vc) = A exp(− Vc
α(T − T0)) (1.52)
Although the free volume theory can be used to reconstruct the VFT behavior,
it has some fundamental problems. This theory does not yield to any predictions
about the stretching of the response functions, or dynamical heterogeneity. The
other main problem with this theory is that if the reduction of the free volume was
the main cause of the slow dynamics, then decreasing the temperature at a constant
volume instead of constant pressure would result in the disappearance of the glass
transition, while there are experiments that show that the glass transition happens
even at a constant volume [25].
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Adam-Gibbs theory
Adam-Gibbs Theory [16,24] is based on the existence of a cooperatively rearranging
region (CRR) in supercooled liquids. This theory is very similar to the free-volume
theory, but it uses an entropy approach to describe the slow dynamics, instead of
making assumptions about the volume of the system.
The behavior of a supercooled liquid is sometimes described by the Williams-
Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation which is mathematically equivalent to the VTF equa-
tion.
− log aT = C1(T − Ts)/[C2 + (T − Ts)] (1.53)
In this equation aT = τ(T )/τ(Ts) is the ratio of relaxation times at temperature T
to the relaxation time at a reference temperature Ts. The reference temperature Ts
is usually about 50 degrees below Tg. In this theory it is assumed that there exists a
real second order phase transition at a temperature T2 at which the configurational
entropy becomes zero. At higher temperatures cooperatively rearranging domains
exit with domain sizes that diverge at T2. Assuming that a subsystem z of the
particles, interact weakly with the rest of the system, and only interact with each
other. These particles are in mechanical and thermal contact with each other. An
isobaric isothermal ensemble of N subsystems, each composed of z molecules, which
are indistinguishable and independent of each other is assumed. The particles inside
a number n of these subsystems are allowed to cooperatively rearrange, while the
other N − n subsystems are not allowed a relaxation and appear to be frozen. The
Gibbs free energy of the whole system is defined as G = −kT ln ∆, where ∆ is the
partition function
∆(z, P, T ) =
∑
E,V
ω(z, E, V ) exp(−E/kT ) exp(−PV/kT ) (1.54)
If the sum is imposed only over the subsystems that are allowed to rearrange,
then the partition function ∆′ gives the Gibbs free energy for the rearrangeable
subsystem, G′ = −kT ln ∆′. Thus n/N = ∆′/∆ = exp[−(G′ − G)/kT ], and the
cooperative transition probability is defined by
W (T ) = A exp(−zδµ/kT ) (1.55)
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where zδµ = z(µ′−µ) = G′−G. The average transition probability is the sum over
all possible subsystem sizes z that can cooperatively rearrange. In a supercooled
liquid there is a critical minimum size for a cooperatively rearranging domain z∗,
below which the subsystem can not rearrange. One can show that the average
transition probability is approximately equal to
W = A exp(−z∗δµ/kT ) (1.56)
Since these subsystems are independent of each other the configurational entropy
is the sum of entropies of the subsystems. Since δµ is almost constant Sc = Nsc,
where sc is the entropy of each region and thus z
∗ = Ns∗c/Sc. This leads to
W = A exp(−∆µs∗c/kTSc) = A exp(C/TSc) (1.57)
where C is a constant. The WLF equation can now be reconstructed.
log aT = log[W (Ts)/W (T )] (1.58)









The existence of the phase transition in this theory explains how the entropy
crisis, also known as the Kauzmann paradox can be avoided. The theory predicts
that the system reaches a unique configuration at temperature T2 which is the same
temperature as the Kauzmann temperature T2 = TK . Calorimetric measurements
of the Kauzmann temperature show that this temperature is also close to the VFT
diverging temperature T0 which is an important success for this theory. DiMarzio
and Yang used a modified form of the Adam and Gibbs theory [26], in which the
system does not need to reach a unique configuration. Instead the phase transition
happens when the structural arrest reaches the percolation point, and the configu-
rational entropy reaches a small non-zero amount Sc(T2, P2) → Sc,0. Small regions
in the system can still rearrange, even below the glass transition temperature, and
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there is no sudden break in the viscosity. Instead the viscosity behavior changes
from VFT to Arrhenius. The viscosity of the system is equal to
log η = B − AFc/kT (1.61)
where Fc is the configurational Helmholtz free energy, Fc = −kT ln Q. Close to
Tg, the heat capacity behaves like Cp,c = α/T so Sc = α(1/T2 − 1/T ), and since
Sc = ∂Fc/∂T , this leads to
Fc = −C −α(T/T2 − 1) + α ln(T/T2) T ≥ T2 (1.62)
Fc = −C T < T2 (1.63)
where the constant C is part of the activation energy. This Arrhenius behavior of
the viscosity below the glass transition has been observed in aging experiments of
glass formers such as polycarbonate [27].
Edwards model
In the Edwards model the glass transition is studied in a system of rigid rods. The
fact that the properties of a glassy material does not depend on the shape of its
particles, is used to extrapolate the results into a universal behavior of the glassy
materials [28]. This model is also useful in the studies of glass transition in systems
made of liquid crystals or polymers, which have cylindrical molecules or segments
respectively. In this model the diffusion constant of a solution of rod like molecules
is calculated, by considering that the particle motions are delayed by closing and
opening of random gates produced by the motion of neighboring molecules. The
first order term is calculated by assuming that other particles of the liquid are
moving freely. Then a self consistency argument is used to add the effect of theses
delays to the random motion of the neighbors as well. The calculated diffusion
constant is equal to
D = D0[1− C(cdL2)3/2] (1.64)
where c is the concentration, L and d are the rod length an diameter and C is a
number of the order of one. If the concentration is increased (the temperature is
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decreased), at some concentration the diffusion becomes zero and the solution of





This is a mean field solution that only considers the motion of single particles, the
cooperative motion of particles can be added as higher order terms [29]. These
higher order terms are calculated based on the motion of rods following each other
in lines or loops. Using these terms one can reconstruct the VFT equation
D = D0 exp[− (∆Tg)
2
4T0(T − T0) ] (1.66)
where the constants A = − (∆Tg)2
4T0
and T0 are obtained experimentally.
The Edwards model is also insightful in modeling the glass transition of poly-
meric systems. For example the dependance of Tg on molecular weight can be
calculated by assuming that the glass transition is caused by the blockage at the
end of chains and entanglement points [30]. The total number of problem points
would be of the order of L/a− 1, where a is the monomer size. If Tg(∞) is the Tg
at the limit of L →∞, then
Tg = Tg(∞)[1− γ a
L
] = Tg(∞)[1− γMe
M
] (1.67)
Which is in well agreement with the experimental data. Other properties of glass
transition in polymers can be similarly obtained using this model.
Similar to the free volume theory this model suffers from the fact that even at
constant volume, the glass transition must happen, but there are some important
aspects to this model which should be considered carefully. This model suggests
that in order to have a cooperatively rearranging region, it is not necessary to have
a three dimensional region, the molecules can follow each other in string-like paths,
and the CRR could be a one dimensional region.
The results of measurements in colloidal glasses [31] and simulations also con-
firm this point [21]. It is seen in the simulations that the heterogeneous domains
are composed of particles that follow each other in string like motions. As the
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Figure 1.12: Schematic picture demonstrating how a typical cluster of mobile par-
ticles is composed of smaller, quasi-one-dimensional strings of particles which move
collectively as a single unit. Adapted from ref. [21].
temperature of the system is decreased towards the freezing point the average size
of these heterogenous domains increases rapidly with a power-law dependence to
the temperature and appears to be diverging, while the size of the cooperatively
moving domains, which are inside these heterogeneous domains, increases towards
a constant size L. The probability distribution of these domain sizes decreases
with the size of the domain with an exponent which is almost equal to one (as
opposed to the probability distribution of the heterogenous domains which makes
an exponent equal to ν = −1.9 with the size of the clusters) showing the one di-
mensional nature of these cooperatively rearranging regions. Figure 1.12 shows the
simulation results [21] showing a typical heterogenous domain made of the top %5
of fast moving particles inside which particles are following each other on string like
motions indicated by different colors. The arrows show the direction of motion of
these particles.






Figure 1.13: Schematic behavior of the density auto-correlation function
Mode coupling theory (MCT)




< |ρ|2 > (1.68)






γ(t′)φ(t− t′)dt′ + R(t) (1.69)
where ρQ is the Fourier component of the spatial density correlation function. The
time evolution of φ(t) depends on the dynamic variable φ(t) itself a random force
R(t) and the memory effect introduced by the coupling variable γ(t) which is a
function of φ(t) itself. In the classic mode coupling theory the coupling parameter
can be symbolically shown as [10,32]
γ[φ] = c1φ + c2φ
2 (1.70)
Assuming that c1 and c2 are functions of temperature and larger than zero, there
is a critical temperature below which the autocorrelation function will not decay to
zero. Figure 1.13 shows a schematic behavior of the density correlation function.
The critical temperature Tc predicted in mode coupling theory is higher than
Tg, and it is rather close to Tαβ. Some revisions of the ideal mode coupling theory
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indicate that the reason that no divergence is seen at Tc in the experiments is that
higher order couplings become more important at lower temperatures which allow
activated processes to happen below this critical point. One of main successes of
the mode coupling theory is its prediction of a relaxation function consisting of sev-
eral different distinct regimes. As shown in figure 1.13 the density autocorrelation
function first decays via fast microscopic process which follows a power-law rela-
tion φ(t) ≈ f +A1t−a. At longer times the decay crosses over to another power-law
φ(t) ≈ f − A2tb, and finally at very long times the decay appears to be similar to
the α relaxation process, φ(t) ≈ exp[−(t/τ)β]. This sequence of relaxation times
has been verified experimentally in colloidal systems and in computer simulations.
Although mode coupling theory is successful in explaining different phases of
slowing down of the dynamics it has several problems. For example mode coupling
theory is not directly connected to the molecular motion of the particles. Extra
modeling is needed to establish this connection. Dynamics heterogeneity is not
predicted by this model directly. Extra assumptions are necessary to relate the two
pictures.
Avoided singularity
Kivelson and coworkers have a theory which is similar to MCT in that it is based
on an avoided transition [11, 25, 33], but unlike MCT this model is directly based
on heterogenous dynamics.
In this model a critical temperature T ∗ exists above the crystallization temper-
ature Tm. Where it is possible, the system would prefer to crystalize into a locally
preferred structure, but it is prevented to do so, by the fact that this structure
will not tile a three dimensional space, so the system is geometrically frustrated,
and freezes into domains, with locally relaxed structure. At T > T ∗ the system is
disordered, at T < T ∗ the system is ordered if the frustration parameter K is zero.
T = T ∗, K = 0 is a critical point, but in reality K is a small non zero parameter
and the system narrowly avoids this critical point. The system has two character-
istic length scales. a critical correlation length ξ with ξ/a0 = [T
∗ − T/T ∗]2ν = ε2ν ,
which governs the dynamics in the absence of frustration, and RD the length scale
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at which otherwise ordered structure is broken up into frustration limited domains.
as K → 0, RD diverges. Therefore for T < T ∗, RD ¿ ξ and the frustration doesn’t
have an effect on short length scale dynamics. Based on this theory a universal
equation is obtained for the dynamics
T [ln(τ/τ0)] ∝ (Rd/ξ)2T ∗ = BT ∗ε4ν (1.71)
where 4ν = 3
8
is a universal exponent. In the neighborhood of T ∗ the RD ¿ ξ is
violated and this equation governs the dynamics.
The frustration limited domain theory seems to be very successful in explaining
the relaxation behavior of different glass formers over wide range of time scales
without having to use different functional forms at different time scales and without
introducing a stretched exponential parameter, β [34]. The fact that this model is
directly based on heterogenous dynamics makes this model even more interesting.
The energy landscape
The energy landscape model provides a convenient framework to conceptually ex-
plain the complex behavior of the glassy systems [7]. The potential energy of a
system is defined as φ(r1, ...rN), where ri accounts for position, orientation, veloc-
ity and other relevant parameters of the system particles. This function is a multi
dimensional surface with a non-trivial form which depends on all interactions in
the liquid or glass. Figure 1.14 shows a schematic illustration of this landscape.
The number of potential energy minima, their depth, and the nature of saddle
points separating energy minima defines the properties of the system. In a system
with fixed volume V the landscape is fixed. The way that a system samples the
landscape as a function of temperature defines the dynamics of the system. At
high temperatures the system has enough time or energy to sample all possible
configurations of the system. As the temperature is decreased, there is not enough
kinetic energy for the system to sample all energy minima, and it becomes trapped
in deeper minima. When this happens the kinetics change from single exponential
relaxations to stretched exponential relaxations. At a low enough temperature, the
system is stuck in a single minimum, the depth of which increases with decreas-
ing cooling rate, and the glass transition happens. Excluding the crystallization
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Figure 1.14: Schematic illustration of the energy landscape. The X axis represents
all degrees of freedom. Adapted from ref. [7]
minimum, which is very narrow, the other deepest minimum represents the ideal
glass. The landscape picture, provides a natural separation between molecular mo-
tion into sampling the potential minima and vibrational motion within a certain
minimum. It also provides a picture to explain the difference between fragile and
strong glasses. The energy landscape of a strong glass former is made of a main
mega-basin with no major energy barriers, while the energy landscape of a fragile
glass is made of several mega-basins, separated by high energy barriers. The coop-
erative rearrangement of the particles, enables transitions between these basins. At
low temperatures these rearrangements are rare, and the system remains trapped in
one of these basins. The diversity and pathways between these basins, defines the
stretched exponential shape of the relaxation time, as opposed to single relaxation
times seen in strong glass formers, that show relaxations within a single mega-basin.
Depending on how fast the glass is cooled, the system falls into one of these local
minima. It also explains dynamical heterogeneity based on the number of mini-
mums accessible at each energy level. The only disadvantage of this picture is that
it is nearly impossible to define the landscape of a real system with huge degrees
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of freedom, so applying this picture to a real world glass transition problem, and
finding quantitative results using the energy landscape model becomes impractical.
More details about glass transition phenomena and different theories can be
found in references [7, 8, 10,22,25].
Chapter 2
Dynamics of polymers in
confinement
Theories of the glass transition are based on the existence of one or two important
length scales. Observing these length scales in the real world has been a chal-
lenging task for experimentalists. There are very few measurements that are able
to measure such length scales. But usually these measurements have to rely on
some initial assumptions about the existence of such length scales to be able to
relate the experimental data to a length scale. There is no consensus about the
size, dimension or whether or not these length scales diverge in the vicinity of glass
transition. One way to study these length scales is to use confined systems, and
study their behavior as the glass transition in approached. When the size of the
experimental system becomes comparable to a characteristic length scale of the
system, one may expect to see some anomalies in the dynamics as a result of the
interaction of the system with its boundaries or other finite size effects. A tradi-
tional way to measure the confinement effect on the dynamics of glassy materials
was to measure the behavior of supercooled liquids and glasses in porous media.
Jackson and McKenna [35] measured the glass transition of O-terphenyl and benzyl
alcohol confined in small glass pores using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and saw a reduction in glass transition temperature as the pore size was decreased.
For the smallest size pores (4 nm in diameter) the glass transition of O-terphenyl
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Figure 2.1: Activation plot for salol confined in coated pores; 7.5 nm, 5.0 nm, 2.5
nm, and bulk salol. The arrows indicate the calorimetric glass transition tempera-
tures. Adapted from ref. [40]
(Tg(bulk) = 248K) was observed to be 18 degrees lower than its bulk value. Later
studies showed that Tg can be either higher or lower than bulk Tg depending on the
type of interaction between the pore surface and the glass forming material [36–39].
Arndt et al. [40] showed that when interaction of the pore and the material is not
strong, an enhancement of the dynamics can be seen in dielectric relaxation (Figure
2.2). The deviation from the bulk dynamics starts at a temperature above bulk Tg,
and increases as the temperature is decreased towards Tg. It was shown that this
effect can be modeled by assuming that there is a layer near the pore surface with a
thickness of 0.38 nm that has enhanced dynamics compared to the bulk dynamics.
A reduction in the Tg values measured by DSC was also seen which was consistent
with the observed enhanced dynamics. Later studies showed that similar behavior
is also seen in polymeric glass formers [41,42] Sasaki et al. [43] measured the Tg of
polystyrene spheres with diameter d = 40 − 500 nm in aqueous suspensions using
DSC and observed a reduction and broadening in the ∆Cp value, without any re-
duction in the Tg itself. A model based on the existence of a more mobile layer near
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the interface was used to explain the reduction in the ∆Cp value. It was assumed
that the relaxation of this layer is so fast that it does not contribute in the glass
transition. Based on this model the size of this layer was estimated to be about
4 nm. Simulations of dynamics of particles confined in hard wall pores at tem-
peratures above the freezing point, also showed slow down of relaxation time and
broader relaxation compared to bulk. The relaxation as a function of the distance
from the wall showed a gradual change from very slow to bulk like behavior which
could explain the broadening of the dynamics [44]. Wang et al. obtained similar
results for propylene glycol using fluorescent intensity technique [45].
The results of these experiments indicates that the glass transition is sensitive
to the boundaries of the system when the system is in a confined geometry, but they
are unable to provide more details on the nature of these effects. The interaction
of the glass former with the walls can not be eliminated and hence the exact origin
of observed enhancement of the dynamics can not be explained. It is also not
clear whether or not other parameters are affecting the enhanced dynamics, such
as a reduction of density during the injection of the material into the pores. It is
thus important to find a system that provides more degrees of freedom in terms of
sample properties and the ways the sample can be studied. Polymer thin films are
systems that can be easily made and studied using many different techniques. This
enables us to better understand the confinement effects on the dynamics of glassy
materials.
Polymer thin films and surface are also widely used in different systems and
applications such as packaging, barriers, membranes and catalysts [46], sensors
[47], medical implants [48], adhesives [49] and lithography [50]. So it is crucial to
understand the effect of confinement to their dynamics in order to better quantify
their properties in such systems.
2.1 Glass transition in thin polymer films
Perhaps the easiest way to study the dynamics of thin polymer films is to measure
their glass transition temperature and compare it to the bulk glass transition. There
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are many different experiments and simulations concerning the Tg measurements of
thin films. In this sections a review of these experiments and some related theories
is provided.
2.1.1 Tg measurements in thin polymer films
Tg studies of thin supported films
The first class of experiments discussed in this section are studies of Tg reduction
in thin polymer films supported on a substrate. These films are usually produced
by spin-coating a solution of polymer onto a substrate. The first experiment of
this kind was the experiment of Keddie, Jones and Cory [51], where ellipsometry
was used to measure the glass transition temperature of polystyrene thin films
with different thicknesses and molecular weights (12 × 104 < Mw < 29 × 105).
Measurements were done upon heating of 2K/min, after the samples were cooled
from a temperature above Tg with a cooling rate of 0.5K/min. It was observed that
the Tg of all films with thicknesses less than 50 nm was decreased below its bulk
value. The results were independent of the molecular weight of the polymer used









where Tg(∞) = 373.8K is equal to the bulk Tg of polystyrene, A = (3.2 ± 0.6)
nm and δ = 1.8 ± 0.2. The authors used a model based on the existence of a
more mobile layer near the free surface with the thickness ξ that increases as the
temperature is increased towards bulk Tg






which has a reduced Tg compared to the bulk Tg. Using this model it was shown
that the equation 2.1 can be reconstructed and the size of this layer, ξ is equal to
8-13Å at T = Tg. It was also observed that the expansivity in the glassy region
and as a result, the contrast of the transition is decreased as the film thickness is
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Figure 2.2: Compilation of measured Tg values for supported PS films using different
methods. Adapted from ref. [62]
decreased. This could also be explained by the proposed enhanced dynamics near
the free surface.
After this experiment, many similar Tg measurements have been done on thin
polystyrene or other polymer films, using different techniques [52–62]. Studies on
polystyrene glass transition using many different methods such as positron anni-
hilation lifetime spectroscopy [53, 60], fluorescent intensity measurements [52] and
ellipsometry [59, 61, 62], revealed that in most cases, the reduction of Tg compared
to the bulk Tg is independent of molecular weight for a wide range of molecular
weights below and above the entanglement threshold. Figure 2.2 shows the Tg re-
duction of polystyrene thin films obtained from several different studies [62]. These
studies also showed that the substrate used does not seem to play any major role
in the observed Tg reduction in polystyrene films. Using fluorescent intensity tech-
nique, Ellison et al. [52] showed that changing the repeat unit of polystyrene to
molecules with larger persistence length (P4MS and PTBS) can enhance the Tg
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reduction effect. In PTBS the onset of Tg reduction is 300 nm the largest ever seen
in thin polymer films.
Unlike polystyrene, studies on PMMA showed contradictory results. In some
cases the Tg was increased as the film thickness was decreased [55, 56]. It was
shown that the behavior of PMMA depends strongly on the substrate used. In
cases where a strong attraction between the polymer and the substrate exists, for
example i-PMMA on silicon substrate, the Tg is increased, while films made on
Al substrate, or Silicon substrate treated with HMDS, which are non-attractive
surfaces of PMMA, show a decrease in Tg as the thickness is decreased [55–57].
Grohens et al. [58] also showed that the tacticity of PMMA can have an effect on
the Tg values of PMMA thin films. S-PMMA on silicon substrate shows a reduction
in Tg while the Tg of i-PMMA with similar molecular weight, increases as the film
thickness is decreased.
The effect of sample preparation
In order to understand why the glass transition in thin films is different from that
of bulk, several factors must be considered. Polymer thin films are usually made
by spin-casting a solution of polymer onto a substrate. These films are highly
meta-stable forms of materials, and if annealed long enough, on a non-wetting
substrate, they will dewet and form spherical caps which are the preferred stable
forms. Making polymers into thin films can potentially cause a reduction in the
density, its degree of entanglement [63], and it can also increase the concentration of
chain ends near the free surface compared to the bulk of the film [64]. Each of these
factors can potentially contribute in the Tg reduction of thin polymer films. Also
as mentioned before the complex interaction of the polymers with the substrates
can also alter the results of the Tg measurements.
Reiter and deGennes [65] measured the behavior of ultra-thin polystyrene films
made by spin-casting method when the samples were first made at room tempera-
ture. At room temperature, as the solvent evaporates, the thickness of the film is
decreased under tension. It was seen that increasing the temperature up to 333K
for polystyrene causes an initial increase of the film thickness due to some memory
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effects. A decrease of thickness due to substrate interaction follows as the film
is heated further. This process is a reversible process, and if the film is cooled
down at this point the sample behaves the same way upon a repeated heating. As
the temperature is increased further, a weakening of the substrate forces, causes
nucleated or spinodal dewetting of the film. This study shows that the polymer
samples are under a large amount of stress when they are initially made. It also
suggests that when the sample is annealed, some of these stresses can be released,
but in order to reach an equilibrium, the film must be dewetted, which is naturally
avoided in thin film experiments, because a uniform film thickness is needed. Orts
et al. [66] used X-ray reflectivity to measure the thickness dependence of this effect
and showed that for films with thickness above 20 nm the expansivity is similar
to the bulk polymer, and only for films thinner than 5 nm a shrinking of the film
can be seen due to large initial stresses, which can be annealed out at 353K, about
20 degrees below bulk Tg of polystyrene. In order to avoid complications like this,
in most Tg measurements the samples are annealed above bulk Tg for a period of
time and measurements are done upon cooling, rather than heating. Experiments
also show that the existence of oxygen during the annealing at high temperatures
of some polymers (for example 2 hours at 450K for polystyrene) can cause some
structural damage to the polymer surface, which could affect the dynamics and
glass transition temperature of the system [67]. So it is also important that the
annealing of the films be done under vacuum or a dry inert gas such as nitrogen,
at only about 10-30K above bulk Tg in order to avoid complications.
In order to understand the effect of reduced entanglement on Tg reduction Si-
mon et al. [68,69]measured the properties of freeze-dried polystyrene with different
molecular weights. Freeze-drying from a very dilute solution is expected to re-
duce the entanglement of the system. Viscoelastic measurements on these samples
showed that the rubbery plateau of the creep compliance decreases in successive
runs at a constant temperature, indicating that the entanglement is increasing as
the sample is annealed at longer times, showing that the entanglement is eventually
restored in these samples. Calorimetry was used to measure the glass transition of
the same samples. A Tg reduction of 4-7 degrees was observed compared to bulk
Tg value, but the reduction was independent of molecular weight of the polystyrene
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used (molecular weights between 4K to 196K). It was also shown that the Tg re-
duction is 2-5 K greater in cyclic PS compared to linear chains and with sufficient
annealing bulk behavior can be restored, while entanglement is not expected to
be recovered in cyclic PS systems. The authors conclude that the observed Tg re-
duction can not be due to reduced entanglement. Reduced density in freeze-dried
polymer systems was proposed to be the cause of the observed reduction in Tg of
these systems. A possible similar reduction in the density of thin films has also
been proposed to be a possible factor in Tg reduction in thin films. The mass
density of the thin polystyrene films were measured by Wallace et al. [70] using
neutron scattering measurements of thin deuterated polystyrene (dPS) films with
thicknesses as low as 6.5 nm on two different substrates (Si and oxide coated Si),
and no difference between the thin film value and bulk value was seen. Forrest
et al. [71] also used Brillouin light scattering, to study high frequency mechanical
properties of thin freely standing polystyrene films. Within 0.5% the mass density
of films as thin as 30 nm was indistinguishable from the bulk value.
As mentioned previously the Tg reduction in thin polystyrene films seems to be
independent of the type of substrate used at least for the substrates that are com-
monly used, the reason probably being that polystyrene does not strongly interact
with the substrate. One expects that modifying the PS properties to increase its in-
teraction with the substrate would also affect its Tg reduction behavior. Pham and
Green [72] used a blend of PS and tetramethylbisphenol-A polycarbonate(TMPC)
with similar molecular weights (49K and 38K) to make thin films. TMPC inter-
acts more strongly with the oxide coated silicon substrate and shows an increase
in Tg values with decreasing film thickness. The films made of the mixtures of the
two polymers showed that increasing the percentage of polystyrene increases the
Tg reduction effect and in average the Tg of the mixture film can be obtained by
averaging the Tg’s of PS and TMPC according to their concentrations. In a simi-
lar experiment Rittigstein and Torkelson showed that adding nano-particles to the
polymer solution has a similar effect [73]. Adding silica and alumna nano-particles
can change the Tg and physical aging of the polymer. Depending on the material
used and the type of interaction, Tg can increase, decrease or remain constant.
The results of these experiments and many other similar experiments show that
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the confinement effect seen in thin polymer films specially polystyrene is indepen-
dent of the reduced entanglement effect or the sample preparation technique. But
there are some experiments in the literature which contradict these results [74]. In
this thesis the effect of sample preparation on the properties of thin films is studied
which can provide some possible explanation for these contradictions. The effect
of substrate however is a real effect that can be eliminated in almost all cases by
changing the choice of substrate. Although the substrate can have an effect in
slowing down the dynamics by strong attachment to the chain monomers, it can
not be the source of the reduction in Tg which indicates enhanced dynamics. This
is an strong evidence that the enhanced mobility near the free surface as proposed
by Keddie et al. can be a real cause of Tg reduction. More direct measurements
of the dynamics are needed to confirm this point. One way of studying this fact
is eliminating the substrate effect by completely removing the substrate and study
the free standing films.
Tg measurements of thin free-standing films
Free standing films (FSF) are made by floating thin polymer films onto a water
surface, and then transferring them onto a sample holder which contains an aperture
[75,76]. The Tg of such films can be measured using ellipsometry [75,78] or Brillouin
light scattering [76, 77]. The measurements of Mattsson et al. [77] on thin free
standing polystyrene films showed that the films have two distinctive behaviors
depending on their molecular weights. For films with molecular weights of Mn ≥
514 × 103, the measured Tg was molecular wight dependent. The Tg reduction




T bulkg [1− (h0−hζ )], h < h0
T bulkg , h ≥ h0
(2.3)
where h0/REE ' 1. ζ is a parameter which is a function of molecular weight. It
was shown that by including the effect of molecular weight a universal curve can
be obtained to explain the Tg reduction of these films [78].
(Tg − T ∗g ) = α(Mw)(h− h∗) (2.4)
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Figure 2.3: Plot of Tg vs film thickness h for high molecular weight freely standing
PS films. Adapted from ref. [78]
where h∗ = 103 ± 1 nm, T ∗g = 150 ± 2 and α(M̄w) = b ln(Mw/M∗w), where b is
a constant and M∗w = 69 ± 4 × 103. Figure 2.3 shows the Tg behavior of high
molecular weight thin films. The straight solid lines show the best linear fits to the
data in the regime in which Tg reductions are observed, and the horizontal dotted
line corresponds to the bulk value of Tg. It can be seen that the extrapolation of
all these linear fits coincide at the same point (h∗, T ∗). de Gennes [79] proposed
a model that could explain this effect based on the chain confinement of polymer
chains below their radius of gyration. The details of this model will be discussed
in the next section, which suggests that this effect is only a property of polymer
glasses.
The confinement effects are quite different in low molecular weight free standing
PS films. For films with molecular weight of Mn ≤ 347× 103 no molecular weight








where δ = 1.8±0.2 and α = 78±1Å. Comparing these results with those of Keddie
et al. [51] one can see that the exponent δ is the same and αFSF ∼ 2 × αsupported.
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This suggests that a free standing film with thickness h behaves like a supported
film with a thickness of h/2, which is expected if the free surface is the main cause
of Tg reduction in these films. Similar to the approach of Keddie et al. [51], a
multi-layer film model was proposed by Forrest et al. There are three important
layers in a free standing film. Two interface layers each with a thickness of ξ(T ),
which are more mobile with a decreased Tg and the middle layer which has a bulk
like behavior. The Tg of the film is the average Tg of these layers.
〈Tg〉 = T bulkg +
2ξ(〈Tg〉)
h
(T surfg − T bulkg ) (2.6)
where
ξ(T ) = ξ(T ∗) + α(T ∗ − T )γ (2.7)
In this equation T ∗ can be either T bulkg or the onset of cooperative motion obtained
from other studies of cooperative motion which is about Tons ∼ 485K. The model
can be solved in both situations. If ξ1(T ) = r0 + α(Tons − T )γ with r0 = 6Å the
average distance between the monomer units, then Tg(surf) = 300±7K , γ = 2±0.1
and α = 2.95× 10−3. If ξ2(T ) = ξ(Tg) + α(Tg − T )γ then, Tg(surf) = 305± 21K,
ξ(Tg) = 26 ± 21Å, γ = 0.95 ± 0.15 and α = 1.4 ± 0.7. Both of these models can
be fit to the experimental data quite reasonably. The model can also be solved
for the measurement of supported thin films of Keddie et al. [51], by assuming the
existence of a dead layer near the substrate with constant thickness and constant
Tg and a more mobile layer near the surface. By fitting the model to the data,
λ = 22.7±13Å for the thickness of the layer near the substrate and Tg(sub) = 391K.
Other parameters are similar to the FSF parameters.
Forrest et al. [62] also studied the effect of annealing on the observed Tg reduc-
tions of FSF. For low molecular weight samples Mw = 575 × 103, the reptation
time is τr = 3h while for Mw = 9.1 × 106, τr is about 4.5 years so annealing of
the samples done prior to their Tg measurements is sufficient for smaller molecular
weight, but not nearly enough for higher molecular weights. But this doesn’t seem
to have any effect on the results, and repeated measurements also don’t change the
results. These annealing times are much larger than the time scale of segmental
relaxation which is the same for all molecular weights (At T=388K, τNe = 100s
where Ne is the entanglement length).
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Figure 2.4: Tg for 14-nm-thick labeled PS free surface layers (diamonds) as a func-
tion of total film thickness. The solid curve is the fit to the thickness dependence
of single-layer data. Two replicate single-layer Tg for 14-nm-thick labeled PS films
(squares) are shown for reference. Adapted from ref. [80]
The results of experiments on free standing films strongly suggest that the be-
havior of the films for low molecular weight FSF and supported films are influenced
by the free surface, but it can not provide further details on how exactly these
effects penetrate into the bulk of the film. The three layer model gives at best an
average property of the film, but one expects that in a real system the change in
the behavior of the system be a gradual change rather than a discontinued one.
The length scale over which this gradual change happens can provide important
information about the characteristics of the system.
Tg reduction in multi-layer films
One way to study how the Tg changes as a function of the depth of the film is to
make multi-layer films, and measure the Tg of different layers independently. Ellison
an Torkelson [80] studied the fluorescent intensity of pyrene labeled polystyrene
layers as a function of temperature in different layers of the films. It was observed
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that when the Tg of the top layer of a two-layer film with a bulk like sub layer is
measured, the Tg changes as a function of the thickness of the top layer are similar
to the Tg reduction of thin films with similar thicknesses. As the thickness of the
top layer is decreased the Tg decreases monotonically to Tg − 40K for a 12 nm top
layer film, the smallest thickness used in these studies. Decreasing the thickness
of the bottom layer, with a fixed 12 nm top probe layer, increases the Tg of the
probe layer until the thickness becomes of the order of 20 nm and then the Tg starts
decreasing again, making the overall Tg of the total film the same as expected for a
single-layer film (Figure 2.4). A 12 nm layer on the bottom or center of a bulk film
has a bulk Tg. The Tg reduction of the layers of a tri-layer film made of three 12
nm layers is -4K, -5K, -14K from the bottom layer to the top layer. These results
show that the Tg of a film is not simply made of three layers, but it gradually
changes from the surface to the substrate. A surprising result of this experiment is
that in thick films the dynamics are more heterogeneous through the depth of the
film. As the film thickness is decreased to about 20 nm the difference between the
measured Tgs of different layers decreases. The origin of this 20 nm length scale
and its relevance to the glass transition phenomena is not exactly clear, and more
studies are needed to define the source of this length scale.
Priestley et al. [81, 82] measured the physical aging of similar samples of PS
and PMMA upon quenching from a temperature above Tg. In a 20 nm thick
polystyrene film at Tg − 10 film no aging could be seen showing that the film was
in an equilibrium state, while for a PMMA film with the same thickness at Tg + 7
physical aging could still be observed, and the film was in the glassy state. To
study the effect of substrate on the aging of PMMA multi-layer films with 25 nm
labeled layers on top, middle or bottom of bulk layers were used. The surface layer
was seen to be more mobile as measured by the physical aging time, while the layer
near the substrate showed almost complete arrest of relaxation. Using different film
thicknesses it was shown that the effect of the substrate, as measured by physical
aging, penetrates over 250 nm of the film thickness, while the difference seen as
measured by Tg only affects 100 nm of the film thickness. These results clearly
show that the Tg measurements, while a good indication of the film dynamics, do
not provide a complete picture of the dynamics of the system.
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The width of the transition
Another important feature of the dilatometric glass transition experiments of thin
films is the reduction of the contrast [53, 59, 77, 83]. The thermal expansivity in
the molten state usually remains constant while the expansivity in the glassy state
increases with decreasing film thickness, resulting in a reduction of contrast. It is
also seen that the transition form the rubbery state to the glassy state broadens,
making the transition wider, which also increases the error in the measured Tg
[51,78]. This phenomena can be explained by increasing heterogeneity through the
depth of the film. In the melt state all parts of the film are relaxing with the same
relaxation time. As the film temperature is decreased below the bulk Tg value,
some parts of the film freeze while the other parts are still relaxing, making the
transition wider, and increasing the expansivity. Mattsson et al. [77] reported that
for free standing films as the film thickness is decreased, the contrast decreases, to a
minimum value for films of thicknesses about 26 nm. Decreasing the film thickness
further, increases the contrast again. . These results are similar to the results of
multi-layer film measurements which predict that the heterogeneity decreases when
the film thickness is decreased below a certain value [80].
Calorimetric Tg measurements
Dilatometric Tg measurements on thin films show that unless a strong interaction
with the substrate is present, the Tg of thin polymer films are decreased below
their bulk value. They also provide fairly strong evidence that the Tg reduction
is caused by more mobility near the free surface of the film and removing the free
surface by for example coating it with a gold layer eliminates the Tg reduction com-
pletely [54]. Unlike these measurements some calorimetric measurements of the
glass transition leads to different and somewhat contradictory results. Efremov et
al. [84,85] used nano-calorimetry to measure the glass transition of PS, poly(2-vinyl
pyridine) (PVP) and PMMA thin films supported on platinum substrates. In order
to get a reasonable signal, cooling/heating rates of 2-1000K/s were used. The mea-
sured Tg of films with different thicknesses were the same within the experimental
error (±5K). Huth et al. [86] used differential and AC calorimetry to measure the
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Tg of thin PS films at different cooling rates/frequencies. The fact that the cool-
ing rate is inversely proportional to the relaxation time was used to produce the
Arrhenius plot of the relaxation for PS films in the frequency range of 0.6 to 1280
Hz. The behavior for all film thicknesses was similar to the bulk VFT behavior
of polystyrene. The main difference between these measurements and dilatometric
measurements is in the cooling rates used in these studies. The key to solving this
contradiction would be careful measurements of Tg in different cooling rates. This
will be discussed in more detail in one of the studies of this thesis.
Koh et al. used calorimetry technique with a step scan method which enabled
them to use lower cooling/heating rates [74]. In order to increase the calorimetric
signal a stack of free standing films were put together. The existence of wrinkles
in between the stacked films, produces some free surface in between the films.
In this experiment some Tg reduction was observed in the films, but the degree
of reduction was far less than what was expected from the results of previous
dilatometric Tg measurements of free stranding films [62]. The authors concluded
that the Tg reduction seen in their measurements can not be due to the free surface
effects. The sample preparation method used in this experiment makes it hard to
interpret the data. Previous measurements showed that blocking the free surface
can eliminate the Tg reduction effects [54]. It is not clear how the stacking of the
free standing films would affect the amount of free surface available to the system.
The fact that the holes produced by wrinkles exist in the samples even after very
long annealing times makes this method of sample preparation more questionable.
2.1.2 Theories and simulations of Tg reduction
de Gennes model
de Gennes model is proposed to explain the Tg reduction in high molecular weight
free standing films and it shows that confinement effects on these films are only a
result of chain confinement below the radius of gyration of the films, not a property
of confined glassy systems in general [79]. From free volume theory the temperature
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dependance of the free volume is given by
v(T ) = ωα(T − T0) (2.8)
where ω is the monomer volume, α is dilation coefficient in glassy phase and T0
is the temperature at which v = 0. The time constant of a typical jump is given





, where ωj is the volume required for a jump, approximately
equal to ω = a3. Assume that the chain relaxation happens through the sliding
motion of monomers following the relaxation of kinks which are themselves moving
randomly. The time τ for such sliding motion through a sequence of N monomers,
depends on the volume available to each monomer. The probability distribution of
these volumes is assumed to be Gaussian
p(ω) ∼ e−ω2/2ω20 (2.9)












where the average is taken in respect of p(ω). The relaxation time is then equal to













is very small. This makes the sliding motion inefficient
in bulk polymer systems. In thin films however, a typical chain length between the
two surfaces is of the order of g ' h2
a2
where h is the film thickness. substituting
this in the relaxation time equation, and assuming that Tg is the temperature at










For h < h∗ ∼ η−1. For films with higher thicknesses the bulk behavior is restored.
Although a simplistic model, this model can describe the behavior of high molecular
weight free standing films quite accurately. This suggest that the effect seen in these
films is due chain confinement effect, and as the film thicknesses becomes smaller
than of the radius of gyration of the polymer these confinement effects appear.
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Multi-layer models
The three layer model discussed in the previous section is a simple model that can
successfully explain some aspects of the Tg reduction in thin polymer films. The
basic idea behind this model is that a length scale of cooperative motion exists and
a layer with a similar thickness near the free surface has enhanced mobility
ξ(T ) = ξ(T ∗) + α(T ∗ − T )γ (2.13)
The existence of such length scale and whether or not it diverges near the Tg has
yet to be proven. Donth [87] proposed a method to estimate the size of this co-
operatively rearranging region (CRR) near Tg. In this model, assuming a three
dimensional CRR exists, the length scale can be obtained from a calorimetry mea-
surement, by calculating the amount of heat that the system absorbs near Tg, to









Ellison et al. used this hypothesis to study the relationship between a length scale
of CRR and the measured Tg reduction in PS, poly(4-tert-butyl styrene) (PTBS)
and poly(4-methyl styrene) (P4MS) [52]. PTBS and P4MS are molecules similar
to PS, with stiffer segments, and a more pronounced Tg reduction can be seen in
these polymers. For PS down to very low molecular weights the length scale of
CRR is constant within the experimental error and is about 3 nm. The number
of units containing such a volume is about 250 segments. For both PTBS and
P4BS the CRR is smaller compared to PS, which can not explain the dramatic
reduction of Tg in thin films made of these polymers, so some other parameter
should also play an important role. The stiffness and shape of PTBS causes a 10%
reduction in its density, which means it should have more available free volume,
but its CRR is only composed of 50 segmental units. It seems that the persistence
length can play a more important role in the properties of the confined polymer.
The reason for this can be that a larger persistence length could result in a larger
volume of heterogeneous regions which can in turn result in larger penetration of
heterogeneity into the depth of the film. This however needs more careful studies
and theoretical work to be confirmed. Models with one dimensional CRR regions
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such as Edwards model [29] or de Gennes sliding model could perhaps yield to
more realistic estimation of the penetration of the surface effects into the bulk of
the film. These models can potentially explain why the persistence length becomes
an important parameter in the observed enhancement effects.
A percolation model
Long and Lequeux proposed a density fluctuation model to explain Tg reduction in
thin films [62,88] In this model thermally induced density fluctuations are assumed
to be responsible in producing dynamical heterogeneity and the glass transition
in bulk and thin films. The glass transition happens when a percolation happens
between more rigid areas. The Tg reduction in thin films is explained by a transition
from a three dimensional percolation model to a two dimensional percolation. The
model predicts that the exponent in equation 2.1 is a universal exponent and is equal
to δ = 1.5. Although an interesting model, it can not predict why the Tg reduction
in free standing films start at a higher thickness compared to supported film, or a
profile of Tgs can be seen if a multi-layer film is made. The model completely ignores
the fact that a heterogeneity exists normal to the plane of the film, which unlike
the heterogeneity in the bulk polymer, does not vanish if averaged over time. For
example the free standing films, are stable at temperatures above their Tg and start
dewetting only at temperatures above bulk Tg. If the film was uniform, one would
expect the films to dewet once the temperature is increased above their measured
Tg.
A mechanical response model
Another interesting model concerning Tg reduction in thin films is the mechanical
model introduced by Herminghaus et al. [61,89–92] This model is based on the vis-
coelastic properties of a viscoelastic material. The equation governing the dynamics
is





where ω0 is the Rouse rate of relaxation of individual chains, p is the pressure field,
E is the Young’s modulus and φ is the vector field related to the strain tensor S.
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The solution of this equation for a thin film with thickness h is
φx ∝ [1 + (h + q−1)α(q)] cosh qz − q−1α(q) sinh qz (2.17)





) e2qh − 1
e2qh − 1 + qh (2.19)
For FSF the same analogy applies with h being half of film thickness. At the free
surface the pressure is driven from surface tension p = −σ∂xxζ. The relaxation rate
of each mode can be defined from this governing equation. In the limit of ω0 ¿ Eη
the rate is given by:







these are fast modes which contribute in surface Tg reduction. Using a mode cou-
pling argument and memory effects one can show that the slow modes near Tg are
frozen, so only the fast modes are important in enhancement of the dynamics. Also
modes with q larger than h−1 do not penetrate into the film so only modes with










For PS, σ = 31mN/m and h0 = 0.82 nm. This results in E ≈ 44MPa which is
somewhere between the glassy (a few GPa) and liquid modulus (300KPa). This
shows that capillary waves help enhance the surface fluctuations in thin films. Sim-
ilarly for a bulk film, near the surface there is a smooth change of Tg from surface,
because the deeper into the film the modes with shorter q become more important.
This model is one of the most successful models in explaining the Tg reduction in
thin films, but it does not provide details about the dynamics of the system, which
as will be discussed in the next section are more complicated than the Tg behavior.
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The model is also based on viscoelastic properties of the polymer, assuming that
the viscoelastic properties of the film remains the same through the film. Although
the density of the film remains constant, the viscosity can be different near the
surface compared to the bulk of the film. Another major problem with the model
is that it assumes only the fast modes are important in the dynamics, while as will
be shown in this thesis, only slow modes of motion in thin films show enhancement
in the dynamics and fast modes behave bulk like.
Coupling model
Ngai et al have a phenomenological bulk theory of the glass transition which can also
be used the explain Tg reductions in thin polymer films [13, 93–95]. The coupling
model relates the stretched exponent of the response function to the α relaxation
time of the system. The response function of a glass forming material can be
described by
φ(t) = exp[−(t/τα)1−n] (2.22)
where n is a fraction on one and describes the dispersion of the α-relaxation time.
n = 0 corresponds to a single relaxation time process. τα is the α relaxation time
of the system, which is a combination of separate single relaxation times. For each
particle at times t < tc the relaxation is a single exponential relaxation exp(−t/τ0).





As the temperature of the system is decreased towards the glass transition temper-
ature, the coupling parameter changes from zero to a non-zero value, which causes
the slow down of the dynamics, as well as the non-linear response function. tc is
estimated to be of the order of 2ps and is a constant. The value of τα depends
on single exponential relaxation times and the coupling parameter n. τ0 is also
called the Johari-Goldstein relaxation time and can be calculated from experimen-
tal data. Tg reduction in thin films and also the distributions of Tgs in Ellison et
al. measurements [80] can be explained by introducing a coupling constant that is
a function of depth, and is smaller near the free surface.
τ(z) = [t−n(z)c τ0]
1/(1−n(z)) (2.24)
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The cross over from the bulk behavior to confinement behavior happens when τα/τ0
becomes of the order of one. In thin films ni < n(bulk) for each layer of the film so
the total relaxation function is less strongly dependent on the temperature, which
can explain the broadening of the transition and the reduction in the contrast. This
theory can also explain why the diffusion measurements which will be discussed in
next section show slower dynamics, while the Tg measurements indicate enhance-
ment in the dynamics, by explaining the different origins of the corresponding
relaxation processes.
Besides the already mentioned models there are also some models based on free
volume theory or configurational entropy. For example the model by McCoy et
al. that attributes the Tg reduction to the inhomogeneous density profile though
the film thickness [96]. The results of these models are not supported by the
experimental data in which no changes in the mass density are seen [70,71]. Truskett
and Ganesan, use a mean-field landscape model which can qualitatively explain the
Tg reduction in thin films but is unable to provide more details [97].
Simulations of thin film dynamics
Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations have also been used to study
the Tg reduction in thin films of regular glass formers and polymers. Jackle et
al. [98–100] used Monte Carlo simulation in a two dimensional lattice gas to study
the decay of correlation function for site occupation and reorientation of two dimen-
sional lattice gas molecules. The length scale of cooperative motion was studied by
calculating the effect of the size on Tg in strips with different widths. A slow down
of the dynamics was observed as the size of theses strips were reduced. Baschnagel
et al. [101] used molecular dynamics simulation methods previously used to sim-
ulate the behavior of bulk glass formers to study the confinement effects on the
dynamics. It was shown that for non-entangled polymer chains when the interac-
tion between the polymer and the substrate is repulsive [102], or one or two free
surfaces exist [103], The glass transition temperature and the mode coupling criti-
cal temperature are decreased below their bulk values. It was also shown that the
behavior of free standing films is the same as those of supported films with half the
thickness, similar to what has been observed in the experiments. It was seen that
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with the existence of a substrate with attractive interaction, the penetration of the
slow dynamics imposed by the substrate into the bulk of the film is more than the
penetration of mobility caused by the free surface effect. Torres et al. used similar
molecular dynamics simulations, but it was seen that the onset of anomalies starts
at the same thickness for free standing films and supported films [104]. Butler and
Harrowell used a kinetic Ising model to study the length scale of cooperative dy-
namics in a spin glass [105]. It was observed that as the number of layers in the
film is decreased, the behavior of the system changes from VFT to Arrhenius, with
a decreasing activation barrier. More details on the simulation methods and results
can be found in the review article by Baschnagel and Varnik [106].
2.2 Measurements of the dynamics of confined
polymer systems
The glass transition is an indirect measure of the dynamics and at best it can
provide information about the average relaxation behavior of the system at the
time scale of the experiment. The complex results obtained in Tg measurements of
thin polymer films can not be properly explained unless more information about the
dynamics of the film is obtained. There are two types of dynamical measurements
that can be used to study the dynamics of thin films. Experiments measuring the
equilibrium fluctuation of the system such as x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
(X-ray PCS) measurements, and experiments that measure the response of the
system to a constant or oscillatory external load.
X-ray and visible light scattering measurements
Kim et al. used small angle X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy to measure the
viscosity of the surface of polymer films with different molecular weights. [107–
109] The angles were chosen to be below the total internal reflection limit. The
penetration depth of the X-ray was about 9 nm. The viscosity parallel to the surface
of the film was measured at different q values, at temperatures between 423-443K.
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The results indicated that the surface tension is similar to the bulk, and within the
error of their measurements the viscosity of the 10 nm layer near the surface could
represent the bulk viscosity or a viscosity which is at most 10 times lower than the
bulk value. Erichsen et al. used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to measure
the Tg of thin films [110]. The Tg in this method is measured by monitoring the
discharge of the positive charges, induced on the polymer surface by photoelectron
emission, due to the rearrangement of dipoles. The temperature above which the
discharge of the ions are observed, is defined as Tg. Tg reduction was seen in thin
films, but the authors concluded that the effect seen can not be due to the free
surface.
Forrest et al. used dynamic light scattering to measure the relaxation time of
PS free standing films of high molecular weight with a thickness of 22 nm [111].
Complete relaxation was observed at temperatures above T = 297K. Below that
temperature a complete relaxation was not seen in the time frame of the experiment.
It was concluded that this temperature is the Tg of the film (about 80 degrees below
the bulk Tg value of PS). The relaxation measured above this temperature could
be reasonably fitted to a stretched exponential function with β = 0.39.
Dielectric relaxation measurements
X-ray and visible light photon correlation measurements of thin films that can be
found in the literature are not comprehensive enough to provide enough informa-
tion about the dynamics in a wide range of relaxation times and temperatures.
Dielectric relaxation measurements are able to provide more details about the re-
laxation properties over a wider range of relaxation times and temperatures above
bulk Tg. Hartmann et al. measured the dielectric α and β-relaxation of isotactic-
PMMA films made on Al substrate, coated with a thin layer of aluminum [112].
Figure 2.5 shows the results of these experiments for films with molecular weight
Mw = 44900g/mol along with the VFT fits to the α-relaxation data. While the β-
relaxation time remains constant as the film thickness is decreased, the α-relaxation
times become faster at lower frequencies. The α-relaxation strength also decreases
as the film thickness is decreased. The Tg was determined as the temperature at
which the relaxation time would be equal to 100 seconds as shown by the dashed
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Figure 2.5: Activation plots for various film thicknesses. In the inset the α-
relaxation around Tg is enlarged in order to demonstrate the shift of the relaxation
rate more clearly. Adapted from ref. [112]
line in figure 2.5. It was seen that as the film thickness is decreased the Tg is
also decreased. Similar samples made on Si substrate measured by ellipsometry
showed an increase in the Tg as expected. Grohens et al. [58] used PMMA with
different tacticities to make thin films and saw similar results for thin films made of
i-PMMA while for s-PMMA films, the β relaxation times were also affected by con-
finement. Fukao et al. [113, 114] used dielectric relaxation and thermal expansion
spectroscopy to study the behavior of PS (3.6 × 103 < Mw < 1.8 × 106), PMMA
(Mw = 49 × 104) and PVAc (124 × 103 < Mw < 237 × 103). In all systems, an
enhancement of the dynamics was seen with decreasing film thickness. The Tg of
the films were estimated as the temperature at which the relaxation time is equal to
100 seconds. The Tg reductions observed in this way seemed to be molecular weight
dependent, a result which is not observed in any other dielectric relaxation studies
or other measurements using different techniques. The behavior of the α relaxation
could be fit to a VFT curves with decreasing B and T0 value with decreasing film
thickness.
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Although the results of dielectric measurements are insightful, they can not nec-
essarily be directly compared with the Tg measurement experiments. The dielectric
measurements are done on samples with an evaporated Aluminum layer. Fukao et
al. observed that as the temperature of the system is increased above bulk Tg of
the polymer, the roughness of the top aluminum layer increases [113]. The effect
of evaporated metals on the properties of thin films has also been studied by Sharp
and Forrest [54]. It was observed that covering a thin film of polystyrene with an
evaporated Au layer eliminates the Tg reduction as it is expected if the free sur-
face is the cause of Tg reductions in thin films, but covering it with an evaporated
Al layer did not change the measured Tg of the film. They dissolved the polymer
films and looked at the metal-polymer interface using contact mode AFM and saw
qualitative differences between the interface produced by the two different types of
the metals. The interface of Al-PS seemed to be sharper, while the gold layer had
penetrated about 4 nm into the polymer film, and also showed large clusters. This
clearly shows that understanding the results of the dielectric measurements needs
a more comprehensive understanding of the metal-polymer interactions present in
the system that is being studied. Sharp and Forrest [54] showed that if instead of
evaporating Al on the PS film, two layers of spin-cast PS films on Al substrates are
sandwiched, the Tg reduction effect disappears, confirming the importance of the
existence of the free surface. It is not clear whether or not the molecular weight
dependence observed by Fukao et al. [113] or the roughness induced on the surface
is caused by the interactions of the polymer with the evaporated Al layer.
The only dielectric study that uses a sample with at least one free surface is
that of Sharp and Forrest [55,56], where i-PMMA thin films supported on Al were
used to measure the temperature of the α-relaxation peak at a frequency of 1KHz.
In this study no dependance of the α-relaxation temperature to the film thickness
at this frequency was observed. This result is not surprising given the fact that the
dielectric measurements are done at a high frequency. One can see from figure 2.5
that there is an onset for the enhancement of dynamics. These results combined
with the measurements of Hartmann et al. [112], or studies on molecular glass
formers such as the experiments of Arndt et al. [40] shown in figure can potentially
explain why in high frequency calorimetric measurements no Tg reductions were
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observed. It seems that the anomalies in the dynamics are more enhanced at slow
relaxation times or low temperatures. This will be studied in more details in this
thesis.
It is also important to note that the dielectric relaxation data can not always
be reliably analyzed specially when there are more than one relaxation processes
in the system. For example Serghei et al. [115] reanalyzed the data of Hartmann
et al. [112] and got results that showed no enhancement in the dynamics down to
a frequency of 1Hz. Depending on the functional form of the α and β relaxation
peaks chosen for the analysis one can get results that show enhancement in the
dynamics, or bulk like dynamics. It is thus not clear how reliable the dielectric
relaxation measurements are in defining the dynamics of the system.
Measurements of segmental relaxation and chain diffusion
Measuring the segmental relaxation in thin polymer films are quite challenging. In
a bulk polymers, high above the glass transition, the temperature dependence of
different modes of motion such as diffusion coefficient or viscosity are the same. But
this is not necessarily the case in thin films. The polymer chains can be preferably
aligned in one direction, which can affect different modes of dynamics in different
ways. The interaction of the polymer with the substrate can also affect the behavior
of the chain diffusion, but not necessarily the segmental relaxation in areas that
are not close to the substrate. One should also have in mind that as mentioned
in the previous chapter, even in a bulk glass former, there is a break down of the
dynamics between the translational and rotational diffusion at temperatures close
to the glass transition, which can also affect how the data should be interpreted in
thin film experiments.
Rivillon et al. [116] used Deuterium-NMR to probe the orientation of C-D
bounds in PDMS(D) film supported on a grafted PS layer. The PS layer was
used as a wetting layer which does not interact strongly with PDMS, and it can be
shown that the thickness of the interfacial layer between the two polymers is less
than 3 nm. As the thickness of the films were decreased, a splitting of the NMR
peak was observed, due to preferred orientation of the C-D bounds. For films made
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of a low molecular weight PDMS (Mw = 1.6 × 104 < Me = 2.4 × 104)it was seen
that the order parameter is proportional to 1/h which is expected for a film that
is in thermal equilibrium and its dynamics are affected by a hard wall interface.
The chain segments are preferably aligned along the substrate, and the relation of
1/h shows that the fraction of the aligned segments depends on the distance of the
segments from the substrate. For films made of a higher molecular weight PDMS
(Mw = 10
5 > Me = 2.4 × 104), the orientation drops abruptly at a thickness of L
which is of the order of the entanglement length, indicating that at higher distances
from the substrate the segmental relaxations are not affected by the alignment im-
posed by the substrate. This shows that a complete chain diffusion does does not
exist in these systems in the time scale of the experiment.
Jones et al. used small angle neutron scattering (SANS) to measure the seg-
mental diffusion and the radius of gyration of dPS thin films parallel to the plain
of the film. [117, 118] Within the error of the measurements no difference between
the measured values and the bulk diffusion was observed. Tseng et al. used fluo-
rescence recovery after photo-bleaching (FRAP) technique to measure the diffusion
coefficient of segmental motion in PS films [119]. Rubrene was added as a dye and
the films were photo-bleached with a high power laser in the form of interference
patterns, the translational diffusion of the dye from other parts of the sample into
the bleached areas was monitored as a function of time, at temperatures between
10-50 degrees above bulk Tg. Dramatic enhancement of dynamics at film thick-
nesses below 300 nm were observed. The authors used a free volume based model
to estimate the Tg of the thin film and interpreted the results as an observed Tg
reduction in films thinner than 300 nm. This is a much higher thickness than the
onset of Tg reduction seen in direct Tg measurements which is about 50 nm for
polystyrene. It was concluded that the reason that such a dramatic enhancement
is seen is that the dye particles tend to segregate near the free surface, and hence
enhance the effect of the free surface.
The results of segmental relaxation experiments [116–118, 120] indicate little
or no change in the average α-relaxation time of the polymer thin films in the
melt, the exception being the studies of Tseng et al. [119] which are probing the
translational diffusion rather than segmental relaxation or α relaxation, and as
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mentioned in the previous chapter, even in a bulk glass former near the Tg an
enhancement of translational diffusion is expected [14,15]. Measurements of Hall et
al. shows that even in the presence of strong attraction of the substrate although the
segmental relaxation becomes broader it does not have an average relaxation time
dramatically different from the bulk values [121,122]. These results are often cited
as measurements that indicate no Tg reductions must be observed in thin polymer
films. It is important to note that the diffusion measurements are always done at
temperatures above bulk Tg, where the system is in a liquid state and the relaxation
times are short enough that the system can reach the equilibrium state in the time
frame of the experiments. It is possible that as the temperature is decreased,
this equilibrium is lost and some parts of the system show an enhancement in the
dynamics while the other parts are frozen. The broadening of the transitions that
are seen in Tg measurements usually correspond to the change of the expansivity
in the glassy region, suggesting that the enhancement in the dynamics happens
at temperatures close or below bulk Tg. In the studies presented in this thesis
an evidence of such difference between the high temperature regime, where no
difference between the bulk and thin film is expected and the low temperature
regime, where the thin film dynamics are much enhanced compared to the bulk will
be given.
Whole chain diffusion measurements usually shows a dramatic slow down of the
dynamics compared to the bulk dynamics. For example the measurements of Zheng
et al. using dynamic secondary ion mass spectroscopy (dynamic SIMS) technique
showed that dPS near an attractive substrate (PVP) has a diffusion constant much
slower than bulk and the diffusion changes with the molecular weight as D ∼ N−3/2
rather than D ∼ N1/2, which is consistent with a modified reptation theory which
accounts for N1/2 monomer-surface contact [123]. The penetration of this effect
into the film was studied, using multi-layered films with the d-PS layer being at
different distances from the substrate [124]. It was seen that the dynamics are
slowed down, which was interpreted as an increase in the apparent Tg of the film.
Interpreting the results of the whole chain diffusion in this way must be done
with care. Although the whole chain diffusion is slower than bulk, this can be
just a result of the attachment of some segments to the substrate. This does not
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guarantee that the segments far away from the substrate have also a much slower
relaxation. In the other hand, the fact that the segmental relaxations do not show
any enhancement of dynamics at T > Tg(bulk) also does not necessarily mean
that no enhancement in the dynamics exists at T < Tg(bulk). Kojio et al. [120]
used dielectric relaxation to study the relaxation of normal modes and segmental
relaxation of thin films of polypropylene oxide (PPO) sandwiched between two mica
layers. The intensity of normal mode dielectric relaxation in chains whose dipole lies
preferentially along the chain backbone is proportional to the square of the end-to-
end distance, but also that the segmental relaxation mode is independent of the end
to end distance. Using this method they could measure the segmental relaxation
and the whole chain diffusion of PPO simultaneously. The measurements were
done at T = 233K = Tg + 30K. As the film thickness was decreased the segmental
relaxation remained the same down to a thickness of 14 nm, where the segmental
relaxation were suddenly slowed down. The normal modes were slower than bulk
even for 100 nm thick films. These results show that the temperature dependence
of segmental relaxations, is not necessarily the same as the whole chain diffusion.
Mechanical Measurements
One way to measure the film dynamics is through direct mechanical response ex-
periments. One example of such experiments is the method used by O’Connell and
McKenna on free standing films of PS [125] and PVAc [126]. In these experiments
free standing films with different thicknesses were put on filters with hole sizes of
1.2 and 5micron, and were annealed above Tg for 30 minutes. During the annealing
the edges of the films sink into the holes, with more sinking observed for thinner
films. The films are then put under different pressures and bubbles are made. The
bubble inflations are measured using AFM as the film relaxes under a constant
pressure. The creep compliance can be calculated by assuming that the film shapes
follow a membrane profile with the following stress and strain functions,
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where P is the applied pressure, R is the radius of curvature of the bubble, R0 is
the initial radius of the membrane, and s is the segmental length of the bubble.
D(t) = ε11/σ11 is called the apparent creep compliance. The time dependent creep
compliance is modeled to have a stretched exponential relaxation. To find the
compliance value of the rubbery plateau the films were annealed at temperatures
above their apparent Tg and let to reach the rubbery plateau. It was seen that
the glassy compliance does not change as a function of film thickness, but the
value of the rubbery compliance was decreased from its bulk value with decreasing
film thickness. The rubbery compliance had a power-law dependance to the film
thickness with an exponent of 1.7 for PVAc and 1.8 for PS. The bulk behavior was
recovered at a film thickness equal to 200 nm. The decrease in compliance showed a
stiffening of the film, which is in contradiction with the reduction in Tg , which can
be determined as the temperature at which the transition between glassy to rubbery
plateaus happens. This Tg reduction was only seen in the PS films, and it was seen
to be as large as 42K reduction in the thinnest film measured with a thickness of 19
nm. PVAc films showed a Tg equal to the bulk value. The temperature dependance
of the relaxation times were also similar to the bulk. The authors concluded that
the reason the stiffening (decreasing of the rubbery compliance) is seen in these
thin films is that in these systems the free surface behaves as a hard wall that the
segments are reflected from, and hence the film is stiffened.
2.3 Dynamics of the surface
The measurements of segmental relaxation or mechanical measurements on the
whole film, although insightful about different confinement effects on the dynamics
of polymeric systems, are unable to define the exact cause of Tg reduction. In cases
where such confinement effects are seen, the effects are usually related to the fact
that the system under study is a polymer, with different characteristic length scales,
and confinement can alter the polymer properties in different ways depending on
the length scale approached by the confinement. The reduction of Tg in the other
hand, with the exception of reduction in high molecular weight free standing films,
seems to be independent of the fact that the system under study is a polymer, and
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as seen before can even happen in confined simple glass formers as well. Many
different measurements [51, 54, 71,76,80, 111,112] provide strong evidence that the
surface plays an important role in the Tg reduction and the related dynamics. It
is then reasonable to study the surface directly and try to define its dynamics in a
way that is minimally affected by the bulk of the film.
The interest in the properties of the surface of glassy polymer films was raised
even before Tg anomalies was seen in thin polymer films. The surface properties are
of technological interest when a polymer interface or thin film is used in a system,
for example in the insulation of electronic devices or lubrication. The adhesion
and friction properties can also be different from expected bulk properties, if the
surface behavior is different. In 1992 Meyers et al. tried to answer the question, “Is
the Molecular Surface of Polystyrene Really Glassy?” [127]. It was seen that if the
surface of a glassy PS film is measured using contact mode atomic force microscopy
(AFM), the motion of the AFM tip imposes a morphology on the surface, that
depends on the molecular weight of the sample. PS surface was imaged with a
constant load of 1.5× 10−8N. For Mw < 24× 103 an abrasion pattern was seen. As
the Mw was increased above the entanglement threshold, the patterns did not fully
develop anymore. The patterns seen at room temperature seemed to correspond to
a material that was in its rubbery state rather than the glassy state.
Surface rheology experiments
Ge et al. used shear modulation force microscopy to probe surface Tg of PS thin
films with different molecular weights [128, 129]. In this technique an AFM tip is
brought to contact with the polymer surface, under a constant normal force. A
sinusoidal drive signal with a frequency of 1400 Hz is applied in the X direction
inducing a small oscillatory motion of the tip parallel to the sample surface. Tg was
defined as the temperature at which the amplitude of the signal started decreasing
from its constant value at low temperatures. The tip pressure on the surface was
estimated to be about 60MPa. The measured Tgs were similar to the bulk Tg value
and no dependance of the measured Tg to the tip load was found. The authors
concluded that this means the load is below yield stress of the material used. Unlike
these measurements, the lateral force microscopy measurements of Kajiyama et al.
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showed enhanced dynamics on the surface of PS films [130, 131]. Enhancement in
the surface dynamics were observed at all different molecular weights used in the
study (5 × 103 < Mw < 140 × 103). The enhancement was more than what could
be explained by chain end segregation on the surface. The normal force in these
experiments was about 10nN and the scan frequency was 70Hz. The measurements
were repeated at different temperatures and the time-temperature superposition
plot was obtained. The temperature dependance of the surface relaxations seemed
to be Arrhenius with an activation energy of 230KJ/mol. The β exponent was also
found to be 0.8 rather than the bulk value of 0.36. Molecular dynamics simulation
was used trying to explain the results of these experiments [132]. The simulations
indicated an enhanced dynamics of the segmental relaxation, but the relaxation
functions were found to be stretched exponential like the bulk dynamics, only with
faster relaxation times. Reduced surface Tg was also seen in thin films of PS,
PMMA and PET in friction force microscopy measurements of Hammerschmidt et
al [133]. Fischer used thermal probe microscopy to probe the Tg of the surface of
PS films [134]. Partial surface melting was seen at temperatures about 15K below
the bulk Tg of PS.
Surface rheology measurements suffer from a number of problems, which can
affect the results. The load of an AFM tip can easily reach the yield stress of
the polymer, which could result in an observed enhancement of the dynamics even
if the polymer is in the glassy state. The interaction between the AFM tip and
the polymer can also affect the behavior of the surface. It is known that because
of large adhesion forces the polymer tends to stick to the metal tip, and the tip
can drag the polymer on the surface. The morphologies seen in the Meyers et
al. experiments [127] can be caused by this effect. There is also a contradiction
between the shear modulation force microscopy experiments [128, 129] and other
AFM based surface measurements [130, 133, 134]. It seems that the only major
difference is the probe frequency. It is possible that the enhanced surface dynamics
are only seen in slower modes of motions, as can be confirmed by the results of
dielectric measurements and high frequency calorimetry measurements. This will
be discussed in more details in one of the studies of this thesis.
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Surface roughness experiments
One way to measure surface relaxations is to introduce a perturbation on the surface
and monitor the relaxation of the perturbed surface at different temperatures. In
experiments based on surface rubbing, the surface of the polymer film is rubbed and
the segments on the surface are aligned along the rubbing direction. The preferred
alignment of the surface vanishes as the surface is annealed at different tempera-
tures. In the experiments of Samant et al. [135, 136] near-edge X-ray absorption
fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) method was used to probe the relaxation
of rubbed PS surfaces. The relaxation of the first 1 nm and the first 10 nm of the
surface were measured through different beams simultaneously at two polarizations.
The decay of the parameter R = (I‖ − I⊥)/(I‖ + I⊥) indicates the relaxation of
the system with I‖ the intensity parallel to the direction of the surface rubbing
and I⊥ the intensity normal to that direction. A complete annealing of the surface
patterns was only seen above bulk Tg. Dhinojwala et al. used optical retarda-
tion [137], birefringence and sum frequency generation techniques [138] to probe
the surface relaxations of similarly rubbed surfaces. A decrease in the Tg values
of the films were observed as the force of rubbing was decreased, making features
with less depths. As the effective thickness of the rubbed surface was decreased the
activation energy was also decreased slightly, showing a more enhanced dynamics
on the surface.
The rubbing experiments introduce forces on the surface that are large enough
that they can change the structure of the polymer near the surface at temperatures
where the system is in a glassy state. These forces are thus definitely larger than
the yield stress of the polymer. It is not clear how theses induced stresses affect the
behavior of the system. Thus it is important to use a method that introduces the
surface perturbations at a temperature above bulk Tg where the system has a chance
to reach structural relaxation. An example of such experiment is the measurements
of Kerle et al. [139]. In this study artificial roughness on Si substrate was produced
using CaF2 salt. The salt surface was covered with a thin layer of Aluminum.
A polystyrene film with a thickness of 10 microns was put on top of this rough
surface. The film was reversed and the salt and Aluminum were removed using
HCl. The initial RMS roughness obtained in this method is about 4.5 nm at room
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Figure 2.6: Effective viscosities as a function of penetration depth at T = 90◦C.
Adapted from ref. [141]
temperature. The films were then annealed at temperatures between 65 to 105
degrees. The more probable peak hight was about 35 nm at the beginning and the
with of the peaks were approximately 50 nm. At T > Tg the aspect ratio of the final
roughness to the initial roughness decayed to zero, but at T < Tg the aspect ratio
was larger than zero, even after 2880 minutes. At 70 degrees the final aspect ratio
after 2880 minutes was about 0.4. The results were similar for the two molecular
weights(Mw = 96×103 and Mw = 3×106)measured in this study. In cases where the
films were covered with a layer of PI or PDMS during the annealing, no reduction
in the roughness was seen below Tg. The partial relaxation of the surface roughness
could not be explained by a simple two-layer model.
Johannsmann et al. used the decay of surface corrugations to find the viscosity
as a function of penetration depth from the surface [140,141]. Nano scale corruga-
tions were produced by hot embossing of a stepped silicon template. The embossing
was done well above bulk Tg of polystyrene to insure that the structure is relaxed
and the decay is only caused by surface tension forces. The depth of the corruga-
tions were about 10 nm, and their width was about 100 nm. The surface structure
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can be described with the following equations
ux(x, z, t) = u0,x(t) sin(qx) exp(z/ξ) (2.27)
uz(x, z, t) = u0,z(t) cos(qx) exp(z/ξ) (2.28)
The Navier-Stokes equation for liquids in which the viscosity is dominant is given
by
η∇2v = 0 (2.29)
This leads to ξ = 1/q = λ/2π. Considering the effect of the surface tension one
can show that u0(t) = u0 exp(−Rt) where R = qγ/2η. This shows that each
fourier mode q corresponds to a penetration depth ξ. In order to make sure that
the relaxation of the surface is simple exponential, only the first 3000 minutes of
the data was used for analysis. Partial annealing of the surface corrugations was
observed at temperatures as low as 40◦C [141]. Detailed measurements at 70◦C
showed a decreasing viscosity as a function of penetration depth [140] while similar
measurements at 90◦C showed a non-monotonic decrease of viscosity. The minimum
viscosity obtained at 10 nm penetration depth which was of the order of the Rg of
the polymer used. Figure 2.6 shows effective viscosities obtained at 90◦C.
Embedding of nano-particles
Surface roughness measurements are very successful in showing the existence of
enhanced dynamics near the surface, but defining the exact shape of relaxation
function and its temperature dependence in the vicinity of the surface is nearly
impossible. The viscoelastic nature of the polymer surface and the fact that at
different depths the relaxation times could be different, makes it hard to separate
different modes of motions. The fact that the surface capillary waves may exist
at all temperatures, makes it hard to see complete relaxation of the surface corru-
gations. The relaxation times of the surface tension driven motions are inversely
proportional to the radius of curvature. In a rough surface curvatures of all length
scales exist, which could have relaxation times much longer than the time scale
of the experiment. So it is important to have surface perturbations with constant
length scales, which makes it possible to estimate the expected annealing time, and
analyze the data without having to convert the data to the Fourier space.
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Figure 2.7: Time and temperature dependence of the apparent height of 20 nm
gold nanospheres. Adapted from ref. [146]
Using indentors to measure the viscoelastic behavior of a bulk system is an
standard method, and one can use viscoelastic theory to model the indentation
depth as a function of time and obtain the creep compliance of the system [142].
Using AFM tip to measure viscoelastic properties of deep indentations (bulk like
films) results in the bulk values of elastic modulus and yield stress in polystyrene
films [143]. Gold nano-particles can be used as nano-indentors to study the prop-
erties of polymer surfaces. Weber et al. [144] used X-ray reflectivity to study the
embedding of gold clusters on the surface of polystyrene films by measuring the
apparent thickness of the gold layer at different temperatures. The gold clusters
were produced by slow evaporation of a 1 − 2 nm layer of gold on the surface of
the polymer. During the measurements the samples were heated with a rate of
1K/min. At some temperature below bulk Tg partial covering of the gold clusters
by the polymer was seen but complete embedding as measured by an increase in
the apparent thickness of the gold layer, was only observed above bulk Tg. Rudoy
et al. used the embedding of 20 nm colloidal gold particles to measure the surface
glass transition using AFM [145]. The embedding of particles was monitored after
8 hours, and a surface Tg of 40 degrees was obtained below which no apparent
embedding of gold particles was seen. Teichroeb and Forrest [146] used a similar
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method, and monitored the time dependence of the embedding of 10 and 20 nm
spheres. Figure 2.7 shows the results of their experiment for 20 nm spheres. At
temperatures above bulk Tg an almost complete embedding of the spheres happened
down to a final constant contact angle depending on the size of the spheres. Below
bulk Tg the spheres were embedded only about 4 nm, independent of the size of the
spheres and then the embedding stopped and even after long time measurements
no more embedding was seen.
Hutcheson and McKenna [147] used the Lee and Radok contact mechanical
analysis [142] to analyze the data obtained by Teichroeb and Forrest [146]. In this
model the embedding depth of a spherical indentor as a function of time, at depths
























here J(t) is time dependent creep compliance and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. The
force of embedding is assumed to be mainly due to the force of adhesion between
gold and polystyrene. The pressure function is given by
P (t) = 2π(γSV − γSL)
√
R2 − [R− h(t)− hm]2 (2.32)
where hm is the initial meniscus depth obtained from elastic response and is equal
to 0.55 and 0.84 for 10 and 20 nm spheres respectively. γSV = 1.35N/m and
γSL = 0.3N/m are surface energy of gold and interfacial energy between gold and
PS. Time dependent poisson ratio and time dependent creep compliance, both with
a stretched exponential time dependence with β = 0.7708 were used. Poisson’s ra-
tio was chosen to vary between 0.3 to 0.5 from glassy to rubbery state. Using this
model the authors could only recover the bulk data by assuming a sample temper-
ature which was 7.2 degrees higher than the reported value. Based on this bulk
behavior the authors then tried to fit the model to the low temperature embedding
of the particles and showed that the results could be explained by a surface creep
relaxation time, corresponding to a 4 degrees depression in the actual temperature.
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It was concluded that 4 degrees depression is not sufficient to explain the larger Tg
reductions seen in the previous Tg measurements of thin films.
Sharp et al. [148] used the same analysis method, but with a different force
function
F = 2πRγ sin(φ) sin(θ + φ) (2.33)
where γ is the surface tension of polystyrene,θ is the final non-zero contact angle
between the gold and PS surface and φ is an angle that depends on the embedding
depth. Using this force the produced results were more consistent with the experi-
mental data above bulk Tg . The force used in this method is based on the surface
tension of polystyrene rather than the force of adhesion. The idea behind using
this force is that, because of the large energy of adhesion between gold and PS, it
is expected that once the gold particles are put on the surface, a very thin layer of
polystyrene will cover the surface of the gold particle to the point that it reaches the
equilibrium contact angle. This is expected to happen much faster than the actual
time scale of the embedding of the sphere which is then driven by the relaxation
of surface tension. Using this force it was shown that the behavior of the material
at high temperatures can be reasonably explained and at temperatures below bulk
Tg the surface behaves as if it is at a temperature of slightly above bulk Tg rather
than 15 degrees below it. An interesting difference between the two methods is
that using the method of Hutcheson et al. the gold particles are expected to embed
completely into the surface of the polymer, while experiments show that if colloidal
gold is used, because of modified surface interactions, the particles will not embed
into the film completely and even at very high temperatures and annealing times,
a final non-zero contact angle between the gold particles and the polymer surface
is maintained [149].
Although the results of embedding experiments can be used as an evidence of
enhanced dynamics near the surface, suffer from a number of problems. Considering
that the ongoing debate about the mechanism of embedding can be resolved, the
mere existence of the gold on the surface can be problematic, because it partially
covers the free surface, and it is not exactly clear how this can affect the dynamics
as we already know that the covering of the free surface can eliminate the enhanced
dynamics effect. There is also a difference between the embedding of evaporated
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Figure 2.8: Measured relaxation times of volume, length, and height of the nano-
deformations. The dotted line shows the expected bulk behavior. Adapted from
ref. [152]
gold and colloidal gold, which makes it more complicated to interpret the results.
The evaporated gold makes a zero contact angle with polystyrene and diffuses into
the film, while colloidal gold are never completely embedded. This indicates that
the type of interaction between the gold and polymer, are modified possibly due
to the existence of a very thin citrate coating on the surface of the colloidal gold
particles. One can imagine that the ideal mechanical response measurement would
have the advantages of having a well shaped surface deformation, without having
to introduce an external particle or probe.
The experiments of Papaleo et al. are an example of such experiments [150–152].
High energy ion bombardment was used to produce deformations on the surface of
PMMA. In the point of ion contact there is a plastic deformation due to high tem-
perature of the impact point. Away from this point, the shock waves of the impact
produce bumps on the surface, with a size that depends on the molecular weight
of the polymer used. It was shown that these bumps can be annealed at different
temperatures above and below bulk Tg. The hight of these deformations are about
4 nm and their lengths are about 100 nm. The surface tension driven relaxation
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of these structures at different temperatures showed that at temperatures above
T = 340K (Tg(bulk) = 389) the relaxation looked like a stretched exponential with
β = 0.4. Below this temperature, annealing still happens, but the relaxation looks
like a single exponential relaxation with an Arrhenius temperature dependence.
Figure 2.8 the temperature dependence of the characteristic relaxation times for
the volume, length, and height of the nano-deformations. The solid and dashed
lines show the VFT fit to the high temperature portion of the experimental data.
A VFT curve required to give a Tg of 389K (typical of bulk PMMA) is also displayed
as a dotted line. The glass transition temperature of the surface can be defined as
τ(Tg) = 100s.
These results show that not only the dynamics of the surface in enhanced com-
pared to the bulk, but the behavior of the system is changed to Arrhenius. It
should be noted that the deformations obtained by the ion bombardment method
are produced by extreme stresses caused by the impact shock. It is not clear how
this will affect the results considering that the simulations suggest a reduction in
the density of the material. Clearly more work is needed to confirm these results.
It is also not clear whether or not the structural damage done by the ion impact, is
changing the structure away from the point of impact. The samples used in these
studies are only 80 − 100 nm thick. It is expected that for PMMA the effect of
silicon substrate, penetrate deeper than 100 nm [82] into the film. It is not clear
how this can affect the results.
Summary and key questions
Despite the compeling evidence that the enhanced dynamics near the free surface
is causing the observed Tg reductions in thin films, there are many questions that
remain unanswered, and different contradictory results that need to be resolved.
Some of the main unanswered questions are as followed.
There are many different studies that suggest that excluding the effect of sub-
strate, the sample preparation method is not a main cause of Tg reduction in thin
films, but there remains some studies that contradict this fact [74, 110]. The issue
of the structure of thin film and its effect on the behavior of the film becomes
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important when the dynamics of multi-layer films are compared to those of single-
layer films. For example in the studies of Koh et al. [74] multi-layer free standing
films that are stacked together are used to probe Tg. It is assumed that the dy-
namics of multi-layer films are similar to those of each layer, while in many other
studies the dynamics are assumed to be similar to a film with a similar total thick-
ness. [20,80,81] There is a major conceptual difference between these two assump-
tions. In the first case it is assumed that the dynamics depend on the structure of
the single layers, so if the films are stacked as long as the annealing time is less than
the diffusion time of the polymer chains, the film behavior follows the dynamics of
each of those single layers. In the second case only the boundaries of the samples
are assumed to be important in the observed anomalies of the dynamics and even
though the initial structure of a multi-layer film is different from that of a single
layer film with a similar total thickness, it is expected that the dynamics of these
two films to be similar as long as the boundaries of the films are kept similar to
each other. It is important to find out which of these two scenarios are valid. The
results can both be useful to understand the behavior of multi-layer films, and to
learn whether or not the thin film structure is important in the observed anomalies
in the dynamics.
There seems to be a qualitative differences between the measurements of chain
diffusion, measurements of viscosity and segmental relaxation, and Tg measure-
ments. Measurements of chain diffusion in almost all cases indicate slower dynam-
ics compared to the bulk dynamics. This slow dynamics is sometimes interpreted
as increased Tg compared to the bulk Tg [128], while direct measurements of Tg
in similar systems usually show lower Tg values in thinner films. Measurements of
segmental dynamics and viscosity usually show that the dynamics are identical to
the bulk dynamics, unless the temperature is lowered very close to bulk Tg [153].
The experimental evidence shows that at T > Tg(bulk) the average segmental re-
laxation is not affected by the confinement even though the whole chain diffusion is
slowed, probably due to the partial attachment to the substrate. But this doesn’t
necessarily mean that all segmental relaxations are bulk like. There is evidence
that different modes of segmental motion could behave differently, leading to an
average value similar to the bulk segmental relaxation. The question is then how
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can we relate this behavior to the observed lowering of Tg, which indicates enhanced
dynamics. The main difference between the two types of measurements is the tem-
peratures at which the measurements are done. The measurements of segmental
relaxation are always done well above Tg, while in order to do a Tg measurement,
the temperature is brought below bulk Tg. Can this be the cause of the discrepancy
between the two results? A complete curve of the system relaxation from temper-
atures above bulk Tg to well below Tg is needed to be obtained, to answer this
question. It is also possible that these measurements are probing different modes of
motion in the thin film [93], and these different modes of motion could be affected
by confinement in different ways. It is then crucial to establish the exact type of
motion that is causing the Tg reduction in thin polymer films.
The calorimetric measurements of Tg in thin films, suggest that the Tg of these
films are equal to the bulk Tg, while the dilatometric measurements such as ellip-
sometry measurements show reduced Tg in thin films. In bulk glass formers there
is often a reasonable agrement between the two types of measurements, and one
expects that this agrement would exist in confined systems as well. In most calori-
metric measurements, the cooling/heating rates used are much faster than what is
regularly used in dilatometry measurements. This means that the relaxation times
probed in these measurements are faster modes of motion compared to the dilato-
metric experiments. Is this the source of the differences between the results? Is
there a major difference between the fast and slow modes of motion in thin films?
What type of segmental relaxations are causing this difference between different
modes of motion?
What is the effect of the free surface in all these observed anomalies? The Tg
measurements in multi-layer films suggest that the Tg is lower near the free surface,
and gradually changes towards the bulk Tg into the depth of the film. This suggests
that the free surface plays an important role in the Tg reduction phenomena. More
direct measurements of the dynamics near the surface indicate enhanced dynamics
at temperatures below bulk Tg, but the observed enhancement at temperatures 10-
30K below Tg are not so large that they can account for more than 50K reduction
in the Tg of these films [141, 146, 146]. For example the measurements of Gasemjit
et al. [141] at a temperature about 10K below bulk Tg show less than one order
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of magnitude reduction in the viscosity near the free surface. In order to reconcile
this discrepancy a complete curve of surface relaxation times are needed at different
temperatures close or below bulk Tg. The only study that can potentially provide
an answer to this question is the measurements of Papaleo et al. [152] for PMMA.
The results of this experiment suggest that there is a transition from the usual
stretched exponential relaxations of the surface deformations with VFT temper-
ature dependence to a single exponential relaxation with Arrhenius temperature
dependence at a temperature about 50K below the bulk Tg of PMMA. It is how-
ever hard to directly interpret these results, as there are major concerns about the
sample preparation technique used in this study which involves structural damage
to some parts of the surface due to high energy ion bombardment. There is also a
possible reduction of the density of the surface deformations as they are produced
by the shock wave of the impact propagating into the film.
If these questions are answered, then one would expect to be able to answer the
more important question that whether or not these observed anomalies are caused
by approaching the characteristic length scales of the system for polymers or glass
formers in general. Is this a universal behavior of all polymers, and if it is, how can
we explain the fact that the strength of the observed effects are different in different
polymers? What is the relevance of parameters such as the chain stiffness in the
observed Tg reductions? Does this mean that the observed differences are only
happening because a polymeric system is being used, or this is a general behavior
of a molecular glass former, and the effects are only larger in polymers, because
larger length scales are involved? Can we define any length scales, such as the
length scale of cooperative motion or dynamical heterogeneity using thin polymer
films? At the end do these studies lead to a better understanding of the glass
transition phenomena in general?
In this thesis we try to answer some of these key questions such as the difference
between different modes of motion, and how many discrepancies in the literature
can be resolved by considering different behavior at different temperatures and
time scales. A direct relationship between the thin film dynamics and the surface
relaxation is established, which helps build a universal picture that can be used as





The material used in the studies of this thesis is atactic polystyrene, with the
molecular weight of Mw = 641× 103,Mn/Mw = 1.11 or Mw = 221× 103,Mn/Mw =
1.03 obtained from the Polymer Source Inc [155]. Figure 3.1 shows the molecular
structure of polystyrene, composed of styrene monomers. Atactic polystyrene does
not have a crystalline phase, which makes it easy to use for Tg studies. The glass
transition temperature of polystyrene at high molecular weights is about 373K [156].
Table 3.1 shows some of the important physical constants of polystyrene that are
referred to in this thesis.
3.1.2 Thin film preparation
Preparation of single layer films
Thin polystyrene films are prepared by spin-casting a solution of polystyrene (PS)
in toluene onto a substrate. The thickness of the film is controlled by changing the
concentration of PS solutions and the spin speed. Films with thicknesses between
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Figure 3.1: Chemical structure of polystyrene [154]
Physical property Value
Density 1.04− 1.065 Kg/m3
Coefficient of thermal < Tg 1.7− 2.1× 10−4 K−1
expansion (volume) > Tg 5.1− 6.0× 10−4 K−1
Refractive index λ = 589.3 nm 1.59− 1.6
Entanglement molecular weight 19100 Kg/mol
Elastic Modulus 3200 MPa
Poisson’s ratio 0.325− 0.33
Surface tension 293K 40.7 mN/m
Yield stress 298K 88.5 MPa
Table 3.1: Physical properties of polystyrene [143,156]
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3 nm to 200 nm were made and used in our studies. The films were then annealed
20-40 degrees above Tg between 10 to 24 hours to make sure that the solvent is
completely removed from the sample and to partially anneal the stresses induced
in the sample upon spin-casting. Annealing was done under dry nitrogen to avoid
structural damage to PS due to the existence of oxygen.
Preparation of multi-layer films
In order to make multi-layer films, each layer was prepared separately on either
silicon, for the first layer, or NaCl salt crystal for other layers. Each layer was
treated in the same manner as a single layer film, to make sure that the layers
have similar structures and properties. The layers were then put together using the
following procedure; the second layer made on salt was put upside down on top of
the first layer made on silicon. A drop of water was brought in contact to the salt
crystal. The water wetting the salt surface, would rapidly detach the salt crystal
from the polymer layer. The polymer layers stick together by the surface adhesion
forces. The third and forth layers were put on the sample with the same method if
necessary. Once the multi-layer films were made, they were annealed for a second
time under dry nitrogen to evaporate the water trapped in between the layers. The
second annealing was done at 30 degrees below bulk Tg and any other measured
Tgs of thin films, to make sure that the layers remained separated from each other.
Figure 3.2 shows this procedure schematically.
3.1.3 Sample preparation methods involving gold nano-spheres
Synthesizing gold nano-spheres
The recipe used to make gold nano-spheres was obtained from university of Wis-
consin’s interdisciplinary education group [157]. The recipe is as followes,
1. A 1.0mM solution of the gold salt, HAuCl4(0.034gr in 100mL water) is pre-
pared.
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PS spincoated on NaCl
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the preparation of multiple-layer thin films
2. 20ml of this 1.0mM solution is brought to boiling while being stirred.
3. 2mL of 1% solution of tri-sodium Citrate is added to the boiling solution.
4. The color change of the solution is monitored as it changes from yellow to
clear, to dark grey, to dark purple and then to dark red within about 15
minutes.
5. The boiling is continued for an extra 5 minutes to make sure that the suspen-
sion is stabilized.
Prepared properly, the solution has a shelf life of more than one month. De-
pending on the concentration of the citrate solution used, gold spheres with sizes
between 10− 100 nm can be made with this recipe. Decreasing the citrate concen-
tration results in larger size spheres. The solutions prepared with this recipe are
about 10 times more concentrated than the commercially available nano-spheres
as measured by absorption spectroscopy, so it is easier to spread them onto the
surface of thin films. The size dispersion however is not as good. Depending on
how carefully the solution is prepared the dispersion can vary between ±2 nm to
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±4 nm for small spheres to ±10 nm to ±30 nm for larger spheres (As opposed to
10% of the sphere size for commercially available spheres).
Putting gold nano-spheres on the polymer surface
Gold nano-spheres are made as charged stabilized colloidal particles in a water
based solution. This solution can not wet the PS surface and as a result if one tries
to spincast the particles onto the PS surface, the gold particles will not stick to
the surface. Methanol can be added to the solution to make it more wetable. It
is important to choose the right concentration of methanol added to the solution.
Adding too much methanol can cause the aggregation of the particles and adding
too little will not produce a wetting solution. The concentration of methanol needed
in the solution depends on the type of spheres used and their sizes and is obtained
for each batch of spheres separately. For 20 nm spheres synthesized in the lab, the
concentration of methanol needed is approximately 25%.
Producing surface nano-deformations
In order to make holes with constant depth and radius of curvature a novel method
for embedding of gold particles was developed. Thick films of polystyrene (approx-
imately 100 nm) are made as described before. Gold spheres (approximately 20
nm in diameter)are then put on the sample and are embedded above Tg (378K)for
different times to get different embedding depths. The approximate embedding
times for different embedding depths can be obtained from reference [146] for 20
nm spheres. The temperature of the samples is then brought back to room tempera-
ture and the gold spheres were dissolved using mercury [158]. Gold can be dissolved
in mercury in any proportion, similar to the way sugar is dissolved in water. In fact
gold nano-particles or gold surfaces can be used as mercury sensors, [159] because
gold can completely absorb all the mercury present in the air or water.
The advantage of using mercury in removing gold particles is that mercury
does not interact with polystyrene and because of its high surface tension it can be
completely removed from the surface once the gold particles are dissolved. To make
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Figure 3.3: Schematic procedure of producing nano-deformations on the surface.
sure that the mercury did not have any effects on the PS films, the Tg of a film
was measured after being soaked in mercury for a long time, and it was confirmed
that the Tg was the same before and after soaking, (378K for a 100 nm film of PS).
Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) was also done on a similar sample, with an
accuracy that was enough to detect the oxide coating of the silicon substrate (less
than 2 nm as measured by ellipsometry) and no residue of mercury was found on
the sample within this accuracy. This confirms that the mercury is not penetrating
into the polymer film. Figure 3.3 shows the schematic of this process. The atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images from left to right show the surface of the sample
with gold nano-particles, after the gold particles are embedded, and when the nano-
deformations are produced respectively. The image on the top right corner shows
an image of the sample with the mercury.
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Figure 3.4: Left: An image of the ellipsometer used in this thesis, the EXACTA
2000 Faraday modulating fast nulling ellipsometer. Right: Schematic drawing of the
ellipsometer. The first quarter-wave plate and the Faraday rods are not illustrated.
3.2 Ellipsometry
When light is reflected from a surface, its polarization changes depending on the
properties of the reflecting surface. Ellipsometry is a method to use the ellipticity
induced by the surface properties to find information about the system, such as the
film thickness and index of refraction in a film/substrate system. The ellipsometer
used in different studies of this thesis is a nulling ellipsometer [160]. In this section
the basic calculations required to analyze the data obtained in a nulling ellipsomet-
ric measurement will be explained for different types of samples and measurements.
3.2.1 Nulling ellipsometer
Figure 3.4 shows an schematic picture of a nulling ellipsometer. First, a quarter-
wave plate converts the linear polarization of the laser light into a circular polariza-
tion. The light then hits the polarizer prism, which produces a linearly polarized
light in the direction of the polarizer. The light becomes elliptically polarized after
passing the second quarter-wave plate and then is reflected from the sample. The
light hits the detector after passing the analyzer. If the light reflected from the
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surface is linearly polarized, the intensity of light on the detector would be zero,
otherwise the two motors mounted on the polarizer and analyzer, will turn the
P (polarizer) and A (Analyzer) angles until the intensity becomes zero. One can
then use the corresponding P and A values to find the properties of the reflecting
surface such as film thickness and index of refraction. The ellipsometer used in this
study [160] also uses two modulated Faraday rods for the polarizer and analyzer
which change the polarization of the light passing through the polarizer and the
analyzer with a small quadrature sinusoidal modulation form. The detected signal
at the detector is modulated and fed back to the motors that rotate the polarizer
and the analyzer to detect slight changes in the null and keep the ellipsometer at
null at all times. This method enables the user to measure slight changes in the
P(polarizer) and A(analyzer) values accurately and with a fast speed. If the changes
in the null are small new null values can be obtained in less than 0.3 seconds, with
an angle accuracy of 6× 10−4 degrees [160].
3.2.2 The optics of ellipsometry
Jones matrices
In this section the Jones matrices are introduced which are the basic mathematical
tool used to calculate the polarization of light as it passes through the system and
is reflected off different types of samples. Since the only property of light that is
important here is its polarization other parameters such as intensity can be ignored
in this discussion.
Assume that the laser light is traveling in the +z direction (Figure 3.5), then
the electric field lies in the x − y plane (the p and s polarized light respectively)






Where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field at time zero. Without losing any
accuracy, one can ignore the time dependant part of the matrix. For a linearly
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polarized light in the angle of θ compared to the x axis, the x and y components of





similarly the Jones matrix of a circularly polarized light, with a phase difference of





As mentioned before, we are only interested in the polarization of the light, so one
can change the components of the Jones matrices as long as the relative phase and
the ratio of the two components are conserved. So the following matrix can also be





Where if, Ex,r,Ex,i,Ey,r and Ey,i are the real and imaginary parts of the x and y









1/2. The normal unit vectors for the system
are the electric field vectors of linearly polarized light in the x and y directions. Any
transformation that conserves the polarization of light is proportional to a 2 × 2
unity matrix.
Now one can construct the Jones matrices representing a polarizer and a quarter-
wave plate and the Jones matrix of reflection. If the light passes through a polarizer
with an angle of zero, the y component of the electric field would be completely
absorbed by the polarizer and only the x component will pass, so the corresponding





To find out the Jones matrix for a polarizer that is set in an angle of P one can
simply rotate the coordinate system by the same angle, using the above Jones
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Figure 3.5: The schematic diagram of the light reflecting from a surface. Figure
from ref. [161]
matrix and then use an inverse rotation to convert the coordinate system back to
the original system. So the Jones matrix will be given by,
(
cos2 P sin P cos P
sin P cos P sin2 P
)
(3.2)
Similarly, a quarter wave-plate with its fast axis along the x direction, is repre-





Using the same rotation as used for the polarizer matrix, the Jones matrix of a
quarter wave-plate with its a fast axis along the angle Q is,
(
cos2 Q− i sin2 Q (1 + i) sin Q cos Q
(1 + i) sin Q cos Q sin2 Q− i cos2 Q
)
(3.3)
Finally, if one chooses the coordinate system so that the x and y directions
are the directions of a p and s polarized light hitting a surface, the Jones matrix
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Light passing through the ellipsometer
Using the Jones matrices one can follow what happens to the polarization of light as






, changes to a circularly polarized light as it passes through the






illustrated in figure 3.4). After passing the polarizer P and the quarter wave plate







cos Q cos(P −Q) + i sin Q sin(P −Q)
sin Q cos(P −Q)− i cos Q sin(P −Q)
)
(3.5)














When the light passes through the analyzer A, in a nulling ellipsometer, it is
completely absorbed, which means the light in equation 3.6 is linearly polarized.






where = shows the imaginary value of the function. If the ratio of the reflection
coefficients is written as a complex number,
rp
rs
= tan ψ exp(i∆)








sin(2P − 2Q) tan ψ cos ∆ + 1
2
sin 2Q cos(2P − 2Q) tan ψ sin ∆ = 0
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The solution to this equation is
tan(2P − 2Q) = − sin 2Q tan ∆ (3.7)
There are four different values of P which satisfy the above equation. For each
of these values the corresponding A angle which leads to a zero intensity in the
detector is given by,
tan A = tan ψ
cos(2P − 2Q) cos ∆ sin 2Q− sin(2P − 2Q) sin ∆
cos(2P − 2Q) cos 2Q− 1 (3.8)
In the special case where Q = ±π/4 which is the angle of the quarter wave plate
usually used in conventional ellipsometers, one can greatly simplify equations 3.7
and 3.8,
P1,2 = ∓∆/2− π/4 and A1,2 = ψ (3.9)
P3,4 = ∓∆/2 + π/4 and A3,4 = −ψ (3.10)
P and A are the properties that are measured by a nulling ellipsometer. If the
measured samples are isotropic, then the measurements in different zones will not
lead to any extra information about the sample, but they are useful in eliminat-
ing systematical alignment errors in the ellipsometer. From these values, one can
calculate the real and imaginary part of the ratio of the reflection coefficients.
The easiest system that can be studied using a nulling ellipsometer is an isotropic
reflecting half space. For this system the Fresnel reflection and transmission coef-
ficients for p and s polarized lights are given by [162],
rp =
nt cos θi − ni cos θt




nt cos θi + ni cos θt
(3.12)
rs =
ni cos θi − nt cos θt




ni cos θi + nt cos θt
(3.14)
Where ni and nt are the refraction index of the medium containing the incident
light and the medium containing the transmitted light respectively. θi and θt are the
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Figure 3.6: Reflection of light from a thin film on a substrate. Figure from ref. [161]
incident and transmission angles which are related through Snell’s law ni sin θi =
nt sin θt [162]. Using these equations the index of refraction of the medium can be
obtained,






Where ρ = rp/rs can be calculated from the P and A values obtained from equation
3.9 or 3.10.
3.2.3 Reflection coefficient of thin films
The samples we are interested to study are often more complicated than just
isotropic half spaces, they are usually made of one or multiple layers of polymer
films, on top of silicon substrate which usually contains a very thin layer of native
silicon oxide. All layers are isotropic and have roughly the same thickness every
were on the substrate. In this section the reflection coefficients for multi-layer thin
films are calculated which can be then used in different ways in different studies.
One-layer films
Figure 3.6 shows how light is reflected from the surface of a thin film with the
thickness D on a substrate. In order to calculate the reflection and transmission
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coefficients one needs to add all the components that are reflected or transmitted.
When the electric field with an amplitude E hits the surface of a thin film, the
intensity of the reflected light is equal to r12E, and the intensity of the transmitted
light is equal to t12E. After traveling a distance D inside the thin film the the
electric field will have a phase delay equal to exp(−iδ) = exp(−ikzD) . When it
is reflected back from the substrate and reaches the surface, its intensity is further
reduced by a factor of r23 accounting for the reflection from the substrate and
another phase shift of δ accounting for the distance it has traveled. The part of the
electric field that is transmitted is added to the initial reflected field and the part
that is reflected continues this process over and over again. The total reflection
coefficient is then given by,
Rtotal = r12 + t12t21r23e
−2iδ[1 + r21r23e−2iδ + (r21r23e−2iδ)2 + ...]
Using the Fresnel coefficients one can show that,
r12 = −r21 and t12t21 = 1− r212
The summation can be calculated and it can be shown that the total reflection
coefficient is equal to, [162]
Rtotal =
r12 + r23 exp(−2iδ)
1 + r12r23 exp(−2iδ) (3.16)
The total transmission coefficient can be calculated in the same manner,
Ttotal =
t12t23 exp(−iδ)
1 + r12r23 exp(−2iδ) (3.17)
Note that for the s and p polarized lights the calculation of the total reflection
and transmission coefficients are the same, as long as the the proper index r or
t is used. Now that the total reflection coefficients are calculated, one can use
the P and A data from the ellipsometric measurements to calculate the index of
refraction of the thin film, if the index of refraction of the substrate is known.
The thickness of the film can also be calculated, as it is related to the phase lag
δ = 2πn2D cos θ2/λ. It is however not as straight forward to obtain these values
as it is in a system of infinite half space. Here the number of unknown variables
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Polarizer angle
















Figure 3.7: Plot of A vs P for polystyrene.
are more than the number of independent equations. The proper way to obtain the
index of refraction from an ellipsometeric measurement is to measure films of the
same material with different thicknesses. For a constant, real index of refraction the
plot of P vs. A obtained from different thickness values produces a closed curve.
Figure 3.7 shows an example of such plot for polystyrene produced using an index
of refraction equal to n = 1.595, on a silicon substrate with the complex index of
refraction ns = 3.74 + 0.019i [163]. It is assumed that the substrate is coated with
a 2 nm oxide layer with the index of refraction of noxide = 1.46 [163]. The value
of the oxide layer thickness can be measured independently using a bare silicon
substrate and a one-layer model. The measured thickness of this layer is usually
about 2nm. The data can be fit to a model to find the best fit to this curve with a
single parameter which is the index of refraction. If done properly this method can
define the index of refraction of a system with an accuracy of about 0.005. Once
the index of refraction is determined, one can find the thickness of each film since
the set of equations are now enough to define them.
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Multi-layer Films
Figure 3.8 shows a two-layer film, with two different thicknesses and indexes of
refraction. Finding the total reflection coefficient of the top layer is straight forward.
This coefficient is still represented by equation 3.16 except that instead of r23 the
total reflection from that surface (R23) is used and to calculate the phase delay, the
thickness of the second layer is used. R23 is a combined reflection coefficient from
a multi-layer film, and is again calculated using equation 3.16
R23 =
r23 + r34 exp(−2iδ3)
1 + r23r34 exp(−2iδ3)
Where δ3 = 2πn2D3 cos θ2/λ is the phase corresponding to the thickness of the third
layer. And similarly, if there are more layers, the coefficient r34 is replaced with the
total reflection R34 using the appropriate film thickness for the phase difference.
This procedure continues until there are no more layers left unaccounted for. The
general recursive relation for the total reflection coefficient of an n layer film can
be written as
Ri,i−1 =
ri,i−1 + Ri−1,i−2 exp(−2iδi−1)
1 + ri,i−1Ri−1,i−2 exp(−2iδi−1) (3.18)
Although finding the reflection coefficients is not hard, interpreting the data is
much harder for a multi-layer film as the number of unknown variables could be
much more than the number of experimental data obtained from a single measure-
ment, and one may need to develop models to fit the data.
3.2.4 Using ellipsometry in thin film measurements
In this section we describe the application of ellipsometry technique in measuring
the thickness, Tg and dynamics of thin films.
Measuring film thickness
Measuring film thickness is one of the main applications of the ellipsometry tech-
nique. Polystyrene is a transparent material with a real index of refraction. The
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Figure 3.8: Reflection of light from a four layer sample, with the first layer being
the ambient and the fourth layer an infinite half space. Figure from ref. [161]
plot of figure 3.7 can be used to obtain the thickness of thin polystyrene films. A
thin PS film is made from three different layers, the substrate is Silicon with a
well known index of refraction. The oxide layer on top has a well known index of
refraction, but its thickness could vary depending on the type and age of the silicon
wafer. In order to find an accurate thickness of this layer one can measure the P
and A values for a bare silicon wafer and since it is a one-layer film on a substrate
the data can be easily converted to the film thickness, using equations obtained in
section 3.2.3. The thickness of this layer is usually of the order of 2 nm.
Knowing the thickness of the oxide layer, the only unknown fit parameter to
the P vs A plot is the index of refraction of PS. Once the index of refraction is
determined, the P and A data for each individual film can be converted to the
film thickness. But a small error in the measured P and A values can lead to a
much larger error in the thickness measurement because of the nonlinear relation
between the thickness and the P&A values, so it is usually better to make an array
of P&A values vs film thickness for the obtained index of refraction, and compare
the values with the experimental values obtained for P&A. This could also produce
an estimation of the error in the thickness measurement.
In some cases a two-layer model can be used instead of the three- layer model,
with an effective index of refraction for silicon and ignoring the existence of the
oxide layer. This method can only be used for films that are much thicker than
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Figure 3.9: a)A , b)P , c)dA/dT and d)dP/dT vs T for a 40 nm polystyrene thin
film. A Tg value is obtained from each of these graphs.
the oxide layer. For ultra thin films with thicknesses that are comparable with the
thickness of the oxide layer (< 10 nm) the error in the thickness measurement is
larger and this could lead to a systematic error in the thickness measurement which
is not linearly dependent on the film thickness.
Measuring the glass transition temperature
Measuring the absolute film thickness with the ellipsometer has an accuracy be-
tween 1− 10 nm depending on the film thickness and quality. There are a number
of reasons that this accuracy can not be improved. Variations in the film thickness
at different points on the sample, the capillary roughness of surface which increases
with the film thickness and also systematic errors in the P&A measurements could
play an important role in defining the accuracy of the film thickness measurements.
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But once the sample is in a steady position and a null is achieved, the changes in
the film thickness can be detected more accurately. The ellipsometer used in these
studies has a precession of 6 × 10−4 degrees in P or A angles which translates to
a sub angstrom measurement of the thickness variations. This enables the user to
measure the coefficient of linear expansion in ultra-thin films in the glassy or liquid
states.
In order to measure Tg the sample is mounted on a Linkam temperature con-
troller, and the temperature is ramped up and down with a constant rate. The P
and A values are measured continuously during the ramp, and the plots of P vs
T (temperature) and A vs T are generated. It is important to measure the Tg on
the cooling cycle from an equilibrium temperature well above Tg. When measured
on a heating cycle, the changes in the thickness could depend on previous stresses
induced on the sample during previous cooling or heating cycles.
Figure 3.9 shows a typical plot of P , A, dP/dT and dA/dT vs T. It can be seen
from the plots that changes in the A values are small enough that can be assumed
to be changing linearly with the temperature in the liquid and glassy phases. This
is also clear in the dA/dT plot. Changes in the P value slightly deviate from linear
behavior in the glassy region. It is thus not necessary to convert this data to a
plot of thickness (h) versus temperature (T) to determine the Tg of the film. The
change in the slope shows the glass transition temperature. From the derivative
plots the midpoint of the transition can also be defined as Tg. In some cases if both
P and A values are near a turning point in the P vs A graph, the changes of both
values could be nonlinearly dependent to the thickness and converting the data to
a plot of h vs T would be necessary to find Tg [54]. In all cases concerned in this
thesis, obtaining the Tg values from either P or A vs T plots was possible, and no
conversion was done. The value of the Tg using ellipsometry can be obtained with
a typical accuracy of ±2◦C, due to uncertainty in defining the onset of changes in
the behavior in the liquid and glassy region, in a single measurement and ±4◦C,
due to alignment and other systematic errors, from repeated measurements.
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A model of interface healing
To measure interfacial healing of two PS layers we needed to develop a more com-
plicated model compared to models used for measurements of single or double layer
films [164]. The samples in this study are films with 5 different layers. The silicon
substrate, the oxide layer, two PS layers with the same thickness which are mounted
on top of each other and the interfacial layer which has an initial density less than
the PS density, which gradually changes to the density of polystyrene during the
annealing procedure. This interfacial layer is produced when the two PS layers are
brought to each other, due to the surface asperities of both layers which causes a
distance between the two surfaces. There is also a possibility that the near surface
layer has a lower density compared to the bulk PS. The thickness of this layer and
the initial average density of this layer are not independent parameters, and can not
both be used as fit parameters. A number of different measurements and different
fitting models showed that choosing an initial average density of ρ0 = 0.4×ρbulk is a
reasonable initial condition for the interface layer. This value leads to an interface
region of 3− 5 nm, which is consistent with what is expected from the AFM mea-
surements of the initial surface roughness of the films, which are about 0.9−1.5 nm
for individual layers depending on their size. It is assumed that the density of this
layer changes with time to a maximum value of ρbulk with an stretched exponential
relation ρ(t) = ρbulk(1 − a exp[−( tτ0 )β]) where ρ(0) = 0.4 × ρbulk, τ0 is the charac-
teristic relaxation time of the system and one of the fit parameters and β = 0.3 is
the exponent of the stretched exponential. The index of refraction of the interface




The constant α can be obtained from the limit of ρ = ρbulk and n = nbulk. Using
this index of refraction, the reflection coefficients can be calculated using equation
3.18 for a five-layer film, which in turn can be used to find the P and A values. The
values obtained are fitted to the experimental data using a Matlab function that
uses the Nelder-Mead [165] simplex direct search method to minimize the sum of
the magnitudes of differences between the calculated and the measured values. This
algorithm does not need minimized function derivatives and is among the best and
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Figure 3.10: The plot of P vs time for a bi-layer film (◦) made of two 5 nm layers
annealed at 393K. The red curve shows the stretched exponential fit to the data the
pink curve is the single exponential curve with the same relaxation time and the
blue curve is generated using the same parameters as the red curve, but without
the conservation of mass.
fastest algorithms for numeric optimization when the minimized function is well
behaved, and does not have many adjacent local minima. The only independent
fit parameter used are then the time constant τ0, The initial film thickness of PS
layers, and the initial thickness of the interfacial layer. The average relaxation time







It is important to notice that only a realistic model could lead to results that
could even qualitatively be fitted to the data. For example in order to obtain
reasonable fit, one has to keep the total mass of the system constant at each time,
which means that as the density of the interfacial layer is increased, the thickness of
the two PS layers should be decreased correspondingly to adjust for the mass of the
system. If the conservation of mass is not considered, the changes in the P value
would qualitatively different from what is measured. Figure 3.10 shows an example
of a bi-layer film made of two 5 nm layers. The fit to the data using the above model
is shown, along with a curve that represents a model with similar parameters, but
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without considering the conservation of mass. One can also see that if a single
relaxation model is used instead of stretched exponential, the best fit to the data,
is still far different from the experimental data. These examples confirm that using
a realistic model is necessary to analyze the data, and that the model used here can
reasonably explain the experimental data. The matlab program used to calculate
the P and A values of this model is given in appendix A.
3.3 Atomic force microscopy
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a technique to measure surface properties
such as topography and structure with nanometer scale depth and spatial reso-
lution. A SPM device is usually composed of a sensing sharp tip with different
properties depending on the type of measurements. In the studies of this thesis
only non-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique was used, which uses
the interaction force between the probe and the surface to create a topography im-
age of the surface. Figure 3.11 shows an schematic illustration of an AFM device.
The probe tip is connected to the end of a cantilever which oscillates at its resonant
frequency. The reflected laser light from the tip of the cantilever is send through a
mirror to a four section photo-detector, which detects the motion of the tip in the
left and right, and the up and down directions. The motion in the up and down
direction of the cantilever is modulated to monitor the amplitude and the phase of
oscillation. When the tip is brought close to the surface, the interactions between
the sharp tip and the surface damps the resonant oscillation of the cantilever, and
this damping of the signal, or the changes in the phase of the signal can be de-
tected and controlled by the AFM controller device using a PID controller. The
controller keeps the distance between the tip and the surface at a constant level by
maintaining the modulation amplitude at a constant level. As the position of the
tip is changed by the X and Y piezos, the surface topography can be generated by
measuring the motion of the Z piezo that is necessary to keep the distance between
the tip and the surface constant.
The resolution of an AFM device in the X and Y directions depends on the
radius of curvature of the tip and for sharp tips this could be as small as 10 nm.










Figure 3.11: Left: An image of the atomic force microccopy device used in this








Figure 3.12: An AFM image of surface nano-deformation taken with the resolution
of 500 points in a 5µm× 5µm scan range (Only a 1µm× 1µm part of the image is
shown here for clarity). The inset shows the line scan of the indicated line (dashed
line) used to measure the depth of the hole.
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The accuracy in the height measurement can be less than a nanometer, which
makes the AFM a good tool in measuring features such as gold nano-spheres on
the surface or very small surface nano-deformations.
Using AFM to measure surface nano-deformations
When small features are measured using AFM, the shape and length of the AFM tip
can become an important factor, especially when the deformation being measured
is a hole where the tip may not get into the bottom of the hole. In order to get
an accurate depth, it is necessary that the tip reaches the bottom of the hole. The
obtained shape of the hole will be a convolution of the tip shape and the actual
shape of the hole. In the measurements of nano-deformations in this theses the
diameter of the holes are about 20 nm. The radius of curvature of sharp AFM
tips are between 7 nm to 10 nm. If a tip is used more than once, the tip radius
can easily exceed 20 nm. So using a sharp tip and replacing the tips often are
important to obtain an accurate measurements. The measured depths of the holes
can not exceed the tip size or the radius of curvature of the hole (meaning that the
spheres were embedded more than half way into the surface of the film) both of the
order of 10 nm. In order to avoid that, the depth of the holes (controlled by the
embedding depths) were chosen to be less than 4 nm in average in all cases. The
other parameter that can be important in the measurements are the resolution of
the image. If the resolution is chosen so that a hole occupies less than a pixel, one
would not expect to obtain the depth accurately. In all measurements the image
sizes were chosen to be 5µm × 5µm or less, and the resolution was chosen to be
500×500 or 1000×1000. Repeated measurements showed that no difference between
the measured sizes of the two resolution was seen, confirming that the tip can reach
the bottom of the hole properly. The average size of the holes were also confirmed
to be equal to the average embedding depth of the gold nano-spheres within the
error of the measurements. In order to make more accurate measurements, two
scans of each samples were taken, in the forward and backward motion of the X
piezo, to eliminate possible errors of depth measurements caused by possible tilt
of the tip. Figure 3.12 shows and example of hole measurements along with a line
scan of one of the holes and the measurement of the hole depth.
Chapter 4
Summary of the papers and
conclusion
Paper I: Effect of Sample Preparation on the Glass-Transition of Thin
Polystyrene Films
In this paper the effect of sample preparation on the Tg reduction of thin films of
polystyrene was investigated. Multi-layered films of polystyrene were produced with
the procedure described in chapter 3. The Tg of these samples were measured using
ellipsometry. If the Tg reduction in thin films is caused by chain end segregation,
reduced entanglement or the structural damage due to spin coating, it is expected
that the Tg of multi-layer films before the annealing of the films, be equal to the Tg
of separate layers, while if the Tg reduction is an effect that is related to the total
film thickness or the existence of the free surface, the Tg is expected to be equal to
the Tg of a film with a thickness equal to the total film thickness.
It was seen that in fact the Tg of multi-layer films reaches a steady state value
equal to the Tg of a film with an equal total film thickness after three Tg mea-
surements cycles, equal to only 15 minutes of annealing at Tg(Bulk) + 20K. This
time is much less than the reptation time of the chains used in this study and it
is expected that the structure of these films are not changed after this annealing
time. However this annealing time is comparable with the Rouse relaxation time of
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the segments, which indicates that it is only enough to heal the interface between
the layers. This also shows that the Tg reduction is caused by the free surface of
the films.
This result can also provide a reason to believe that the results of the measure-
ment done on multi-layer films, can be directly compared with the properties of
single-layer films with a similar total thickness. This provides a possible answer to
the contradictory results of Koh et al. [74], in which they used stacked free standing
films in a calorimetric Tg measurements. If the films were stacked properly without
the wrinkles, then the interface would be annealed in less than 15 minutes, and no
Tg reductions would have been observed. The fact that a Tg reduction can be ob-
served even after repeated annealing cycles, shows that the voids produced by the
wrinkles can not be annealed easily, and even after repeated annealing cycles, the
system still has partial available free surface, which causes a partial Tg reduction
compared to free standing films that have two complete free surfaces.
Paper II: Qualitative discrepancy between different measures of dynam-
ics in thin polymer films
The results of paper I indicated that the interface healing is important in recovering
the expected Tg values in multi-layer thin films. Before the annealing of the samples
above bulk Tg the behavior of the interface is similar to a partial free surface. It was
also seen that after a short annealing time the effect of the interface disappeared,
indicating that the local diffusion of the segments was enough to heal the interface.
In this study the interface healing of bi-layer films was used as a probe of local
segmental dynamics. Using ellipsometry, the time dependence of interface healing
at 393K (Tg(Bulk)+ 20K) was monitored for films made of two layers with similar
thicknesses. The Tg of the bi-layer films were also measured after a long annealing
time.
The results of this experiment showed that the relaxation time for bulk-like
bi-layer films was comparable to the Rouse relaxation time of polystyrene, and as
the film thickness was decreased the relaxation time was increased indicating a
slowing down of dynamics in the direction normal to the plane of the film. These
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results are similar to the simulation [167] and experimental results of segmental
relaxations [120]. The Tg of the same films were reduced below bulk Tg as the film
thickness was decreased, which is an indication of enhanced dynamics in the same
films. The difference between the results of the two measurements done on the same
sample clearly show that different modes of dynamics are not necessarily affected
by confinement in the same manner. The enhanced mode of motion which causes
the Tg reduction in thin films can only be detected at temperatures close or below
bulk Tg. As discussed in Chapter 2 at temperatures above bulk Tg it is expected
that the segmental motion be equal or slower than bulk depending on the type of
motion probed. This results show that not all type of measurements and probes of
dynamics can be interpreted as a reduction or increase in the Tg of thin films.
Paper III: Probing Slow Dynamics in Supported Thin Polymer Films
In this study Tg measurements at different cooling rates were used as a probe of
dynamics of thin films below bulk glass transition temperature. The results of
Tg measurements at the lowest cooling rate (1K/min) showed a Tg reduction with
decreasing film thickness that was about 30K below bulk Tg for the thinnest film
measured with h = 6 nm. As the cooling rate was increased the Tg reduction effect
was less pronounced such that for the cooling rate of 130K/min the maximum
Tg reduction measured was less than 10K for the same film. This shows that
the enhanced dynamics is strongly dependent on the probed relaxation time. The
results were converted to a VFT plot using the results of ref. [9] that the calorimetric
cooling rate of 10K/min corresponds to the relaxation time of 100 seconds and that
the relaxation time is proportional to the inverse of cooling rate. Figure 4.1 shows
the results of this experiment. The solid curve shows the bulk VFT curve for
polystyrene. It can be seen that the thin film relaxation deviates strongly from
this behavior starting from a common point at a temperature T ∗. The data points
at high cooling rate are taken from the calorimetric measurement of Ref. [14] for
three different film thicknesses. The existence of this common coincidence point
at which all Arrhenius curves meet is one of the most surprising results of this
experiment. This means that at temperatures above this point (T ∗ = 378K) or
frequencies higher than this frequency, dynamical measurements will not indicate
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Figure 4.1: The log(cooling rate) vs 1/T for 90 (•), 24 (¨), 11 (N), and 6 nm (¥)
films, along with the bulk VFT curve for PS. The inset shows the plot of activation
energy vs film thickness.
the enhanced dynamics that are causing Tg reductions in thin films. Using this
a unified picture can be possibly built that explains many of the controversies in
the literature. Recent XPCS and Fluorescent measurements [153, 168] also show
evidence of this enhanced dynamics as the temperature is decreased towards bulk Tg
from above or measurements are done at lower frequencies respectively. The inset
of figure 4.1 shows the activation energies at different thicknesses. The dashed line
shows the activation energy that is tangent to the VFT curve and corresponds to a
film thickness of 61 nm. No confinement effect is expected to be seen at films with
thicknesses larger than this thickness.
These results are able to answer some contradictions in the literature. For ex-
ample the reason why no Tg reductions are seen in calorimetric measurements with
large heating/cooling rates is that these measurements are done at frequency/temperatures
above the onset of anomalies. The reason for the existence of this point however
and the reason why it is so close to the bulk Tg remains unknown and can not eas-
ily be explained by common glass transition theories and is not predicted by any
simulations in the literature. A theory that predicts the existence of a length scale
which increases with decreasing temperature, predicts that as the film thickness
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is decreased, the system size will reach this length scale at a higher temperature,
so the deviation from bulk behavior should happen at a higher temperature for
thinner films. Based on such theories the length scale of cooperative motion is
expected to be of the order of a couple of nanometers at Tg. The deviation from
bulk behavior seen in thin polystyrene films starts at thicknesses much larger than
these predictions and it starts at the same temperature for all film thicknesses. So
a different explanation is needed for such behavior. This point will be discussed
more in the next study.
Paper IV: Surface dynamics of thin polymer films
In this study the relaxation of surface nano-deformations as made with the proce-
dure introduced in chapter 3, at constant temperatures below bulk Tg of polystyrene
was measured. As shown in the previous study the enhanced dynamics is only ex-
pected to happen at temperatures close and below bulk Tg. It is then important to
design a measurement to probe the surface dynamics at these temperatures to see
whether or not a connection can be made between the enhanced surface dynamics
and Tg reduction in thin films. It was seen that at all temperatures the time de-
pendence of the annealing of the surface deformations follows a single exponential
relaxation rather than the expected stretched exponential relaxation. Using this
single exponential annealing of the nano-deformations one can find a relationship
between the characteristic relaxation time of the surface and the life time of the
annealing. The depth of the holes changes with time with a single exponential time
dependence,
h = h0 exp(−t/τ) (4.1)





where R is the radius of curvature of the nano-deformations. One can assume
that since the time dependence of the annealing of nano-deformations are single
exponential the time dependence in the stress and strain functions can be separated
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from the position dependencies,
εij(xi, t) = εij(xi) exp(−t/τ) (4.3)
σij(xi, t) = σij(xi) exp(−t/τ) (4.4)
It is thus a reasonable estimation to assume that the system has a single exponential
relaxation behavior so the creep modulus can be defined as
G = G0 exp(−t/τα) (4.5)
where τα is the α-relaxation time of the system or a characteristic relaxation time
that is governing the behavior of the system. Ignoring the position dependencies,







Using this equation and the fact that the time dependencies are exponential func-








Using this relationship and information in table 3.1 one can find the values of this
characteristic relaxation time at different temperatures and it can be seen that the
behavior of the surface dynamics deviates strongly from bulk α-relaxation. Figure
4.2 shows the surface relaxation as compared with the bulk α and β relaxations.
The fact that the relaxation behavior suddenly changes from stretched expo-
nential to a single exponential relaxation, also observed in recent viscosity mea-
surements of the surface [153] and the strong deviation from bulk behavior suggest
that there is probably either a large change in the α/β relaxations behavior or
the present of a new relaxation mechanism near the surface, which becomes faster
than bulk α relaxation at this temperature with a weaker temperature dependence
compared to the bulk α relaxation.
It is also interesting to compare these results with the results of the Tg mea-
surements at different cooling rate. In order to do that the same relation that was
used before to convert the bulk VFT relaxation to a cooling rate plot, can be used
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Figure 4.2: The VFT plot of the surface relaxation compared to the bulk α and β
relaxations. The dashed line shows the temperature T0 where the bulk α relaxation
is expected to diverge.
for the surface relaxations. Figure 4.3 shows the combined plots of figure 4.1 and
4.2. For simplicity, only the fit to the Tg measurements data is shown as Arrhenius
lines. The similarities between the two results obtained from two different types of
measurements are compelling. This is a very strong evidence that the Tg reduction
in thin films are in fact a direct result of an enhanced relaxation mode near the
free surface. This results can also explain the broadening of the transition, as this
new relaxation mode in only dominant at T < Tg(bulk). At T > Tg(bulk) the bulk
α-relaxation is dominant, thus the expansion coefficient of melt remains similar to
the bulk. At temperatures T < Tg(bulk) this new relaxation mode continues down
to very low temperature with a much weaker temperature dependence compared
to the bulk behavior causing a broadening of the transition, and a reduction in the
contrast.
It is really important to note that this mode of relaxation, only happens at
temperatures close and below bulk Tg, and it is more enhanced as the temperature
is decreased well below bulk Tg. This can provide an answer to most of the questions,
concerning the segmental diffusion measurements and calorimetric measurements,
which are usually done at temperatures above bulk Tg or high frequencies. It is also
possible that some experiments, that are only sensitive to the bulk α relaxation,
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Figure 4.3: The VFT plot of the surface relaxation compared to the thin film Tg
measurements.
are not sensitive to this new mode of relaxation, and as a result not sensitive to the
enhancement of dynamics in thin polymer films.
The combined results of these four studies can answer some of the questions
asked at the end of chapter 2. It is clear that the sample preparation, and the
exact structure of thin films are not major cause of anomalies in the dynamics and
Tg of surfaces or thin films. There is compelling evidence that the faster relaxation
near the free surface are defining the dynamics throughout the rest of the film. It
seems that the relaxation of the surface is different from the bulk α-relaxation only
at very low temperatures or frequencies, as a result anomalies in the dynamics of
thin films are also only seen below the onset of anomalous dynamics, which happens
at a temperature only 5K above bulk Tg and a frequency of about 1-10Hz. The
segmental dynamics in different directions are not necessarily similar, and not all
measurements of dynamics can be used as a probe of Tg in thin films. Because of the
existence of this onset of observed anomalies, measurements at temperatures above
this point can not be used to interpret the value of the Tg of thin films. Almost all
measurements in the literature, depending on the time scale and temperatures used,
agree with this picture. In case of polystyrene this seems to be a universal picture
that can be used to predict the behavior of the system in the experimental time
scale and temperature range. In the few measurements that are not in agreement
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with this picture, either there is no free surface, or the free surface is partially
covered by other films, or a liquid. The dielectric measurements, show a different
behavior, in those measurements there a sharp onset of the enhanced dynamics is
not seen [113], but in all those cases the free surface is also covered with Al.
The questions to be answered, which need more careful studies are then the exact
nature of this new mode of relaxation and how it changes in different polymeric
systems. Answering this question can be the key in understanding the Tg anomalies
in thin films. For example it is not clear whether or not the cross over temperature is
always this close to bulk Tg or it is just a coincidence which makes the Tg reductions
more pronounced in thin polystyrene films compared to other polymers. One can
imagine that if this cross over point happens at a temperature below bulk Tg then
no anomalies in the Tg measurements will be seen. The important parameters
that can affect the observed enhanced dynamics are the position of this point and
the activation energy of the surface mode compared to the activation energy of
the α relaxation at this cross over temperature. The thickness dependence of the
activation energy can also be a key in determining the thickness below which the Tg
anomalies can be detected. A clear theory is needed to predict these parameters and
also similar measurements using different polymers are needed to be done to confirm
the universality of this behavior. There is some evidence in the literature that this
behavior might be observed in other molecular glass formers as well [40, 169]. de
Gennes theory of sliding motion [79] can perhaps be a good candidate to explain
how the effects are propagated into the bulk of the film. It also has potential to
explain why the onset of the observed anomalies depends so strongly on the stiffness
of the polymer chains used [52]. But this theory would not be complete without a
model that explains why this simple activated motion exists near the free surface,
and why does it become faster than the bulk α relaxation only at temperatures
close or below bulk Tg. It is also important to understand how covering the free
surface affects the existence of this new mode of motion near the free surface and
why different metals behave differently if put on this free surface.
Another puzzling question in my mind, which may not be that important after
all, is that the thickness of about 20 nm seem to be an important thickness in the
film dynamics for polystyrene. Below this thickness, the film more behaves like a
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single layer [80], while above that a gradual change of the dynamics is expected from
the free surface to the bulk of the film. At this thickness the films also partially
recover the loss of contrast and broadening of the transition [77] (only observed in
free standing films). There is no indication of why this should happen based on the
experimental data of paper III. Perhaps any proposed model should also be able to
define the importance of this thickness.
Appendix A
Matlab Codes for Ellipsometry
In this appendix you can find the matlab codes necessary to simulate the 6 layer
model and fit the model to the experimental data.
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global N3;
k=3000; % number of data reading from the file
L=6328;
T1=60*pi/180; %Angle of incident








result=importdata(filename); % importing the experimental results






































































% finding P and A
Psi=atan(abs(R1p/R1s))*180/pi;
D=atan(imag(R1p/R1s)/real(R1p/R1s))*180/pi;
if (real(R1p/R1s) < 0.0)
D=D+180;
elseif (imag(R1p/R1s) < 0.0)
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ABSTRACT We have investigated the effect of sample preparation on the glass-transi-
tion temperature (Tg) of thin films of polystyrene (PS). By preparing and measuring the
glass-transition temperature Tg of multilayered polymer films, we are able to assess the
contribution of the spincoating process to the reduced Tg values often reported for thin
PS films. We find that it is possible to determine a Tg even on the first heating cycle, and
that by the third heating cycle (a total annealing time of 15 min at T  393 K) the Tg
value has reached a steady state. By comparing multilayered versus single layered
films we find that the whole Tg depends only on the total film thickness, and not on the
thickness of the individual layers. These results strongly suggest that the spincasting
process does not contribute significantly to Tg reductions in thin polymer films. © 2004
Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Polym Sci Part B: Polym Phys 42: 4503–4507, 2004
INTRODUCTION
There has been a significant amount of interest in
recent years in the physical properties of very
thin polymer films.1–3 In particular, in a number
of cases the properties of thin films display signif-
icant deviations from that of the bulk material, or
even that of much thicker films. Of particular
interest is the glass transition temperature (Tg).
For many different polymers, measurements of
the Tg in thin films have revealed large differ-
ences from the bulk value. Of these polymers, the
most well studied material is atactic polystyrene
(PS). Since the original study by Keddie et al.4
showing thin film Tg values lower than that of the
bulk, there have been many studies aimed at
quantifying this behavior.5 A recurring concern
about these and other studies of thin polymer
films involves the effect of sample preparation.6, 7
Such films are typically spin cast from dilute so-
lutions of polymer in a good solvent (such as tol-
uene in the case of PS) and then annealed above
the bulk Tg value for a time usually ranging from
a few hours to a few tens of hours. During the
process of spincasting, the chains may be in con-
figurations not typical of those in equilibrium
melts. In addition, even though the films are an-
nealed, in many cases (depending on the sub-
strate on which they are prepared) they are very
different from the equilibrium state of a fully
dewetted film. This concern is often dismissed,
although there is not yet any proof that it is valid
to do so. Although a definitive explanation to the
observed Tg reductions has not yet emerged, there
is compelling evidence that it is related to the
presence of the free surface.8 One way to distin-
guish between an effect due to the free surface
Correspondence to: J.A. Forrest. (E-mail: jforrest@
uwaterloo.ca)
Journal of Polymer Science: Part B: Polymer Physics, Vol. 42, 4503–4507 (2004)
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and one due to sample preparation is to make
films with the same thickness (and hence the
same relative contribution of the free surface) but
different sample preparation history (i.e., solvent
concentration and spin speed). The most effective
way to implement such a comparison is the use of
layered samples. The Tg values of layered sam-
ples also have relevance in supporting the conclu-
sion of recent studies by Ellison and Torkelson
where layered samples with one labeled layer
were used as a way to quantify the depth-depen-
dent Tg value in thin films.
9 In this study, we
investigate the relative effect of sample prepara-
tion and the free surface by preparing and mea-
suring the Tg value of a series of layered polymer
films with up to four constituent layers. We show
that it is possible to identify a Tg in all cases, and
that after a single heating cycle (393 K for 15
min), the measured Tg of a multilayered sample
depends only on the total film thickness rather
than the thickness of the constituent layers.
EXPERIMENTAL
PS solutions of weight-average molecular weight
(Mw)  641 K, Mw/[number average molecular
weight (Mn)]MN  1.11, polymer source) were
spincast onto either Si (100) substrate (for the
first layer) or on single crystal sodium chloride
(NaCl) optical windows (Crystaltechno) for the
second, third, and fourth layer of each film. The
individual layer thicknesses were between 3 nm
 h  150 nm for the one and two layer films and
5 nm  h  10 nm for three and four layer films.
All layers in each sample were made using the
same solution, and with the same spin speed. The
layers were then separately annealed at 393 K
[Tg(bulk)  370  1K] for 9 h under nitrogen to
remove the solvent and relax the polymer chains.
This is similar to the annealing conditions used
for thin film Tg studies and assures that each
layer has the same thermal history and, as a
consequence, a similar chain conformation. These
layers were then used to make samples in the
following manner: a layer supported on NaCl was
placed upside down on top of the layer supported
on a Si substrate. A drop of deionized water
placed on the edge of the salt substrate partially
dissolved the salt and placed the second layer on
top of the first layer. Once the second layer is
placed on top of the first layer, the layers are
pulled into contact by surface forces. The two
layer film was then washed with deionized water
to make sure there is no salt left on the film and
then annealed again for at least 12 h at 343 K to
make sure that there is no water left on the film
or between the layers. This annealing temper-
ature is well below the bulk Tg and other pos-
sible reduced Tgs and therefore no chain relax-
ation will occur during the final annealing
stage. If desired, a third or fourth layer was
placed on the film using the above method. This
procedure provides samples that are well an-
nealed, in that all of the solvent should have
been removed, but the chain conformations will
be characteristic of the layer thickness rather
than the total film thickness.
The multilayer films made by this method were
then placed on a Linkam hot-stage and mounted
on the sample stage of an Exacta 2000 fast-null-
ing ellipsometer (Waterloo Digital Electronics).
The films were heated rapidly (90 K/min) to 403 K
and held at that temperature for 5 min. The films
were then cooled to 313 K with a cooling rate of 1
K/min to measure the Tg. This annealing time at
403 K is much less than a typical annealing time
in this study and other studies, and less than that
expected to result in significant interface forma-
tion at this temperature.3 The Tg of each film was
measured three times during three different heat-
ing cycles to examine the effect of annealing time
on the Tg. Ellipsometric measurements were per-
formed using a wavelength of 633 nm and an
angle of incidence of 60  0.1°. The ellipsometric
angles P and A were measured during cooling.
Because the values of P and A depend linearly on
the film thickness before and after the transition,
the inversion of P and A to actual thickness was
not necessary and the P and A values and their
temperature derivatives were enough to deter-
mine the Tg. The Tg can be determined by the
constructions of two straight lines, fitted to the
high and low temperature ranges (Figure 1) or by
calculating their numerical derivatives, and find-
ing the midpoint between the low temperature
limit (T) and the high temperature limit (T).
10
Figure 1 shows the plots of P and A and their
temperature derivatives versus temperature for a
one-layer film with a thickness of 40 nm. This set
of plots shows how the Tg can be defined and that
any of the quantities can be used to determine the
same value of Tg within the experimental error.
This is an important point because in some cases
for the multilayer films, the Tg is not discernible
in all data types.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows plots of P and A values versus
temperature for a three-layer film made of 10 nm
layers in the first (open symbols) and third (filled
symbols) cooling cycle. There are a number of
noteworthy points about these plots. In the first
case, one can see that the value of the polarizer
angle P during the third cooling is larger than
that in the first cooling cycle. The most likely
reason for this difference is that the film thick-
ness decreases slightly during the successive
heating and cooling cycles. Once the sample is
heated above the Tg for the first time, the layers
start to anneal into each other and the interface
starts to disappear. This causes the difference
between P and A values in different cooling cy-
cles. The other notable aspect of the plots is the
significant curvature in the high temperature re-
gion of the P(A) versus the temperature plot. This
curvature is a result of the convolution of the
temperature dependence of P and A as the sample
is cooled with the time dependence of P and A as
the interface in the multilayered samples heal
with time. It is easiest to make a quantitative
analysis by looking at the temperature deriva-
tives, and we use dA/dT in this case. Figure 3
Figure 1 P, A, dA/dT, and dP/dT versus temperature of a 40 nm one-layer film. Solid
lines show the Tg value. The Tg values are the same regardless of what data is used in
the determination of the Tg.
Figure 2 P and A versus temperature of a three-layer
film made of 10 nm layers in the first (‚) and third (●)
cooling cycles.
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shows the dA/dT data that are derived from the
data in Figure 2. The high temperature range
(temperatures greater than 380 K) shows the ex-
tent of the high temperature annealing effect, and
as we anneal the film for a longer cumulative
time, this high temperature effect diminishes.
This dynamical effect is investigated more care-
fully using two-layer films and will be published
separately. The results of simulation and experi-
ments on those films confirm that the changes in
the P and A values at high temperatures are due
to interface annealing. Although this dynamical
process exists at high temperatures, we are still
able to define the Tg because of the existence of a
plateau at temperatures low enough so the dy-
namical effect is not observed on the time scale of
the experiment, and yet high enough to be above
the Tg value. This plateau is clearly seen in Fig-
ure 3. A careful analysis of the data in Figure 3
reveals that the Tg values in the third cycle are
slightly higher than the Tg values in the first
cycle. This effect exists in the measurements of all
multilayer films, and does not exist in the mea-
surements of one layer films. The most likely rea-
son for this is the healing of the PS–PS interfaces
in the multilayer films. Since the individual lay-
ers have an initial surface roughness; the inter-
facial regions of the multilayer films will not start
out with a density the same as the bulk polymer.
Although this dynamical process exists, the mea-
surements of the thickness before and after an-
nealing the films shows that the changes in the
film thickness are always less than 10% of the
total thickness of the film. Since the effect of this
dynamical process almost disappears at the end
of the third cooling cycle, the results of Tg mea-
surements at this cooling cycle is used in the
analysis. Further annealing of the samples was
avoided to ensure that the total annealing time is
still negligible in comparison with the total chain
disentanglement time, which is of the order of
1000 min for PS at 390 K.3
Figure 4 shows the plot of all Tg values at the
third cooling cycle versus the total film thickness
measured at the end of the cycle. In this figure,
the final film thickness is determined from the
final values of the P and A angles, and will be less
than the sum of the thicknesses of the constituent
layers. It can be seen from the plot that the Tg
reduction of two, three, and four layer films are
the same as the Tg reduction of one layer films
with the same total thickness, within the experi-
mental uncertainty. Although there is a notice-
able scatter in the Tg values of Figure 4, it is not
dissimilar from any other study of film thickness-
dependent Tg values in PS films.
5 As a particular
example, we can consider the case of the single
layer film of 9.5 nm. The measured Tg of this film
is 363 K. The Tg of a 28 nm film made of three 9.5
nm layers is 369 K. This value is similar to the Tg
of a one layer 34 nm film (370 K) within the
experimental error, and is very different from
that of the original 9.5 nm layer. The main con-
clusion to draw from Figure 4 is that after only 15
min of annealing at 403 K, the multilayered films
all take on a Tg value typical of a single film with
the same total thickness. These films have not had
enough annealing to relax the polymer chains
from the conformations they adopted in the single
layers, and so it is reasonable to say that the Tg
Figure 3 dA/dT versus Temperature of a three-layer
film made of 10 nm layers in the first (‚) and third (●)
cooling cycles.
Figure 4 Tg versus film thickness at the end of the
third cooling cycle, of one (o), two (‚), three (), and
four (●) layer films.
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reductions of PS films supported on Si wafers are
not related to chain conformation in the confined
geometry of the thin film. Instead, the Tg values
depend only on the total thickness of the film.
Certainly the films in Figure 4 have had much
less annealing than those in typical thin film Tg
studies, and thus those studies are not strongly
affected by chain conformations. Another way to
look at this is to consider the Tg value of a single
layer when it is incorporated into a particular
sample type. Figure 5 shows the Tg value of 6 and
10 nm layers when they are part of a film of n
layers (1  n  4) This clearly shows that the Tg
values are monotonically increasing with n. This
supports the above assertion that it is only the
total sample thickness that determines the Tg
value.
The high temperature behavior shown in Fig-
ure 3 was attributed to interface growth. If this is
the case, then the initial multilayer film does
have some excess free volume at the interface and
one might reasonably expect a slightly lower Tg
value. This is similar to what is observed in the
interfaces of highly immiscible polymers.11 To see
if this is the case, we can look at the case of a 3
layer film (with 9.5 nm layers) as it is thermally
cycled (Fig. 6). The first measurements of Tg has
a value of 365 K. This Tg value increases with
each annealing cycle, and by the third cycle has a
Tg characteristic of a single film of thickness of 3
 9.5  28.5 nm.
In summary, we have considered the effect of
sample preparation history on the Tg of thin PS
films by making multilayer films of thin PS, and
show that the only important parameter in defin-
ing the Tg reduction is the total film thickness,
not the thickness of sublayers.
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Abstract. We have used ellipsometry to measure the initial stages of interface healing in bilayer polystyrene
films. We also used ellipsometry to measure the glass transition temperature Tg of the same or identically
prepared samples. The results indicate that as the film thickness is decreased, the time constant for the
interface healing process increases, while at the same time the measured glass transition temperature in
the same samples decreases as the film thickness is decreased. This qualitative difference in the behavior
indicates that it is not always possible to make inferences about one probe of polymer dynamics from
measurements of another. We propose a reason for this discrepancy based on a previously discussed origin
for reduction in the Tg value of thin films.
PACS. 68.35.Fx Diffusion; interface formation – 68.35.Ja Surface and interface dynamics and vibrations
– 82.35.Gh Polymers on surfaces; adhesion
1 Introduction
The drive toward nanotechnology is accompanied by a
need and desire to understand the physical properties of
materials whose sample size is in the nanometer regime.
It is certainly not clear that such samples, due to effects
such as the large surface area to volume ratio for instance,
will have properties the same as or even predictable from
those of bulk materials. For the case of polymeric materi-
als, the situation is especially interesting. The long-chain
nature of polymers introduces an additional length scale
that can potentially influence a size scale where a material
can exhibit anomalous behavior. The dynamical proper-
ties of materials are of particular interest, and for the case
of polymers, the dynamic properties of nanoconfined sam-
ples have become the subject of significant discussion [1].
The most prominent geometry for the samples studied are
thin films.
The first indication of anomalous dynamics in very
thin films was from the dewetting studies of Reiter [2] for
PS films. That study showed that very thin films dewet-
ted at a faster rate than thicker films. A possible cause of
this observation is that the glass transition temperature
(Tg), a temperature closely tied to the viscosity in bulk
? Contribution presented at The World Polymer Congress
MACRO 2004, Paris, France, July 2004.
a e-mail: jforrest@uwaterloo.ca
glass-forming materials, was lower for thin films than for
thick films. The first direct measurements of the Tg value
for PS films on Si (with an HF etched surface) was made
by Keddie, Jones and Cory using ellipsometry [3]. These
studies revealed that the Tg value for films with thickness
h ≤ 40 nm was reduced below the bulk value by an amount
that increased as the film thickness decreased. This first
study has prompted a number of additional studies, and
there is an emerging consensus that for the case of PS,
thin films have Tg values reduced below the bulk value.
The reasonable consensus of Tg values in thin films
does not mean that the dynamics in thin films is well un-
derstood. Perhaps one of the most important issues that
has surfaced in comparisons with different experiments
on thin PS films is that not all measures of dynamics are
directly comparable. In bulk materials, this is rarely an
issue, and measurements of the Tg value can be compared
with measurements of viscosity or dynamical mechanical
measurements. In thin films the validity of such compar-
isons is not obvious. For instance, free-standing films well
above their measured Tg values appear to be stable with
respect to hole formation: a fact that is not consistent
with the idea of a lower viscosity above Tg. In fact such
films do not exhibit hole formation until the temperature
is raised very near the bulk Tg value. Two possibilities
have emerged in the literature as possible explanations for
this effect. One possibility is that the dynamics in a thin
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the process that heals interfacial density defect in thin bilayer films.
polymer film are not homogeneous throughout the film
and the surface regions have a lower Tg value than the
middle part of the film, that perhaps remains bulk-like.
Recent experiments have supported the idea that the free
surface is a strong contributing factor to Tg reductions [4],
and that the Tg in a thin film is not homogeneous [5]. Ad-
ditionally, in thin films, it is not obvious that the segmen-
tal motion associated with the glass transition remains
strongly coupled to that of chain motion [6]. While it is
obviously necessary to have segmental motion before hav-
ing any possibility of chain mobility, it may not be suffi-
cient. As an illustration, if a few segments were tethered
to the substrate, whole chain motion beyond REE could
not occur even if all segments were very mobile. There
has been experimental evidence that polymer chain diffu-
sion in thin films (h ≤ 100 nm) is slower than in bulk (or
thicker films) [7,8]. Unfortunately, these measurements of
chain diffusion have also been cited as being due to a thin-
film Tg value greater than that of bulk PS. It is important
to resolve whether the measurements of slower chain dif-
fusion in thin films represent a true contradiction in mea-
sures of the glass transition temperature, or whether it
is possible to have both a lower Tg and slower chain mo-
tion in the same system. One of the difficulties with this
comparison is that chain motion is a hierarchial process,
and segmental motion and chain motions are at the two
extremes of the motion.
We have developed an experiment aimed at making a
more direct comparison between the glass transition tem-
perature and chain dynamics on a fairly small length scale.
We use ellipsometry to measure the time dependence of
incompletely annealed bilayer samples. In such samples
the interface region between the two previously annealed
layers will have a density less than the bulk value. As the
sample is heated above the bulk Tg, the interface heals.
Since the interface region is determined by the surface
roughness of each film, and this quantity is ∼ 1 nm, the
interface region should be a few nm. This is much less than
the tube diameter of the entangled polystyrene, and so the
density defect can be relaxed by motion out of the plane
of the film, but inside the tube, i.e. Rouse modes, rather
than center-of-mass motion (as depicted schematically in
Fig. 1). This is a fundamental difference between these ex-
periments and those described in reference [7]. Since the
Rouse modes give rise to the t−1/2-dependence of the shear
modulus in the glass-rubber transition region, comparison
of this interface healing to glass transition temperatures
could be considered as a comparison of very similar mo-
tions. There are however, reasons to believe that these
dynamics in thin films may differ from those of the bulk.
Simulations of small polymer chains above Tg have shown
that the motion perpendicular to the plane of the film
becomes slower for smaller film thicknesses, as does the
asymmetry between in-plane and out-of-plane motion. In
contrast, Ngai has predicted that the Rouse modes will
be unaffected even in films where Tg reductions are ob-
served [9]. This experiment provides a way to test, using
the same samples and same technique for measurements
of the glass transition temperature, and measures of the
Rouse dynamics out of the plane of the film. Once the
sample has been sufficiently annealed we can cool the sam-
ple and directly measure the dilatometric Tg through the
change in thermal expansion. The results show that as the
film thickness decreases, both a lower Tg and slower chain
dynamics out of the plane of the film are measured. This
fascinating and apparently self-inconsistent result suggests
that great care must be taken when comparing different
measures of dynamics in thin polymer films. We provide a
tentative explantation based on our previously discussed
influence of the free surface on the Tg value in thin PS
films [10].
2 Experiment
Solutions of polystyrene (MW = 641K, MW /MN = 1.11,
Polymer Source Inc.) in toluene were spincast onto either
Si(100) substrate (for the first layer) or onto single-crystal
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sodium chloride (NaCl) optical windows (Crystaltechno)
for the second layer of each film. The individual layer
thicknesses were between 4 nm ≤ h ≤ 200 nm. Both layers
of each sample were made of the same solution, and with
the same spin speed. The layers were then separately an-
nealed at 393 K (Tg(bulk) = 370± 1) for at least 9 hours
under dry nitrogen gas to remove solvent and relax any
strong perturbation introduced by the sample prepara-
tion procedure. While this should be sufficient for mea-
surements of Tg, we do not claim that this relaxes the
polymer chains. These layers were then used to make two-
layer films in the following manner: The layer supported
on NaCl was placed upside down on top of the layer sup-
ported on Si substrate. A drop of deionized water placed
on the edge of salt substrate partially dissolved the salt,
and allowed the salt crystal to be removed. Once the sec-
ond layer is placed on top of the first layer the layers are
pulled into contact by surface forces. The two-layer film
was then washed thoroughly with deionized water to make
sure there is no salt left on the film and then annealed
again for at least 12 hours at 343 K to make sure that
there is no water left on the film or between the layers.
This annealing temperature is well below any possible re-
duced Tg’s and so no chain relaxation should occur during
the final annealing stage. This procedure provides samples
that are well annealed in that each layer is as well annealed
as the samples in majority of Tg studies, but the interfa-
cial region will still have a density value lower than that
of bulk PS.
The films were then placed on a Linkam hot stage
and mounted on the sample stage of an Exacta 2000 fast-
nulling ellipsometer (Waterloo Digital Electronics), with
an angular resolution of 6× 10−4 degrees. The films were
heated at 90 K/min to a temperature of 393 K where
they were held for 1000 seconds to study the isothermal
interface annealing. The films were then cooled after being
annealed for several hours to 303 K with a cooling rate of
1 K/min to measure the Tg. Ellipsometric measurements
were performed using a wavelength of 633 nm and an angle
of incidence of 60± 0.1◦.
The samples are well described by a multilayer poly-
mer system. Each sample consists of 5 different layers; the
silicon substrate, a 2 nm silicon oxide layer, the first PS
layer, an interfacial layer with an average density less than
that of polystyrene, and the top PS layer. Each PS layer
was treated as a PS film with the refractive index of 1.595
(a value we consistently measure for PS films). The inter-
face region was treated as a PS layer with an initial density
ρ0 < ρbulk. The interfacial layer will have a lower density
than that of bulk PS because the initial surfaces that are
brought together have both asperities that need to be an-
nealed out, as well as possibly a slightly lower density near
the surfaces. The thickness of this layer, and its initial den-
sity are not independent parameters, and allowing both
parameters to vary leads to difficulties with the fitting
procedure. A number of different measurements lead to
the suggestion that the initial density of the interfacial re-
gion on a bilayer film can be described by (ρ0 = 0.4ρbulk).
Fixing this initial condition and having the thickness of
the interfacial region as a fit parameter allows for consis-
tently good fits for all data sets. For all experiments the
interface region from the curve fitting procedure was from
3 to 5 nm. Before each experiment, the surface roughness
of the layers was measured separately using AFM, show-
ing a roughness of 0.9 nm < ∆h < 1.5 nm for individual
layers. This indicates that the roughness of each layer is
similar to the chosen interface thickness. The refractive
index in the interfacial region was related to the density
by the Lorentz-Lorenz relation
n2 − 1
n2 + 1
' αρ . (1)
The thickness of the interface was set to be equal to
the initial thickness and its density was described by
ρ(t) = ρbulk(1 − ae
−( t
τ0
)β ), where a is a constant deter-
mined by the condition ρ(0) = ρ0. A stretched exponen-
tial relation with a β value of 0.3 was found to provide
the best fit to the kinetic data. Allowing this parame-
ter to vary did not lead to consistently better fits, so for
more robust determination of the remaining parameters,
we fixed β = 0.3. We note that in order to have a physi-
cally meaningful model, it is crucial to conserve mass. The
result of this is that as the density in the interfacial re-
gion increases, the thickness of each of the PS layers must
decrease with a similar stretched exponential relation. We
note that failing to invoke mass conservation leads to a
complete inability to fit the data. The ellipsometric an-
gles P and A are then calculated for this multi-layer film
at each time as followed; The total reflection coefficient







where δ = 2πni
hi cos θi
λ is a function of the layer thick-
ness and the index of refraction ri,i−1 is the corresponding
Fresnel reflection coefficient for s or p polarized light and
Ri−1,i−2 it the total reflection coefficient for the same po-
larization calculated for the previous layer. The reflection
coefficients are calculated one by one from the first layer
(silicon) to the last layer (air).
For a null the reflected light should be linearly polar-
ized, which means that the imaginary part of
Ep,r
Es,r should
be equal to zero. This equation gives the P and A angles
at each time. The results are then fit to the data using
Nelder-Mead [12] simplex direct search method to min-
imize the sum of the magnitudes of differences between
calculated and measured values. This algorithm does not
need minimized function derivatives and is among the best
and fastest algorithms for numeric optimization when the
minimized function is well behaved, and does not have
many adjacent local minima.
In the final fitting of the time-dependent data, the only
free parameters were the initial thickness of PS layers, the
initial thickness of the interfacial layer, and the time con-
stant of interface healing. We note that the alternative
technique of floating a PS layer on top of another PS film
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Fig. 2. Polarizer angle vs. temperature for a film with total




does not provide the same measured interface healing dy-
namics, and as such are not well described by the process
described above. We expect the reason for this is that the
floating procedure introduces a significant in-plane stress,
and the magnitude of effects due to this stress is similar
to that of the interface healing.
After annealing the films for several hours at 393 K,
the films were brought to ambient temperature at a cool-
ing rate of 1 K/min to measure their Tg. Since in all Tg
measurements the P and A values depend linearly on the
thickness before and after transition, the values of P and
A and their temperature derivatives were enough to de-
termine the Tg and their inversion to actual thickness was
not necessary in this part of the measurement. The glass
transition temperature (Tg) can be determined by calcu-
lating the numerical derivatives of P and A angle and find-
ing the midpoint between the low-temperature limit (T−)
and the high-temperature limit (T+) [13]. Figure 2 shows
the plots of P and its temperature derivative versus the
temperature for a film made of two 10 nm layers. The Tg’s
measured using the A or P values are typically the same
within the experimental uncertainty.
3 Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows raw data from a typical interface healing
measurement for two different film thicknesses. While the
process is obviously slower for the thinner film, the po-
tential for a strongly film-thickness-dependent non-linear
Fig. 3. Polarizer vs. time for films with total thickness of 32 nm
(◦) and 11 nm (4). The solid curve shows the results of the
simulation. The inset shows the density vs. the time values
used to obtain the solid curves.
relation between the density of the interphase region and
the final measured polarizer angle means that the raw data
cannot reliably be used to extract the time constant for
interface healing. The inset of the figure shows the time-
dependent density of the interfacial layer resulting from
obtaining the fits in the figure (solid lines). The density
of the interfacial layer reaches its maximum value more
rapidly in the thicker film. The average lifetime of the in-










where τ0 is the time constant of the stretched exponential
and β is its exponent. A plot of all lifetimes as a function
of the total film thickness is shown by the solid circles in
Figure 4. The dashed line in the plot indicates the Rouse
relaxation time in the entanglements tubes [14] at 393 K
obtained from neutron reflectivity experiments of interfa-
cial growth in PS films. The lifetime of the interface heal-
ing for thick films (h > 50 nm) is very similar to the Rouse
relaxation time, confirming that we are probing more local
Rouse motions rather than whole chain motion. This is ex-
pected as we can only probe the changes until the density
of the interfacial region is of the order of the bulk density
of PS, and since the density defect at the interface can
be almost entirely relaxed with Rouse modes (see Fig. 1),
whole chain diffusion cannot possibly be probed. A key
point of Figure 4 is that as the film thickness decreases
the lifetime of interface healing increases. Our experiment
should be relatively insensitive to motion in the plane of
the film, and so the results in Figure 4 are at least qualita-
tively consistent with those of computer simulations that
suggest a slowing-down of motion out of the plane of the
film [15]. In order to investigate whether the slow-down of
the dynamics is a characteristic of the total film thickness
or the thickness of the individual layers, we prepared and
measured asymmetric samples where the individual layers
of the bilayer film had different thicknesses. Unfortunately,
the scatter in the lifetime data is sufficiently large that we
were not able to draw a definitive conclusion. In Figure 4
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Fig. 4. Time constant for the interface healing (•) of PS bilayer
films and the Tg (4) value for the same film as a function of
the total film thickness.
case we present the lifetime of the interface healing as a
function of the total film thickness.
Figure 4 compares the two measures of dynamics mea-
sured in our ellipsometric experiments. The triangles are
the Tg values measured at a cooling rate of 1 K/min, and
the circles are the average lifetimes for the initial stage
of interface healing. For many film thicknesses, these two
quantities are measured using the same film. The differ-
ence between these two different measures of the polymer
dynamics is striking. The Tg values decrease below the
bulk value as the film thickness is lowered. This suggests
that thin films have a higher mobility than bulk samples.
In contrast, the time constant for interfacial healing in-
creases as the film thickness is lowered. This indicates
that thin films have a reduced mobility compared to bulk
polymer. The most obvious practical consequence of this
behavior is the inability of either measurements to make
inferences about the other. In thin films it would seem
that measurements of Tg cannot be used to predict chain
dynamics, and measures of chain dynamics cannot be used
to predict Tg. In bulk systems, such comparisons are done
routinely [16]. The results of our experiments indicate that
these same comparisons are not necessarily valid in thin
films.
The physical implications of these results are in-
triguing. At temperatures just above the glass transi-
tion temperature, relaxation in long-chain polymers oc-
curs through the Rouse modes [17]. In a thin film where
the Tg value is less than that of the bulk, one might rea-
sonably expect enhanced Rouse dynamics. Clearly, this is
not the case in Figure 4. One suggested approach to the
problem involves the coupling model of Ngai as applied to
thin films [9]. Ngai suggests that the friction factor used
in the Rouse derivation of polymer dynamics is fundamen-
tally different from the segmental interactions responsible
for the glass transition in that the Rouse modes are not af-
fected by the same intermolecular constraints. This model
then leads to a natural separation of Rouse and segmen-
tal motions that could be used to rationalize the results
of Figure 4. Certainly, the glass transition exists in many
materials other than polymers, and thus must have an
origin that is not exclusively polymeric in nature.
An additional explanation is provided by noting that
interface healing experiments (or any experiment prob-
ing chain motion) are all performed at a temperature sig-
nificantly greater than the bulk Tg value. It seems often
overlooked that there are no experiments that indicate an
enhanced mobility (of any kind) in thin films held above
the bulk Tg value. It is only at temperatures below the
bulk Tg where thin films provide evidence for relaxation
not observed in bulk or thick-film samples. This is not un-
expected when considered in the context of the prominent
role played by the free surface on the glass transition tem-
perature in thin films [4] and the temperature dependence
of the viscoelastic properties of the free surface [18]. We
have previously reported evidence that the compliance of
the near-surface region in PS is described by the same tem-
perature as the bulk for T > Tg, but for T < Tg, there is a
4 nm surface layer that has a compliance characterized by
T ' Tg(bulk) even when the sample temperature is 10 K
below the bulk Tg value. This can be compared to recent
studies of variable cooling rate measurement of thin-film
Tg values that demonstrate no Tg reduction at high cool-
ing rates [19]. This threshold cooling rate corresponds to
a temperature, T ∗ ∼ 377K beyond which no anomalies in
dynamics can be observed. Taken as a whole, these three
studies strongly suggest that there is an upper temper-
ature, near the bulk Tg, where the effects that cause Tg
reductions do not exist. At such temperatures, there will
be no evidence of these effects and as a result there will be
no possibility of even qualitative comparison between any
measurements at T < T ∗ and any measurements at T >
T ∗. We note that within this constraint, there remain very
few contradictions in reports of dynamics in thin PS films.
In summary, we have used ellipsometry to measure the
Tg values and interface healing times in PS bilayers. The
measured Tg values display the now familiar behavior of
decreasing as the film thickness is lowered. The interface
healing times show the opposite behavior of increasing as
the film thickness is lowered. The results show that there
is no universal answer to the question “what happens to
the dynamics in thin polymer films”, and suggests that
comparisons between different measures of dynamics and
at different temperatures may not be valid.
The authors would like to thank J. Chan for technical support,
and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
(NSERC) for financial support of this project.
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Probing Slow Dynamics in Supported Thin Polymer Films
Zahra Fakhraai and James A. Forrest*
Department of Physics and Guelph-Waterloo Physics Institute, University of Waterloo, 200 University Avenue W.,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1
(Received 3 September 2004; published 7 July 2005)
We have used variable cooling rate ellipsometric measurements to probe the slow dynamics in thin
supported polystyrene films. For the slowest cooling rates (1 K=min ) the measured Tg values are
reduced below the bulk value with the measured Tg of 341 K for a 6 nm film. As the cooling rate is
increased the Tg reductions become smaller until at cooling rates >90 K=min there is only slight
evidence for a film-thickness-dependent Tg value. By relating the cooling rate to a relaxation time, we
show that the relaxation dynamics of the thin films appears to become Arrhenius with an activation energy
that decreases with decreasing film thickness. We discuss this in terms of a possible connection to a length
scale for cooperative motion. Finally, the results can be used to resolve a number of outstanding
contradictory reports in the literature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.025701 PACS numbers: 64.70.Pf, 61.41.+e, 68.60.Bs
The nature of the glass transition remains an unsolved
problem despite decades of study. Many different theoreti-
cal approaches have been applied to glass formation, but as
yet none have been able to provide a description to encom-
pass the known behavior. For this reason the glass transi-
tion is often noted to be the ‘‘deepest and most interesting
unsolved problem in solid-state theory’’ [1]. One persisting
theme in the literature is the existence of a characteristic
length scale for the dynamics in glass forming materials
[2–4]. This length scale has been studied in computer
simulations at temperatures much above the calorimetric
glass transition, and some experimental evidence for such a
length scale has been presented [3]. The glass transition in
highly confined geometries is among the most promising
approaches to learn about the existence of a temperature
dependent length scale in glass forming materials [5–7].
One particular sample configuration that has attracted a
great deal of attention is that of thin polymer films. For
such samples the dynamics are often inferred through
measurements of the glass transition temperature Tg.
This is a convenient, though obviously indirect measure
of the dynamics in the sample. Since the original report by
Keddie, Jones, and Cory [8] of the Tg value of thin films of
polystyrene (PS) being reduced below the bulk value for
films with thickness h < 40 nm, many researchers have
performed similar studies, mainly using what can be
termed as dilatometric techniques [9–11]. There is a grow-
ing consensus that for the particular case of PS, the Tg
value decreases below the bulk value for sufficiently thin
films. In addition there is growing evidence that the free
surface plays a key role in these effects [12,13]. Despite
this significant agreement between many groups, there are
outstanding contradictory reports. Foremost among these
reports is the recent observation that Tg values measured
using nanocalorimetric techniques do not display a film-
thickness-dependent Tg value. This conclusion seems to
apply equally well to Tg values measured directly at cool-
ing rates of 1000 K=s [14] to those inferring the Tg through
the fictive temperature Tf at rates of 2 K=s [15]. The
qualitative difference between the dilatometric and calori-
metric measured Tg values is striking and indicates an
unsettling lack of understanding of the glass transition in
nanoconfined geometries. In turn, the resolution of such a
paradox is sure to add significantly to our understanding of
dynamics in highly confined geometries and to the glass
transition in general. A more serious concern is the fact that
despite many measurements of Tg there are almost no
measurements of dynamics for supported polymer films:
the sample configuration for most of the Tg data. Since it
has recently been demonstrated that the glass transition can
be strongly affected by the presence or absence of the free
surface [12,13] it is not clear that previous dielectric and
thermal expansion spectroscopy studies of PS films have
sufficient relevance to the systems they are being compared
to [16]. The only dielectric relaxation studies on films with
a free surface have used isotactic poly(methyl methacry-
late) (i-PMMA) [17]. In this Letter we present the results
of ellipsometric measurements of the Tg value of thin PS
films supported by Pt coated SiN substrates at cooling rates
ranging from 1 to 130 K=min . Such studies allow the use
of Tg measurements as a measure of the dynamics in
supported polymer films over 2 orders of magnitude. For
the 1 K=min studies we observe large reductions in the
measured Tg value of thin films. As the cooling rate is
increased, the film thickness dependence of the Tg value
becomes less pronounced until at a rate of 130 K=min
there are only slight indications of any dependence of the
Tg on the film thickness. The particularly striking aspect of
the results is the very narrow range of cooling rate that
results in reduced Tg values. The findings show that only
the very slow dynamics are affected by nanoconfinement
and that the effects persist for a relatively short time
window of 2 orders of magnitude in relaxation time. The
significance of this work is threefold. Most importantly, it
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provides a quantification of the dynamics in thin supported
films; second, it leads to a reasonable resolution of existing
contradictory reports. Finally, it may lead to significant
advances in our understanding of the glass transition.
PS films were produced by spin coating solutions of
PS (Mw  641 K, Mw=Mn  1:11, Polymer Source Inc.)
in toluene. The substrates used were the same ones
employed for the nanocalorimetry studies of [14],
Pt50 nm=Ti=SiN50 nm=Si, in order to be able to ad-
dress the possibility of a strong substrate sensitivity being a
cause for the aforementioned discrepancy. The samples
were annealed under dry N2 at a temperature of 393 K
for 15 h and cooled to room temperature at <1 K=min .
The samples were placed on the block of a Linkham
temperature controlled stage. The Tg values were measured
using an EXACTA 2000 fast nulling ellipsometer. The
sampling time of the ellipsometer could be set to values
as low as 0.3 s and still have sufficient resolution in the
measured ellipsometric angles (P, A) for reliable Tg deter-
mination. We believe that such measurements are at the
limit of those feasible with ellipsometry. For ellipsometric
measurements, the sample is heated to 403–423 K, and
then cooled to 293 K at rates of 1, 3, 6, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
70, 90, and 130 K=min . The heating rate is 130 K=min
for all measurements. Since the thermal properties are
dominated by the substrate, we can make quantitative
comparisons between thin films and thick films. Since
the analyzer angle (A) of the Pt coated substrates changes
linearly in the high and low temperature ranges (and the
polarizer angle changes very little), unlike some other
polymer-substrate combinations (such as i-PMMA on Al)
[17], the ellipsometric data do not need to be numerically
inverted to determine Tg. The ellipsometric data are ana-
lyzed by taking the numerical derivative of the A data, and
the Tg is defined as the midpoint of the high (T) and low
(T) temperature limits. Figure 1 shows an example of raw
data, as well as how the data are used to determine Tg for a
6 nm film measured at a cooling rate of 30 K=min .
Although the contrast between the low temperature range
and the high temperature range is very small in very thin
films, the technique allows us to determine the Tg with an
accuracy of 2 K.
Measured Tg values as a function of film thickness are
shown in Fig. 2 for cooling rates of 1 or 3 K=min ,
50 K=min , and 130 K=min . The most striking aspect of
these data is that the film thickness dependence of the Tg
values depends strongly on the cooling rate. The 1 K=min
data show a strong Tg dependence to the film thickness. As
the cooling rate is increased the thickness dependence of
the Tg values decreases, so that at the cooling rate of
130 K=min the film thickness dependence of the Tg values
are only slightly more than the experimental error. More
quantitatively, the largest Tg reductions occurs for the 6 nm
film and is 32 K below that of the 90 nm film for 1 K=min
and is only 10 K below that of the 90 nm film for
130 K=min . The fact that the 1 K=min and 3 K=min
data do exhibit large Tg reductions allows us to rule out
the substrate as a cause of the discrepancies between
previous Tg studies and those of Ref. [14]. By making
comparisons between thin films and a thick film (rather
than bulk PS) we can eliminate any possible effects due to
different temperature gradients at different cooling rates.
Other studies of Tg in thin films have suggested that for
the case of supported PS films (though not for freestanding
films [11]) the apparent Tg reductions are due to a broad-
ening of the transition [18]. This observation also holds
true in the present work, and, in particular, the diminishing
of Tg reductions at high cooling rates is a reflection of a
narrowing of the transition as compared to lower cooling
rates. In our experiments, we observe that the difference
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FIG. 1. The analyzer data and their temperature derivative
(inset) for a 6 nm PS film as a function of temperature. The
Tg is defined as the midpoint of T and T values. The cooling
rate is 30 K=min .
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FIG. 2. Measured Tg values as a function of film thickness at 1
or 3 K=min (4), 50 K=min () and 130 K=min (	) cooling
rates. The Tg values of 90 nm film are used as an indication of
bulk Tg values. The solid lines are to guide the eye. The inset
shows Tg as a function of cooling rate for 90 nm (), 24 nm (	),
11 nm (), 6 nm (4), and 5.5 nm () films.
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between T and T (which defines the width of the tran-
sition) remains almost independent of film thickness at a
cooling rate of 130 K=min , while the difference is in-
creasing as the thickness is decreasing in the cooling rates
of 1 or 3 K=min . It is interesting to note that the value of
T is also decreasing, but T decreases more rapidly, so
that the width of transition increases in thinner films.
The Tg values for all cooling rates and films of thickness
5.5, 6, 11, 24, and 90 nm are shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
We can see that the Tg of 5.5 and 6 nm film show the
strongest cooling rate dependence. As we increase the
thickness the Tg value depends less strongly on the tem-
perature, so that the Tg of 90 nm film displays a cooling
rate dependence one would expect from a bulk material.
The cooling rates used to measure a Tg value can be
considered as an inverse of some relaxation time probed
by that experiment. The data for the 90 nm film can be used
as a measure of the dynamics of ‘‘bulk’’ PS over the range
of relaxation times of 7 to 1000 s, using the relation that a
cooling rate of 10 K=min corresponds to a relaxation time
of 100 s [16,19]. As expected there is only a slight rate
dependence due to the fact that the relaxation time is such a
strongly varying function of temperature.
In order to make a sensible comparison between the Tg
values presented in the present work, and other studies of
relaxation time () in confined systems, it is useful to cast it
in the form as a plot of  log versus 1=T [6,7,20].
Figure 3 shows such a plot where the relaxation time is
written in terms of the experimental cooling rate. The
results cast in this form are quite remarkable and are
similar to effects reported in dielectric studies of liquids
in pore glass [20], polymethylphenylsiloxane (PMPS) in-
tercalated into galleys of silicates [7], and i-PMMA con-
fined between Al surfaces [6]. Before commenting
specifically on the results, it is worth reiterating that these
measurements correspond to relaxation in supported PS
films (with no capping layer) and as such are unique in
their comparison to a broad and extensive literature on the
Tg value of such samples. The thick solid curved line is
obtained using the parameters of the Vogel-Fulcher-
Tamman (VFT) equation






obtained by fitting relaxation time data for bulk polysty-
rene [19] in the same temperature range as the present
experiments (B  1169 K, T0  342:8 K). Since the mo-
lecular weight used in the current study is between the two
high molecular weight polymers used in Ref. [19], the
parameter values of those fits are averaged to obtain the
curve in Fig. 3. We employ the relation between the
cooling rate and the relaxation time as that obtained for
bulk PS [19] (10 K=min100 s). It is encouraging to note
that although these values are derived from bulk measure-
ments and do not come from a fit to our data (which we do
not believe to be meaningful given the small range of
cooling rates), they agree with our data within the experi-
mental error. This comparison demonstrates that the 90 nm
film behaves like a bulk polystyrene sample. The most
prominent feature of the data for thin films is the strong
deviation from the bulk (and thick film) VFT-like behavior.
For all of the thin film data, the relaxation times exhibit
Arrhenius behavior (rather than VFT), with a film-thick-
ness-dependent activation energy. Equally remarkable is
that if we fit the data to a simple Arrhenius form and then
extrapolate each line to where it intercepts the bulk VFT
line, we find that all films intersect at essentially the same
temperature of T  378:5 1:4 K. This corresponds to a
cooling rate between 158 and 2068 K=min . For any cool-
ing rates above this critical value, all films will have a Tg
the same as the bulk polymer. It is interesting to note that
this temperature is very similar to the value of where the
surface of PS films seems to show viscoelastic properties
that differ from the bulk [21]. This provides a further link
between Tg reductions in thin films and surface properties
of the polymer.
The slope of each of the straight line fits provides an
activation energy Ea. The inset shows how these Ea values
vary with the film thickness, if we fit each curve so that it
passes through the intersection point shown in the graph.
The decreasing value of Ea with film thickness is certainly
indicative of a smaller total barrier for relaxation. The fact
that this effect occurs only for fairly thin films can be
discussed in terms of the idea of a length scale for the
dynamics in glass forming materials. In the bulk material,
1/T(K-1)




































FIG. 3. The log(cooling rate) vs 1=T for 90 (), 24 (), 11
(), and 6 nm () films. The curved line is the bulk Vogel-
Fulcher-Tamman (VFT) curve for PS and other lines are
Arrhenius fit, passing through a single incidence point on the
VFT curve. The data points at high cooling rates are the data
from Ref. [14] for three different film thicknesses. The dashed
line indicates T
 above which no confinement effect is seen. The
inset shows the plot of activation energy vs film thickness and
the linear fit to the data. The dashed line indicates the slope of
the VFT curve at the incidence point which corresponds to a film
thickness of 61 nm.
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as the temperature is lowered, more segments have to be
involved in any rearrangement, and the apparent activation
energy increases. As the film thickness is decreased, once
the length scale for cooperative dynamics approaches the
film thickness, all rearrangements can be affected by the
different constraints at the free surface. Once this condition
is reached, the process would be a simple activated process
with an activation energy that depended on film thickness.
The onset of such a confinement effect could occur only
when the value of Ea is tangent to the bulk VFT behavior.
This limit is given by the dashed line on the figure inset and
the intercept of the Ea versus h plot with this value occurs
at a film thickness of 61 6 nm. It is remarkable that this
is so similar to the maximum value of h where Tg reduc-
tions are first observed in supported PS films [11]. It is also
interesting to consider the limit of h ! 0. That corresponds
to the case where all segments are at the free surface. Such
a system would be expect to be Arrhenius with a value of
Ea similar to the high temperature limit of the bulk VFT
(i.e., Ea  B). If we do that extrapolation we find Ea 
4180 2099 K. This is the same order of magnitude as
that for the high temperature limit of the bulk value B 
1169 K. Aside from the possible connection to an intrinsic
length scale for the dynamics, the data and analysis above
can be used as a stringent test of any theories used to
describe the glass transition in thin films.
An interesting consequence of the data presented above
is the resolution of the contradiction between the body of
literature measuring Tg reductions for thin PS films and
those studies reporting no change in Tg or even increases in
Tg for thin films. Figure 3 shows the existence of a very
well defined region (simplified to a single point 1=T
,
rate
, the dashed line in Fig. 3) that serves as a boundary
for anomalous dynamics. We have explicitly shown that
experiments probing relaxation times shorter than those
corresponding to rate
 show bulk behavior, and it also
follows that measurements at temperatures higher than
T
 ’ 378 K must similarly fail to reveal anomalies. This
is a fascinating suggestion. For instance, in the calorimetric
measurement of Ref. [14], even in the measurements of the
fictive temperature, the smallest cooling rate was 2 K=s
(120 K=min ) [15]. This is very close to the largest cooling
rate used in the present experiment, and the results from the
two studies are similar. These cooling rates can be com-
pared with an oscillatory technique employing a frequency
of ’ 0:6 Hz. Indeed, it seems that almost all reports in the
literature that contradict reports of anomalous Tg values
are taken in the region beyond 1=T
, rate
, and thus are
entirely consistent with the behavior shown in Fig. 3.
We have demonstrated that the reduced Tg values often
reported in thin PS films display a striking cooling rate
dependence, which is qualitatively different from that of
the bulk polymer. This effect is so pronounced that for
cooling rates only as high as a few K=s, we would not
expect to see any film-thickness-dependent reductions in
Tg. The cooling rates are related to relaxation times, and
when plotted in this way, we see that thin films display a
clear Arrhenius behavior. The film-thickness-dependent
activation energies can be used to suggest an onset of
confinement effects of 61 6 nm, in excellent agreement
with experiment. A possible explanation of the effect is
given in terms of a temperature dependent correlation
length for the dynamics in glass forming materials.
Finally, the results provide a natural explanation for most
of the remaining apparently contradictory experiments in
the literature.
We thank Les Allen for supplying the Pt coated sub-
strates and for insightful discussions. Financial assistance
for this work by the Natural Sciences and Engineering
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Measuring the surface dynamics of glassy polymers
Z. Fakhraai and J.A. Forrest∗
Department of Physics and Astronomy and Guelph-Waterloo Physics Institute,
University of Waterloo, 200 University Ave. W.,
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N2L 3G1.
Abstract
We have carried out a simple, direct experiment to measure the time dependent relaxation
function of the first few nm of a polymer surface. We measure this relaxation for polystyrene (PS)
as a function of temperature in the range 293K < T < 369K. Relaxation can be observed at all
temperatures, and provides the strongest evidence to date for enhanced surface mobility relative
to the bulk. The temperature dependence of the relaxation time is much weaker than in bulk PS,
and appears to be Arrhenius at temperatures below ∼ 350K. Comparing to thin film relaxation
reveals a notable self-consistency and allows us to estimate the glass transition temperature of the
surface to be 282K.
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It is almost 15 years ago that the question was asked ”Is the molecular surface of
polystyrene really glassy ”[1]. The answer to this question and the more general prob-
lem of developing an understanding of the properties of polymer surfaces is of tremendous
current interest. Such understanding will have important implications for friction, lubrica-
tion, adhesion and any applications involving polymer modification by way of coatings. At
a more fundamental level, polymer surfaces, and in particular the surfaces of polymers such
as atactic polystyrene that have no tendency to crystallize, represent an excellent model sys-
tem for amorphous material surfaces. While the ideas of surface melting in crystals are well
understood, the surface properties of amorphous solids are not. Of equal impact is the grow-
ing evidence that the properties of the free polymer surface play a crucial role in observed
anomalies in the glass transition temperature of thin polymer films[2]. Understanding the
properties of the polymer surface may lead to the development of an understanding of dra-
matic reductions in the glass transition that have been observed in polymer films[3]. This in
turn may provide crucial clues to develop our understanding of glass formation in general-
a problem noted to be the deepest and most important unsolved problem in solid-state
physics[4]. Despite over a decade of study, experiments have yet to determine conclusively
whether or not there is enhanced mobility at polymer surfaces.
A key reason for this lack of consensus in the literature is that most experiments have
ambiguities that do not allow them to lead to definitive conclusions. There are a significant
number of experiments that use AFM based rheology to infer surface properties. Many of
these studies conclude that the surface properties of polymer films show no difference from
that of the ˜bulk polymer[5] while others suggest enhanced mobility[6]. Such experiments
have a number of fundamental difficulties. For example, AFM based measurements involve
imprecisely known interactions between the AFM tip and the polymer surface, interaction
with an unknown surface depth, may involve stresses near the yield stress, and usually
employ oscillatory probe motion at a frequency large enough that anomalous dynamics may
not be expected[7]. Experiments involving nanoparticle interaction with the polymer surface
suffer from a similar problem in that the detailed interaction between the nanoparticle
and the polymer surface is not well charcterised[8–10], and this leads to a disparity in
conclusions. A class of experiments that has shown particular promise in determining the
surface properties is that involving surface relaxation of an applied surface perturbation.
In some experiments, the surface is perturbed by a rubbing process that applies stress and
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aligns the polymer chains [11, 12]. A difficulty with these experiments is that the alignment
is done at temperatures well below Tg and so the stresses involved must exceed the yield
stress. In a related, but less extreme, class of experiments a topological perturbation is
introduced to the surface, and the relaxation of the surface (driven by surface tension) can
be measured directly using AFM.The perturbation in such cases should be small enough
that the relaxation can be considered to be a linear response[13, 14]. A limited number
of these experiments have been performed and suggest some enhanced surface mobility.
The experiments of Kerle et al. used relaxation of a roughened polymer surface over many
length scales. The experiments by Johansmann et al[14, 15] used single length scales as
small as 100nm and a single temperature of 363K, and saw evidence for enhanced surface
mobility at this temperature. Relaxation of nanoscale surface deformation caused by heavy
ion bombardment of PMMA shows evidence for enhanced surface mobility, but the extent
of damage by the ion irradiation makes the stress, degree of radiation damage and even the
chemical composition of the polymer near the damage track unclear[16]. Also notable are
measurements of the glass transition temperature of a near surface layer. These experiments
are indirect measures of the surface dynamics. Positron annihilation lifetime experiments
of the near surface have shown no evidence for a surface Tg differing from the bulk[17].
In contrast, the recent fluorescence measurements by Ellison et al [18] provide evidence for
a lower Tg value in the 14 nm layer near the polymer free surface. In order to obtain a
definitive result. There are a number of experimental constraints that should be satisfied:
• The measurement should not be a measurement of the glass transition temperature,
as this has shown to not always be a direct reflection of the dynamics. Instead the
experiments should measure either equilibrium fluctuations or the isothermal response
to a well characterized perturbation.
• The experiment should interact with a small and well defined surface region. There
is some experimental evidence to suggest that this region [8, 19, 20] should be of the
order of 4 nm.
• In experiments involving relaxation of a surface perturbation, the mechanism of the
driving force for relaxing the perturbation should be clearly defined. The driving forces
should be small enough that observations correspond to a linear response.
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• The surface dynamics should be measured over a wide temperature range, especially
below the bulk Tg so that we may hope to determine when the surface itself vitrifies.
Despite the large amount of experimental effort that has gone into this problem, there are no
reports of experiments that satisfy all of the above constraints. Here, we describe a simple
experiment that does satisfy the constraints and allows us to not only definitively address
the long-standing question concerning the mobility of polymer surfaces, but also to provide
a near complete quantification of the polymer surface mobility. We show conclusively that
the free surface of polystyrene has an observable mobility even at temperatures as low as
80K below the bulk Tg value. The temperature dependence of the relaxation time reveals
a transition to an Arrhenius behavior with a relatively small activation barrier for T .
350K. By combining this data with a key finding of a previous study[7] we provide the first
robust estimate for the surface glass transition temperature of amorphous polystyrene. The
technique described is applicable to essentially any polymer surface.
A novel aspect of the experiment is the production of large numbers of non-overlapping
nanometer sized indentations (nanoholes) on the polymer surface. These nanoholes are
produced in a way such that they are very regular and well characterized (inverted spherical
cap) with an average depth of 2-4 nm. This is 1-2 orders of magnitude less than the depth
used for bulk studies performed at T > Tg(bulk)[21] and the depth probed in the studies
of grating decay at T < Tg[15]. The production of such surface defects is a crucial aspect
of being able to measure the near surface properties with a high resolution. We produce
these nanoholes by first coating a solution of 23 ± 3 nm gold spheres onto the surface of
a spincast and annealed (413K for 12hours under dry nitrogen) polystyrene film (100nm
thickness, Mw= 641K, Mw/Mn=1.11 Polymer Source). We then heat the samples at 378K
for 10-15 minutes to allow the spheres to partially embed into the polymer surface [8].
We choose embedding times and temperatures that produce average values of ' 2nm-4
nm embedding. After we have embedded the gold nanoparticles into the PS surface, it is
necessary to remove them without applying a large stress to the PS surface. This is done by
placing a drop of Mercury on the polystyrene surface. The mercury forms an amalgam with
the gold, which essentially dissolves the gold into the mercury droplet. The use of mercury
to dissolve small amounts of gold is the same procedure used in the mining of gold[22]. We
then turn the sample on an angle and the mercury droplet slides off. Mercury has a high
surface tension which minimizes its interaction with the PS film. After this process what
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is left in the place of the nanoparticles are small holes that can be measured with Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM). Imaging the sample after removal of the gold nanospheres in this
way does not show evidence for surface damage (such as that observed if water is used to
remove the nanoparticles). The Tg of samples made using this procedure is the same as the
bulk value, and EDX (Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis) did not give evidence for excess
mercury left on the polymer surface. Figure 1 illustrates the sample preparation technique
and analysis: Figure 1(a) shows the sample with the embedded gold nanoparticles, Figure
1(b) shows the same sample (but not the same location on the sample) after exposure to
mercury to remove the nanospheres. It is clear that in the place of nanospheres there are
holes surrounded by a rim of PS. Figure 1(c) then shows the histogram of hole depth data
(from a 5 µm×5µm image) that is used to find the average hole depth. A trace used to find
the depth of a single hole is shown in Figure 1(d). Each sample is measured after nanohole
formation to ensure there are enough holes on the surface to get adequate statistics., and
that the hole size distribution is reasonable. A noteworthy aspect of these experiments is
that there is an inherent sensitivity to the sharpness of the AFM tip. If the tips radius of
curvature were much larger than that of the nanohole, we would have significantly reduced
ability to measure the depth of the hole. This problem is minimized by using sharp tips,
and frequent changing of the tip.
The nanohole covered samples are ideally perturbed samples for surface relaxation studies.
We measure each sample only once after annealing has begun to avoid stress caused by
repeated heating and cooling of the samples. This means that we need at least one sample per
annealing time and to determine the relaxation curve for any sample temperature requires
10-15 samples with identical thermal history and similar initial hole depth distributions. For
a given sample temperature, all of the prepared samples are placed in the sample oven in
dry nitrogen. After some time interval, one of the samples is removed, allowed to cool to
room temperature and then measured using AFM. Each AFM image contains many holes
(∼ 50) and it is the average over all holes that is used. This procedure is repeated at
a number of elapsed annealing times until holes are no longer observed. Even when the
holes have relaxed to the point where the depth is too small to be measured, there is a
persistent rim that allows one to know that a hole did formerly exist there. If such holes
simply disappeared, then we would only observe the largest holes at long times and the
resulting analysis would provide average values that are too large. The measured hole depths
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are used to determine the time dependence of the average indentation depth at constant
annealing temperature-the relaxation function. The entire experiment is then repeated at
different annealing temperatures. This allows us to find a relaxation time as a function of
the annealing temperature over a range of 70K. Even though we do not explicitly determine
the time dependent compliance of the near surface region. The temperature dependence
of any relaxation function (diffusion, dielectric relaxation, compliance) contains the same
information.
Figure 2 shows the time evolution of nanoholes at a sample temperature of 293K. It is
clear from the figures that the holes relax even at this temperature which is almost 80K
below the bulk Tg value. The driving force for this relaxation is the PS surface tension and
for a spherical hole provides a stress of 2γ
r
= 1.3× 106Pa. This is a factor of ∼ 50 less than
the yield stress of PS and provides confidence that what we observe is a linear response.
The images of Figure 2 provide definitive evidence that the surface of PS is not glassy at
temperatures where the bulk of the sample certainly is. Images such as these shown in
Figure 2, but over a larger distance (typically 5µm × 5µm) are used to provide the hole
depth values for each time and annealing temperature.
The time evolution of the hole depth can be used to obtain a relaxation function for each
temperature studied. If the shape of the relaxation function is not temperature dependant
then it is possible to find a scale factor in time such that if the data is multiplied by that
factor (a shift in the log (time) axis) then the relaxation curves at different temperatures
can be superimposed. This is a commonly used technique to describe the temperature
dependence of relaxation times in glass forming materials. Figure 3 shows the superposition
plot as well as the shift factors used to arrive at the cumulative plot. Note that each data
point on this plot is obtained from a different sample, and the resulting scatter is mainly a
result of the fact that each sample has a slightly different distribution of hole sizes (all with
average values between 2-4 nm). The data in Figure 3 are scaled to a reference temperature
of 369K, which is the highest temperature for which we were able to get reliable relaxation
measurements. It is interesting to note that the relaxation function appears to be a single,
rather than stretched, exponential. This is in contrast to the relaxation function of bulk PS
which exhibits significant stretching with a β value of 0.4. Also displaying large deviations
from the bulk are the shift factors used to collapse the relaxation functions. For bulk PS,
the shift factors for PS have the form log(aT ) =
C1(T−Tref )
C2+T−Tref , where C1=12.7-13.7, Tref=373K,
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and C2=49.9 [23]. An obvious consequence of this form is the divergence of shift factors at a
temperature T ∗ = Tref − C2=322.9K. In the inset, this would correspond to a continuously
increasing slope as the temperature is lowered, and diverging at T ∗ (denoted by the dashed
line). The surface relaxation data clearly does not obey this behavior, but instead the
slope decreases with decreasing temperature. The difference between bulk and surface shift
factors is made obvious by comparison of the surface data to the solid line in the inset which
corresponds to the WLF shift factors for bulk PS. Figure 3 represents a reasonably complete
quantification of the dynamics of the top 2-4 nm surface layer of polystyrene.
While it is not always reasonable to directly compare different relaxation processes, we
can certainly compare the temperature dependence of such relaxations. We have recently
reported measurements of the slow dynamics of thin PS films[7] obtained using cooling rate
dependent measurements of the glass transition temperature Tg. Those studies also revealed
an Arrhenius temperature dependence for thin film relaxation at temperature below the bulk
Tg (reproduced in Figure 4 along with our data for the surface relaxation). The inset of the
figure shows the slope of log(relaxation time) (expressed in terms of cooling rate) versus 1/T
(the activation energy) for the thin films as a line, and the slope of the surface relaxation for
T < 350K as the solid symbol. The agreement between the extrapolation of the thin films
activation barrier to zero thickness, and that for the surface layer is remarkable and suggests
that the thin film relaxation is a direct result of surface relaxation. This is strong evidence
that the reduced values of Tg measured in thin PS films are determined by the properties of
the free surface. In order to more directly compare the temperature dependence of the two
relaxation features (thin film versus surface relaxation), it is necessary to find the scaling
factor between relaxation times of the two different processes. This corresponds to a shift
along the log (cooling rate) axis. In order to find the shift factor we use the fact that for the
thin film relaxations, the linear fits to the relaxation data seemed to intersect at or near a
single point[7]. If we shift the linear portion of the surface relaxation data to also meet at
the same point, we obtain the line shown in Figure 4. This procedure allows us to address
the question of the Tg value of the polymer surface. If we extrapolate the Arrhenius fit
to the data to the cooling rate of 1K/min (common rate for measuring Tg values), we can
estimate the temperature at which the surface region would vitrify. The dashed line in the
plot of figure 4 shows this point, which corresponds to a surface glass transition temperature
of T surfg = 282K ± 3. It is interesting to compare this number to other proposed estimates
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of the surface glass transition. A layer model of thin film dynamics was used to estimate
a surface Tg of 305 ± 21K [24]. Ellison et al [18] used fluorescence measurements to show
a Tg value of the first 14 nm of the surface layer to be ∼ 337K. We should also reiterate
here that the surface relaxation has a much weaker temperature dependence than bulk PS.
This means that even at temperatures below the T surfg there will still be observable surface
relaxation. It is important to emphasize that the observation of relaxation at temperatures
as low as 80K below the bulk Tg does not mean the surface always behaves as if it has a
Tg 80K or more below the bulk value. Instead, the surface should be viewed as having the
following behavior. At temperatures above the bulk Tg the surface and bulk behave in a
similar manner[9]. As the temperature is lowered below Tg, the relaxation time of the bulk
of the material increases very rapidly, while that of the surface does not. This is evident in
comparing the bulk VFT behavior (the solid line in figure 4) with the measured relaxation
time of the surface. The apparent difference in surface and bulk Tg then increases as the
temperature is lowered below Tg.
In conclusion, we have devised and carried out a simple experiment that enables us to un-
ambiguously measure the temperature dependent relaxation time for the very near (2-4 nm)
surface region of polystyrene films. The surface region shows relaxation at all temperatures
measured (down to 293K), and the resulting relaxation times display a surprisingly weak
temperature dependence below the bulk Tg value. The surface relaxation shows a remark-
able consistency to recently reported thin film relaxation data and this comparison allows us
to provide an estimate for the surface glass transition temperature of T surfg = 282K. This
data provides a framework upon which a successful theory of reduced glass transitions in
thin films can be based.
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figure captions
figure 1. Illustration of the process used to create nanoholes in the PS surface. (a) PS
surface covered by Au nanospheres that have been partially embedded. (b) The surface of
the same PS sample after Au nanospheres have been removed by exposure to liquid Hg. (c)
histogram showing hole depth and (d) The line scan of the indicated line in bart (b) used
to measure the depth of a single hole. Note the existence of the rim around the holes.
figure 2. Evolution of nanoholes at a sample temperature of 293K. the annealing times
are (a) 0 minutes (b) 4420 minutes (c) 29700 minutes (d) 96420 minutes. The inset of each
figure shows the line scan of the indicated holes which are used to find their depth.
figure 3. Time dependence of the relaxation of nanoholes for all temperatures. The time
data are shifted by a factor aT so that they agree with the data at the reference temperature
of 369K. The solid line is a single exponential fit. The logarithm of the shift factors used to
produce superposition are shown in the inset. The solid curve in the inset corresponds to
the bulk WLF shift factors.
figure 4. Comparison of surface dynamics (N) and thin film data. The solid lines are
fits to the thin film and bulk data of reference [7]. The inset is the activation Energy for
this films (solid lines) and the boundary of error (dashed lines) as well as the activation
energy of the surface (•). The dashed line in the main graph is the extrapolation of the
surface relaxation data to a cooling rate of 1 K/min. This is used to extract a surface glass
transition temperature of 282K (indicated by the arrow).
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